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Foreword 

h is appropriate ro begin this book by glancing back ar rhe conference 
that was the book's progeniror.lt rook place ar the Library of Congress 
on December 5 and 6, 1983, and we called ir 'The Washingron Meet
ing on Folk Art." The word "meering" was carefuUy chosen ro em
phasize rhe need many of us felt for a "meeting of minds" on the 
subject of folk art. The board of rruscees and staff of the American 
Folklife Center at the Library of Congress were conscious that dif
ferent people, borh as individuals and as representatives of different 
nerworks, were using che phrase "folk art'' ro mean different things. 
Nor only did scholars in fields such as folklore srudies, anthropology, 
art history, and American srudies differ in their views of whar con
srirutes folk arc, bur museum curators, art dealers, and collecrors also 
seemed at odds in their use of the term. 

Nor was rhe problem simply a lack of communication. In 1977 
a conference on the sub jeer offolk art had been hosted by the Henry 
Francis du Pont Winterthur Museum (Delaware), and representatives 
of the various nerworks that have a stake in the phrase "folk art" were 
all there. The result, as Scott Swank reponed in his introduction ro 
the subsequent publication Perspectives on American Polk Art, was a 
"highly charged" atmosphere with passionately contending factions 
and a residue of hard feelings. 1 Clearly the proper use of the term 
"folk art"-even irs custody in a proprietary sense-was a vital issue 
with important aesthetic, ideological, and financial implications for aU 
concerned. 

But what was the issue? Were people simply using the same 
phrase to describe essentiaUy different phenomena? If so, we were 
faced with a simple though unpalatable problem: crying ro decide 
which group gor tO use "folk arc" ro describe the rhings that interested 
them, and which groups had to search elsewhere for a suitable term. 
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But another possibility seemed both more complicated and more in
triguing. What if the various folk an networks were like the proverbial 
blind men with the elephant, each concentrating on a different aspect 
of an artistic phenomenon with an underlying unity? Whatever the 
case, six years had passed since the Winterthur conference, and evi
dence abounded of what diplomatS caJJ "movement" in some of the 
positions on the subject. It was time for a meeting of the minds. 

As the American Folklife Center, in cooperation with the Mu
seum of American Folk Art, began laying plans for the Washington 
Meeting on Folk Art, we were especially concerned that the gathering 
be strucrured to emphasize conciliation and cooperation among the 
many "worlds" (as our editors have felicitously termed them) that buy, 
sell, display, encourage, or reflect upon folk art. Although there were 
many conflicting ideas and viewpoints presented on the floor, a res
olute tranquility seemed to prevail. At rimes the ideas presented 
seemed merely to coexist without direcdy confronting each other. 

Yet beneath the tranquil surface one could detect the beginnings 
of new connections within and among the groups assembled. For 
example, the museum curators and collectors seemed concerned with 
updating their definition of folk art to include living as well as his
torical artists. Meanwhile, the folklorists were preoccupied with ex
ploring ethical ramifications of working with folk artists. The two 
issues may have seemed unrelated, but there was an interesting point 
of intersection: thinking of folk an as present as well as past means 
dealing with living artists, which requires considering ethical issues. 

Everyone remembers his own magic moments from such a con
ference. My own favorite memory is the moment, during the second 
day of the conference, when a question-and-answer period evolved 
inro a lively discussion among several members of the audience about 
ethical considerations in buying, selling, and exhibiting works of living 
folk arcs. As the conversations became lively, audience members for
got about the speakers up fronr and simply spoke tO one another. 
That was the poinr at which I was satisfied we had truly created a 
"meeting." 

Of the many tOpics presented at the conference, Simon Bronner 
and John Michael Vlach have concentrated on a social theme of "folk 
art worlds." Highlighting certain conference strands, they have set 
ochers aside.2 Yet the new fabric woven from these selected threads 
is tight, and we are confident that it will wear well in the years to 
come. 
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The years of additional perspective from which this foreword is 
wri{[en do not lessen our debt to Robert Bishop and rhe Museum of 
American Folk Art for their contributions to the success of the con
ference. Peter T. Barris coordinated the event with skill and aplomb, 
and Ray Dockstader lent his wise perspective throughout. Janet An
derson, then chair of the American Folklife Center's Board of Trust
ees, believed in the need for such a conference from the beginning 
and made sure a good idea would not die aborning; and Raye Virginia 
Allen represented the board at the conference in her splendid, in
imitable way. 

For a good conference one can fairly thank everyone who par
ticipated. For a good book it is possible to be more specific. We are 
grateful that Simon]. Bronner and John Michael Vlach have devoted 
their editorial skills to creating this book, and we are pleased that 
UMI Research Press is issuing it in its American Material Culture 
and Folklife series. Under these auspices the effects of the Washington 
Meeting on Folk Art will continue to radiate and resonate in the study 
of folk art. 

Alan Jabbour, Director 
American Folklife Cemer 
The Library of Congress 

Notes for the Preface 

I. ScouT. Swank, "lnrroducrion," in Pmpmi•es on Amtrl(an Follt Arr, ed. Ian M. G . 
Qu•mby and ScouT. Swank (New York: W. W. Nonon, 1980), pp. 1-12. 

2. for those who trace the history of ideas through conferences as well as books, 
the Washington Meeting on Folk Art is usefully chronicled by Gerald E. Par
sons, Jr., and Bren Topping in the American Folklife Center's newsletter 
Folkltft Cmrtr NttN Oanuary-.March 1984), no. I. 





Introduction to the New Edition 

The folk an "orlds that I' e 1denrified m the first ed•uon of th1s book now seem 
even more real. more entrenched Renewmg tht• rt•c·ord of exhibition, and 
public•n•on' o'er the Ja,t few rea~ 'u-c•nglht·n' our pnnnpal claim that one·s 
approac·h 10 folk an b contingent upon one\ •oc•al or intellectual milieu. Works 
of folk art may ,cern 10 elocir either specula110n ,ohotll an objec~; or c·oncerns for 
I heir cre:uor:.-lhe :trl or the folk-hut these· rcponM:s an: delcnnined less by the 
work of arl ol,sdf 1han by 1he particular al'! world with which one os affiliated, 
Those who pursue rhe an belong mosl often to 1hc W<)rld of deale:"· collccro", 
and ga llery professional>, while 1hose who cmw.:ntr:uc on the folk belong mainly 
ro the world of academe. And by mosl accounts lht:M: two worlds remain at odds 
(see Hall 1991, Vlac-h 1991b; Bishop 191l3; )one• 19HOl. We hasten ro add, 
however, thai those who focus on folk arllsts do no1 necessarily overlook lht: 
matter of .oe>theucs Indeed, they ardently >t·ck out the ae,theric values and 
anuudc' undergordong works of folk art. They tend to pay cons1derabtr more 
anenuon to rhe judgments made br lmdmonal """" ;ond theor intended 
aud1eotcHhan to I he e' alua1ions made b) colkctors. and thereon lies the source 
of conO~eh bet" cen gallery and acade011c pet'J>«II' e~ 

Thai a truce on the ongoing term warfart· ht•twt•t•n lhc>c two camps is 
unhkely to lw tkd:m•d soon was ;ignaled hy I he 'YffiPO>ium organized in 1988 
b)• Frank). Miele, one ofrhe o<><ners of the I hrschl & Adler Galleries in New York 
Coty. Enutled "Folk or An?" this gathering of comnwnt.otors wa~> organized in 
order to e licit support for what might he tc.:rmt:tl rhc formalbl/ncstheric position 
of art no:orkct<·crs. Objt:cting to the sociological or material culture approach to 
folk 11rt take•\ hy folklorists and other scholar;, Miele wamed to validate the 
aesthetic qualiucs that collectors claim to experu:ntl' m folk an objt:CI'>. Ar the 
conclusion ot the event, folklorists were scolut•d for thcor anthropological 
preoccup•nion> and urged to recast their mt·rhocb CMielc 191!9) 

Folklori.'>l' ha'c usually responded ro rhc>e -.ons of .macks by continuing 
ro argue for the need to locate authentiC works rather than those that are merely 
vtSually mtnguong The)' have consislently Cited the omponancc of communal 
orienrauon and cuhuml comex't as essenlial cntcna for dt•l\•nnining the value of 
" work of .on Prob:<l>ly the moM fonhrigh• cxprc"oon of rhe folkloristic stance 
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" the 'latoonal Hemage Fellowshop Progr-4m of the Folk Arts Division of the 
'lallonal F.ndo\\mem for the A<ls (1'\F.A). Som·e 19!12 ncar!) 150 high!)' talented 
indivoduab have been recognized as :-.lationalllcrotage Fellows for their ahili11es 
in quilting, tronwork. woodcarving, pouery, embroodery, basketry. weaving, and 
other related tradotoonal ans. Acknowledged as "exemplary master artists," these 
must pass tests of "au thenticity, excellence, :ond signlfkan•t: within a panicul ;l r 
lradition" (NF.A Gui<.lelines). It is 10 ~uch <·xcmplary arti~ts thai folklorists tum 
when a~kc<.l to identify importanl examples of folk artistry rather than to the 
wcathcrvane that sold for over a million dollars at the latest Sotheby's auction. 
Instead of focusing on treasured objects, folklorists look to these "living nallonal 
trea;,ures," rt>cently descnbed by Steve Siporon in his book America's Folk 
.\fasle" The 1VuliO>~ul Herilage Feflous (1992) 

Dc;potc the example provided b) a notable public agency like the :-lEA, 
the popular response to folk an reveals that simph>toc stereol)'pes still domonate 
pubhc perct>ptoons. The gushy talk commonly heard on gallenes about "inno
n~nn·. ·<harm, and "virtue" has spill~-d 0\ cr t•n•n onto the floor of the United 
!.utc:. Senate In the 'ummer of 19!19, during the furor provoked by Senator jesse 
llelm~· (R·:'Io<lh Carolina) reaction to publicly fllndt>d t>xhibitions of controver
sia l phowgraphs by Robert Mapplethurpc an<.l Andre' Scrl'dOO, $Cveral Senato" 
onvokcd the image of folk an as an example of all that was wholesome and 
roghteou~ in American life and art. Further, in order to t·eruure the :-lEA for 
supporting these ohjec;tionabie exh ibitions, the Senate rca>signcd monies from 
the budget ol the agency's Visual Arts program (which was responsible for 
recommc:nt.hng these exhibitions) spc<'ifotally to lht• Folk An.s program. In a 
puhlo~hed reacllon to the thinking reflected by this move, folklorist Deborah 
Kodosh points out that because traditional .Jrts wrve complc.<x funcuon~ in their 
given communill<:~. they are rarely as open and avaolable to everyone as is 
generally omagoned Authentic works of folk an, she Mgues, are quite likely 10 

ht· omompr<·hcn,oble or e'en, at lime,, offen,1vc to the gcncr.tl public. Kodish 
concludes that folk an is nowhere near as pleasant. innocent, or safe as the 
Congress and the gener.1l public want to beheve (1\odosh 1991). 

Hopong to mform the public about the cultur.tl values emhc<.lded in folk 
an, folklorist- have mounted an impressive number of museum exhibitions. 
Their efforts have been especially vigorous on the Amencan heartland where 
book; accompanying exhibits have featur~<.l folk arts in Iowa (Ohrn 1984), 
Wiscon~io (John Mi<.:hacl Kohlt:r Arts Center 1987), Non. II Dakota (Marrin 191:!9), 
and Minnesota (Moore 1989). Other states covered by folk an inventories include 
Idaho (Siporin 1984), Pennsylvania (Staub 19A8a). Washington (Lund 1989), and 
the ~ew England states (Silver 1988). These surveys have typically focused on 
loving tmditions and presented folk an a; a creative expression that signifies 
cthnk, r<.:goonal, rehgious. familial, or occupJiional i<.lt.:ntity (sec T~ske 191:!R). 
Ciloc' have been profiled a~ \\CII; A Feelinp.Jor l.ife: Cu/turalldemil)•, Commu
nuyand I be Arts, for example, samples Choca11o', ethnoc folk artS (~cClaon 1988). 
!,e' era! 01her titles have described a<lisllc tradouons m specific ethnic commu
nuoe> oncluding Uses of Tradition. Arts of llalla11 Amencans m Pbiladelpbiu 
(Noyeo 1989), Remaining Fuilhfu/ Ammw Folk Art In Transilio>~ (Ohrn 1988). 
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Folklore! Traditional Crof~tfrom Cuba. the DvmiiiiCllll R1pub/ic emd Puerto Rico 
.It ode m .\'eu rork(Association of Hispanic An~ 1988). and ~ffcbigan HmongArts 
(Dewhurst and .\lacDowell 1984; see also Cuhlh 191!61 

The last few years have also witnessed the appearance of numerous 
studit!~ on qudtong and pottery. Notewonhy works on qu ilt~ and quilters include 
'll(aifai and Quills of Po(y11esia (H~mmond 1986 ). ,\fichiRan Quills: 150 Year.> 
of a 1i!xtlle Tradition (MacDowell an<.l Fit~g<:rakl 1987), North Carolina Quilts 
(Roberson 191!8), 111 rhe Heart of Penn.~ylt,aula: 19th and 20/h Century 
QuiltmakiiiR 1i·adirions (lasansky 1985). Who'd a 'l'boup,hr It· lmpmvisalicm In 
Afrietm-Amerlctm Qu/1/making (Leon 1987), 1/eCII'IS a11d /lands: '/be 11!fluence 
of Women ami Quilts on American Socie~y (Ferrero, 1/edp,es. and Silber 1987J. 
;\'a/we Needll'tmrk Conu:mporary Indian Te:o:/1/e,\ from .Vorth Dalto/a (Martin 
19811). and Stucbed from 1be Soul: Slat..:• Quills from the Amelx•l/um Sotllb <Fry 
1990). for po«ery, we now ha,·e Brothers Itt Cia~·· 7be Story of Grorgia Fl>lk 
PolleiJ:(Burmon 1983). Tumers and Bumers I be Folk Pouersof.\'onb Carolma 
(Zug 19801, Rtll.lcd m Cia.)" The Southem Poii('IJ Tradition (Sweezy 1984), 
Grand LedJie Folk Poll<!ry: Tradiriom a/ IVork <Dt•\\hUN 1986), The Pueblo 
SIOIJ'Ieller· Det'l'lopmem of a Figuratit'l' Ceramic Tradmo•1 (Babcock and 
Monthan 19861, .md Crossroads of Clay. The Satllhem Alkali11e-G/azed Slotle
u:al'l! TmdiiiOn (Home 1990). AUt!nlion to th<:'l' l{t'nrcs reflect~ a growrng 
cultural concem for arts emerging from craft tra<.litlon~ worhon regional, ethnic, 
occup<O tlon:ol, :ond famtlial communities. 

While.: lh<: 19H<h may he rerncmhcrt:u a~ lh<: t hx:odc of lhc ' late folk art 
survey, in the 1990s folklorists have turned increasingly to studies and exhibit' 
that place.: folk :ort in the context o f cvt!ryd.oy loft: and work. or of folklife and 
material culture studies (see Bronner 191!6a, 1992h; VI.Kh 19!!<)a; Roberts 
19!!8 145-63. jon<'' 1987; Staub 1988a; Yoder and Graves 19891 Even 1he art 
h1s1ory-monded ~-d1tors of the An a11d An:bttectuf'l' 71JI'.'>(IIInts dlo'c to label'" 
"matenal culture· what had been former!)' mcluded tn the area of "decorau,·c 
arb· ( P<:tt•r-.cn 1990). F.xt!mplary anthologies rovcmng lolk art tn 1he comext of 
material cultu"' and folklife are Art.\ 111 F.anu•,t ,\(,rth Carolina Folklife 
(Patterson and Lug 1990) • . 11icbip,a11 Folklife ReaderCI)cwhuN and lock"oocl 
1987), <tnt! By the \'(lork of Their Ha11ds. Studies i11 A,(ro·A merlca11 Folklife (Vlach 
1991 a; mnti"J't with Livingston anu Bc~rd~ley 1982). Regional studies that also 
employ this approach are 7be Lore of New Ml'xlco (Wt:oglc and W llite 19881. 
Soutbem ArlZalla Folk Al1s (Griffith J9H!!; sec: also Abernethy 19!!5), and 
nc:comled Furnilttre oft be Maharllongo Valley (Reed 1987). A suggestive study 
that examine,, folk art emerging from the cultural w ndlrlons of old age is 'lbe 
Grand (i<!lleralion (Hufforu, Hunt. and Zt!itlin 1987, contrast with Kaufman and 
Barrell 1985). In addition, essays highlightong Mk'hacl Owt•njone,· influential 
behavooral perspectives on fol k art and ma1croal cuhur<: rc;carch have I'>Ct!n 
~de Jvatlable on £.xplorlng Folk 1111 (1987), and a revi~oon of his classic 7be 
Hand mtltle Object and Its Malter(19-5> has been published as Craftsman oft be 
CumberlamL• ( 1989; compare with Vlach 1992b and Bronner 1985). 

Whtlt' 1h" folk life approach ha~ gaino:d momentum.the publications of the 
gallery an " orld have ..c-arcely abated. F'J>t!oally t:vid<:nt m the la't few )'e'dr~ 
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han~ be<:n 1mage-laden coffee-table boob hke .1\mencan Pnmillte Discon-nc. 
111 Folk kulptun! <Ricco and M.~re,c• 19111ll. One· t·Jtei(OI') of the:>c OI'Cr-izt:tl 
tonw' hll(hlil(hh •·ollcctors and their pn1e J><>"e"•on~: LIL'LnJl Witb Folk An 
< 1\,m>ard 19') I) provides a tour of various horne mteriors bristling with folk 
object,. Other volumes focus on single collector.: Lillie by Little (Lillie 1984) 
recalls the "finds" ol 1\in:< Fletcher Llnle: An ilmt•rletlll Sampler(:-<;Jtional Gallery 
of Art 19R7l p<~y> tribute 10 Electra Havc·mcyt•r WdJI>, and TrC!asure.~of Amcncan 
Fulk Art (Rumford am.l Week ley 191l9) c:xtols Ahby Aldrich Rockefeller. 

llook' on folk art that serve the gallery world share several tendencies 
They h1ghhght the primary fine an genre> ol pamtmg :md sculpture, >howcase 
the 1mage r.nher than the context of th<• object. and ernphas•ze 1\"ew England 
piece' o,·,·r works with non-Anglo <.Ourt·c,, Tlw cnll<..-tor. arc honored for their 
-,h,n•rn•nl( l'\ c·" Jndthcirpa~sion fnrmvnlllgde<oraiJveobjccL~. Books in which 
ohtcch Jrc celebrated as precious trca>ures make constant. albeit often tacit, 
alluSLon' to nsual parallels between work> of folk ~n and modern abstrad an, 
~U!(!(C\llnl( th.H If they look the same the) may he thl· '"Ill<'. Ho" th1s nmkading 
""'""PtL<>Il <'Jml' to he -o widd) and confidently accepted is chronicled by an 
hbtonJn D.1vid Park Curry, who caution> •we h.we smce learned to beware of 
the fond wi'h that vist•al simibritie' h<·t"ccn modern and fnlk art can he 
:K'<'ounll'd for ·"'nply by assumin~ot idc.:nucal :w.,thc•t•c v.tlues·· ( l91l9:60; sec also 
Cmn l9HH). 

Y011118 r lmet1cw A Folk-Art History(l.ipman, \Xf;~rn;n, and Bishop 191lli) is 
:tnothcr oiTcring of the coffee-table varie ty. Whik it served initially as a catalog 
for .tn cxh ib1tion at the Museum o! Amcril'an l·olk Art, it was also cited as :; 
pumt•t•rinJ.! ""'ial I11M0ry of folk an. Attu.tll) . 1t offered little more t11an a 
rc,tJtcmcnt of.Jean Lipman's familiar 1monauon that folk an 1s equal to the be't 
m<Kkrn an ~1"n !Cnmg Amenca aucmpt' '' to confirm t11c position of the 
Mu..cum of Amencan l'olk Art that folk an repre~nt~ ' the unconventional Side 
ot Amcncan .Jrt and thus cons1>t' < hu .. ny of um"ual •mages and ohjc<:t' 
pr<><lm cd h) lnghl) mdi1 iduali"ic.: nu~cr-. After nearly t"-O decades of critical 
dchatc. thLS leadmg insllrution on the gallery ~•de of the t~sue has apparently not 
budged beyond identlfying folk an asth:u wluch l' 110t recogmzed a, fine an (,cc 
a l>o F.trnc·" 191l4: Rns<'nak and Ro>cna~ 1990, C.arrctt 19')1). 

The polarized views of folklorists and gallery professionals are clearly 
seen u1 the contrasting pretatory s tatements for to lk Hn surveys done in two 
nelghbormg New Engbnd states In Always tn SI!C/SIIfl: Full.t.Art and Traditional 
C ulllll't' /11 li<'I'IIIOIII, f<.>lkloristjan<' Beck a.~serts, "I take the view that folk a11 is 
.10 ;LrtbtiC' cxprc"ion of a particular traditional cultu re. lienee the art itself must 
he ,ccn in tenns of this culture'' ((leek 198l 181. ller chapters cover Native 
Amencan~. tarmstead and famLly hfe. m:truime Ol·cupational an. and trJditional 
Anglo-Am<!rican cr.tfts all pmcticed hy living Jn"an>. 1\<'xl door in '<c" 
Hamp,lur<' fornwr director of the· Currier C.JIIcry of An Rohen Doty declares in 
tlw opcnmg page' of BJ Good Hand.<>: ·The wor~ .. of drt m this catalogue were 
<·h<"Cn prunaril)' for their right to he cons1dered Js 1mages and obteds endowed 
"'th a strong and endurmg aesthetiC qu<~luy Moreo1er, they were selected 
because they are extraordinary example' or an made by creators whose 
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deternun~toon In make something bea\otiful tnumphed over a lomned kno,vledge 
ot theor cho;en medoa· <Dorr 1989: xi). Stretchong owr the next 1 H pages are 
eoghteenth- and nineteenth-century paintong ... dr-J\\ on~-t'· and t·arnngs with only 
an ona"onill t·onnecllon to a regoonal or cthnoc tradollon The tcnn ·folk: a~ 
Duty u.'c' it (.ond h" u>e os emblematic of the gallery world), is a 'agucly gencrk 
dc•ignation rat lwr than a usefully d<.!limlling term. The word is appealing 
because it C;ln cloak with a romantir ~onnow o ion obj('cts that might be 
unacceptable a' art. It bestows high ae>thl·ti< and t•tonornit" value on the 
antiquated object (see Bishop. Wetssman. McM.un". ;md Niemann 1983) 
Folklori,tb wke an opposing tack by emphabizing the achievemems of living 
arti,an., and thl· wJy :lrl functions in tht· arthts' home communilles (see Vlach 
19<)2a and Bronner 199la). 

\liholc 'omc art dealers over the last t\\O dct-acJe, h.ovt· expanded their 
definatoon of folk art to take on contemporary cre;.oiiOM, thq still empha.,i7c 
unu.,ual r-alht•r !han n>mmonplace or repre-.ent.otove expre,'>oons. References to 
expn·,.,.,oon' of t•!hn..- and regional diver..ny art· mutt•d on fa1 or of work said to 
reOect an 'American ;porn· or a human •freedom of cxpreo;,ion" (see \lu,eum 
of Amencan folk Art 1983: see also Bronner 1986a 1~8-210. Benedeni 1987:6-
7; Row 19R2: \.a i t' 1990l. In recent hook' devoted 10 f<>llt>clor' of contemporary 
"folk" or •naow" ;Jrthts, such a.~ America./ Fol(• A•·t rif the Tu•entil'lb Cent111y 
(Johnson :ond Ke1chum 1983), Made ll'itb Passioll (ll:mil(~ll 1990), and Museum 
~( A111erlca11 Folk Art Fincyclopedia cifTu;enticth·Cc•IIIIIY)! tlmc•rican Folk An and 
Arlists (I{O'>t:n~ k and Roscna k 1990). one find' a con,bl cn1 fon.- on 1 hl! a11ribute~ 
of objl't'l'· Coll~c.tor< revere works of folk art for tht.'or apparen1 boldness and 
usually ~nnohll' .arliM' for their idin<yncnoq. Tlw k<•)wurcb ·naive,' "self
taught." .ond "ondindualistic" appear often on thc'e book' Folio\\ ing the logic 
oflhc-.: "ork,, .tn} lone indivodual can be identolted a' a member of a folk group 
and any act can be \CCn a<; equl\·alem roa work of ;trt "">< looncd hy lcl(-a) custom. 

nu, ,.,.." of the ·tone <ndividuar as folk .ortl\t " c1 odent on a long lisr of 
book~ that onclude' jCJbn Kane: ~fodem Amenctl' Frrst Folk Pmmer (Kalhr 
1984) PrOII<'<'•-s "'Paradise Folk and Out.1ider ArtiS/\ rift he \fbi roast (Lar*n 
;1.1oortm and \1arton 1981), Cot and a Ball 011 a R'aterla/1 200 l'earsoJCaliforma 
Folk Pm111(11f.l ami Sculpture (The Oakland Museum 19!\6), llakin[!. 111 the Stm: 
I 'isiona•J /ma{!.~-~ jt'Om tbe South (Lowe ;ond Lowe 19/l7), Clemrmtme Hunter
American Folk Artist (Wilson 1988). 17Je \florid:~ Fonr Art Church: Reverend 
Howard Fimter and Family (Viera and Giranclot19!!6), 1/ou•ard Fmster, Man <if 
VfsfullS: 71Jc: I ifeaml \Vorlwf a Se!f-Taugbt Arlist(1umer 1989). C(yde lflbitestde: 
Folk Arti.-t (WC,I<'rn <:aroliml Cnivc.:rsily 1988), KariJ! Korlou•ski. 1885-1969: 
PoiL<b ·AIIIt?rican Folk Paimer(Sarnn 19H'i). m1d /Jill Tmylor His Life (Maresca 
and Kocco 1991). Of late there has been 'o much enthlma'ITl for the work of 
artists eng.1gong on a seemingly free-form manopulation of paim, mixed mcdi;o, 
and found ohjeu,._thongs wmelime;, termed "trash treasurcs"-that .Yewsueek 
gAll' two pag<'' of it' Chrhtmas week i~ue m 19!!9 to an artocle proclainung 
·out,idc:r' Arc In' (Kroll 1989). In the" akc oflh" popularity, n"w labds for self
taught art"'-' ;tppear 10 be gaining ground o~t·r the v.ord folk. including lermb 
such as ou~>odcr, "isolare: and "VISoonal'} .• Uut juJc, 1.1ffal, editor of 1h~ 
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coli« tor-. new ,lcucr Folk An Finder. clatm' that no gallery owner i~ likely to 
rt'hnqtu.,h the usc of the term folk. The adJt'CII\'C, l.o~ffal observes, is "just too 
ju"y" <UcncdetlJ 198- :6 ). 

In the tntroducllon to Signs and \flonders.· Outs•der An inside Sonh 
Carolilltl (~lanley 1989). the direttor of the :-<orth Carolina ~1useum of Art 
rem:uk~ that IJllt, idcr artists ·often have an inner compulsion to create. and the 
act I~ tiSUJIIy pcr~onal and extremely intenst'" (M:•nl"y 1989:vii). Thi~ formula
tion $ct•ms to have been carefully phr."cd in ortk·r 10 make dear rhe ways m 
which outsider an differs from folk art. f':t•vt•rthclcss, the use of the word 
outsider >till raises 1ssue; rega rding qocial stcrcmypmg. especially when ethmt 
and regiomd artist> with culturally dcnved aesthetics an: depktetl as et-cent ric 
or cn:n lunat ic. These questions come up In exh1b11 catalog> quch as Black 
Hi,tory•·/1/ack l'is1o11: 7be \ 'isionary lmap,e In T<'xas(Adck 1989) and Fine Folk: 
An n' FaCisfrom the Rural South (Smnh 1989). Further. Roger Manley, tvho 
organized S•g•IS and 117onder:sha~ more recently quesuoned the appropnatene" 
of tmpo'(:d uuh1dcr ~tarus when, as he says. •a \'IMI to any one of the 20 or 30 
name' Ouhider:> these days is more likely to rcwmble a tour of a swcat~hop than 

an audience with a prophet" (Manley 1991 25) He continues: 
perh~ps thc bcst thing for everyone el~e to do would be to drop 
.!I together the terminology that takes a , c,mercd , llnrclatetl number 
of people and creates a group c;1llcd •ouhidcr," "unique: "isolate," 
etc. lt sets up an imaginary we/ they dichotomy that has made it 
po"lhlc to segregate and then exploit ma ny people who have 
alway' been. and seek to remain, full participants m their commu
niue; Jntl contributors to the culture in wh1ch we all share (Manley 
1991·28: 'ee also Hall 1991). 
~me voices of compromise suggest that "Idiosyncratic an· is preferable 

to tht• ouhtdt·r label (see Marshall 1983. Benedeui 198~ 7), and yet this phrase 
too 'uAAcsts standards of d.tference <oet by arh1tcr-. of taMe Inspired by .\hchael 
Owen jones "Tiling~. Willard Moore 10 h1<> exh1btt1on of ~hnnesota folk an 
prcwnts • w1dc ""'mple of creatit·e express1on, rangmg from communal 
tr.1dit1<ms to personal expressions, and Ml~e'" "cirt I c.'> of tradition" as a concept 
that transcends the limitations of the folk art world (Moore 1989). He 1dentifies 
"integrated traditions" as those that are Interwoven wnh community life at the 
center, "pcrccivctl traditions" lie with1n a second cirde that comprise' activities 
ton,klt-rcd traditional by some indivitlual~; ~nd oulcnl10-'I arc the "celehratetl 
traditions" of artists who for person~ I rt·:lsons C'hoose to create objects nol 
ncccss:tril y related to their own heritage or social roles. This continuum of artistic 
exp~rlence i:. implid t as well in Missouri Artist jesse Howard (Marshall 19!\3). 
RC'IIJ<IOII> Folk Arlin America(l)ewhurst , MacDowdl, and ,\lac Dowell 19!\3; sec 
al'o Dcwhut"it and MacDowelll978), and Tb£' T11:s That Bind(\letcalf and II all 
191!6; -ce also Bustin 1988). An eff<..'<.tivc mer11cr of dhergem art worlds i> 
cndem m Fall A La Main (Made h} Hand> (lkrReron 1988), a gu1de to craft, 
work of all sort:.-folk and studio ba;ed-pubhshed by the Louisiana Craft; 
Program W1tlun th" directory, prospecuve customer; can locate all manner of 
hantlmatlc 11cm' ranging from a Cajun cypres' p1rugllc to jewelry made by 
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un1vers1ty-tr.uned ani~an~. Identified as folk. comemporary, or revivalist. three 
art worlds are presented here as distinct but coequ;tl 

From this d1scussion of works published ,;nee Folk Art and Art Worlds first 
appeared in 1986, it 1s clear thatlhe 1ssues and themes the hook set fonh then 
remain viwl. Their persistence at the core of the debate over folk an is abo 
apparent in subsequent work produced by the essayists represented in Folk Art 

cmd Art \florlds. In the opening set of cs.-ays, j ohn Vladl pursued the "need for 
plain talk about folk an lie continues to take i~bue with the ga llery view offolk 
art ln "Th~.: Wrong Stuff" (199lb) published in the Nf!ll' Art F.xamirwr. In "Tnt: 
Politic• of the Pa~L in American Folk Art H1story," !::\ogene Metcalf examined the 
social and political implications of the rhetonc usc.>d 10 the folk an debate. lie 
further pursues the top1c in "Modemism. F.d1th Halpert, Holger Cahill and the 
Fine An Meaning of American Folk An" (Metcalf dod Weatherford I 988). "The 
Problem of Amcric-~n Folk An" (Metcalf 1986; see al~o Waldorf 1986), and 
• Artifacts and Cuhural Meaning: The Ritual of Collecung American folk An· 
(Metcalf 1991. <.-ealso Bronner 1986a: 1~1!-210. 19!16h, 1988; Mdery 1991). These 
treatment> of an worlds can be compared With Uronner'' analy'i' of folklorhuc 
rhetonc 10 "An, Performance. and Pmxci (1988; 5ee also Bronner 19H6b). 

folk patnting, the subject of the book\ wcond '('l of essa)'s, remains at 
the center of controversy in folk an research. Vlach has entered the fray with 
Pla/11 Paimors ( 191lR; see also Vlach 1989b), and Cl~ud il\e Weatherford has 
contributed an extensive biography of Quccmo Soovall, to la rgely self-taught genre 
palmt:r from Vlrglni:o (Weatherford 1986). David Jaffe has carried his study of 
nineteenth-century painters furt11t:r in ;~n ;Jrticle devoted to artisans he calls 
"peddler. of progress" (1991). 'f'hese effort> run count<:r to the gal lery vi"w of 
folk an found in American Folk Painte1'3 of1bree Cemuries (Lipman and 
Armstrong 1980), Folk Palmers of America (B"hop 1979), and Amf!rican Folk 
PainllnRS (Ahhy Aldnch RockefeUer Folk An Center 191!8; see also Rumford 
1981; D'AmbrOsiO and Eman' 1987). 

Trad1t10n" and ·creativity· as related conccpL' figure prominently in lhc 
lh1rd group of ''''liY' dealing with folk an m context ~hchael Owen jones· 
Craftsma.• oftbe Cllmberlatuls: Tradition and Crr•atu·tty ( 1989) and Bronner~ 
Crcatluily a11d Trad1tio11· Sew Directions 0992a) provide additional perspec
tives on the topic The festive and "nvironmental contexts examined in jack 
Sanuno·s study can he further explored in hi> "Hallowt•t·n in Amerka" (Santino 
1983; see also Bannatyne 1990); for more discw.sion ofyardst•apes and ya rd ar1, 
con$ult f'C!I'SVIIrll Places(\Yiard 1984) and Circles ofTradition (sec Sheehy 1989), 
as wel l a> ar11cit'' by F.laine Thatcher ( 1987) and Hcltm Bradley Griebel (1986). 
For a collector's view of 11allo~'cen material$, >~C "Spiriwd h}' Halloweens Past: 
People Who Haunt the Houses of Antiques for Jack-O'· I.anocrns• (Berry 1991 ). 

Creativity and festiv1ty on the street. covered in e5says on the Giglio by 
Sheldon P~en and the "h<><."e on Penn Street" by Bronner, suggest additional 
dtmensiOO\ to the notion of context. ln th.,ir an1dt• in Folklife Annual 1985. 
Sheldon Po<en and Daniel franklin Ward ha•c made ;I <·onnct1ion between the 
Gigl1o to\\·ers of Brooklyn and lhe famed Wan.\ To" ers huih hy Simon Rodia in 
1.m Angde> (Po;en and Ward 1985:143-57). ·cal" and his house decorations no 
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longt·r grJn: Penn Street. As predicted, Cal conunued to box himself in wtth hh 
con,truci!On\ and eventually rurned his an completely aw~v from the 5trcet (...cc 
Uronner 1986a 63-88). His house was condt•mn~d h) the nl) and later reclaimed 
by profes~tonal renovator> who made it conform to the yuppie look up the block 
Cal moved,, ft"' hlo<:k' away with rwo buddies I rom the old neighborhood, and 
whik• ht• dOcMft adorn the facade of his new building with art, be now works 
on crc.uing artiMic environments from rt·cyded m;ut·riab (8ec also Read 19!\6; 
Greenfield 1986) 

Mallc.'rs of ma rketing and exhihitin!l folk ;lrl, and the ethical tl'eatment of 
folk art"" and tht•ir communities addressed in the 'cction on the "consequences 
of collt•<tion" have recently received thoughtful.memion m folk an scholarship 
Ro":mary Joyce has edited a set of in>~ghtful c;,ay' for ,\'ell' York FolklonJ(I9H6; 
see also Gran.'' 1988) on the marketmg of folk''" ~he has abo published an 
engagm!( tmfhman biograph) entitled A /Jean•r of lradtltOII: JJu'igbl Sttlmp. 
Ba<~>t·tnwl:er( 191'!9). The special case of the ~outhwe't an market dJscussed hr 
Clurlc., Ut!AAS •~ further explored in Obji'CI> anti Oth<•r., (Wade 1985) and Hosts 
a11d G'uestsiDeitch 1989>. Briggs fun her "''l'.lf<h m the mountains of nonhern 
f\ew \k\Jn> •~•n he found in Compeumce 111 Performance: 7be Cremit·ity of 
Trmllliollill Mexica11o l!erbal Art ( 19881 i>Mte" revol<ing aroun<.l cro'> cultural 
collccung :o nd folk :•n prcsenwtinn :~rc <'on•i<kr<'d m Fo!A•Iife and Musaums 
(Youn~ 19!!7; Kir<henblan-Gimhlen 1987), "Folk Art> in Education" (Mundell 
19H7), and 'l'lJ<' Co11servalio11 ofCu/ture<Staub 1988b; oee ;~!so Waldorf '19!\6). 
Flnn ll y, llt·nf)' Gl:ts-ie', rnagistc ri:ll The Spirit <if l'olk Art 09H9J extends the 
tlwmc' h.: ftJ'Sl proposed here in "The Idea of Folk Art." 'l'he epigraph for 
Gla'"e·~ n<'w book. wken from an e~>>:&y l>y Wlllaim Butl<·r Yeats, reminds u' that 
"Folk . .IM '' •.• the ,oil where all great an ·~ roott:d . ·'I hese mspirarional w·orus 
penned m the tir>t year of tht> centllf)' 'hould '"'pire meaningful rcOectim\ on 
folk an "mid' "ell into the next. 
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Taking Issues 
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"Properly Speaking": 
The Need for Plain Talk about Folk Art 

john Michael Vlach 

The lead tide of chis essay is mken from Alice Winchester's comment 
in her introduction to the catalogue for the Whitney Museum's ex
hibition 'The Flowering of American Folk Art." She writes: ''Properly 
speaking, folk art is a traditional, often ethnic expression, which is 
not affected by the stylistic trends of academic art. In chat sense much 
American folk art is nor folk arr at all." 1 Such a statement provides 
us with astounding and confusing perplexities. If the art presented in 
'The Flowering of American Folk Art" was "properly speaking" not 
folk art, why chen was it so labeled? If folk art is art derived from the 
aesthetic values of disrinet folk groups who create more-or-less in
dependendy of mainstream arr movements, why were such works not 
shown in char exhibition? Apparenrly some ocher kind of art was 
knowingly substiruted for what musr be "proper" folk art. We should 
chen ask not only what art took the place of auchemic folk arc, bm 
more importantly, why was such a replacement maneuver considered 
necessary? And further, how could such a circumstance have arisen 
in the first place? Why is it allowable to say that folk art is "not really 
folk art at all"? Apparently, despite the best intentions of all who are 
concerned with folk art, not enough effort has been directed at speak
ing "properly" or, more crucially, at thinking "properly" about rhis 
topic. 

Because the issue of the definition of folk an is adequately ad
dressed by several scholars, I will concentrate my remarks here pri
marily on problems associated with the strategies used to claim 
importance and significance for folk art.2 For the moment let us re--
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view the Litany of adjectives which are generally used to qualify and 
identify what folk art is. Consider the coUective connotations of the 
following terms: primitive, naive, amateur, grass-roots, outSider, coun
try, popular, backyard, spontaneous, unsophisticated, innocenr, pro
vincial, anonymous, visionary, homemade, vernacular, isolate, ethnic, 
non-academic.3 The list could be longer but this sample will suggest 
the range of terminology that is currently attached to folk art. Some 
of these terms refer to the destination of a creation, orhers to the 
level of skill employed in either design or rendering, ochers to the 
identity (or lack of one) of the artist, and others to the sources and 
origins of an artist's aesthetic. While a few of these terms suggest a 
positive image, most of them are at best ambivalent md at worst 
insulting. It is not difficult then tO appreciate one of the main causes 
of confusion in folk arc study and appreciation; ics vocabulary is com
piled of contradictions. Common sense should quick!} inform the 
ordinary citizen faced with the nomenclature of folk arc that some
thing is seriously amiss. h is not unlikely that the novice folk art 
appreciator might enrer a gallery or shop and be encouraged in up
beat tones to value a particular object because it was fashioned by a 
"naive," "unsophisticated," "amateur," a "visionary" working "sponta
neously" in his own "backyard" where he was rumored to have been 
moved by a "mysterious" force. The work would no doubt be praised 
as a piece of "non-academic," "outsider," "isolate," or "primitive" art 
manifesting "innocence," "charm," "guile," "whimsy;· and other 
"country" virtues. The merics of the work itself notwithstanding, our 
gallery goer is bound ro ftnd himself in a quandary. So much of what 
he might hear offered in praise of folk art would in other contexts 
convey a left-banded compliment if not a put-down. But for folk art, 
it seems, one is to believe that the put-downs are no longer tinged 
with negative intent. The stings encountered in this language of con
descension are assumed co be somehow soothed by good will and that 
is assumed to be good enough even if the result is a semantic muddle. 
Plain talk would seem to be in order tO replace the circumlocutions 
and contradictions with which we are currently saddled. 

Many well-intentioned early writers, when armed with the vo
cabulary of folk arc talk, more often than not produced a type of 
"double-speak." John l. Baur of the Brooklyn Museum could in the 
same paragraph write that folk art was both "unsophisticated" and 
"skilled." Erwin 0. Christensen, former Curator of the Index 
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American Design, concluded that folk an represented a "regression 
w childhood" and hence was "child art on an adult level." Even Holger 
Cahill, well known as an advocate for the art of the common man, 
would suggest chat folk art was only a "second-race" kind of arc even 
though it was the "oldest and most pervasive art expression we know 
about." This pattern of alcernace denigration and praise-almost in 
the same breach-continues tO characterize evaluations of American 
folk arr. 4 As recently as 1983, Jay Johnson and William C. Ketchum, 
Jr. noted that one reputed folk artist's work possessed "a sophistication 
... lacking in most folk art." Another chey said was "unlike almost all 
other folk artists . .. noc driven w her craft by a compulsion w paiot.''5 

lt would seem that the more folk art is chenshed, the more it is 
simultaneously damned as a flawed produce. Certainly the writers 
mentioned here are not the only ones who share some of the blame. 
Indeed, the responsibility falls on all who consider condescending 
language appropriate for describing folk art and artists. 

Simple villainy or hypocrisy, however, is not enough co explain 
the wrenched use of adjectives encountered in discussions of folk 
an. 6 Rather it seems that an attitude of incellecrual laissez-faire or 
intellectual laziness provides a better explanation. Scholars, writers, 
colleccors, critics, and commentators have on the whole been coo 
friendly, coo congrarulacory of each others' appraisals of folk arc. The 
desire to make common cause, to defend the place of folk art in the 
fine art world, has overridden the need to develop defensible stan
dards, so that weak criteria have not been challenged. Hence works 
of art are called folk on the basis of place of origin alone, or social 
class alone, or one fearure (or failure) of style alone. The cluster of 
works presented co the public as folk art is then a higgledy-piggledy 
assemblage of diverse items held cogether by the wish for connection. 
Folk an for public consumption is generally folk an by fiat; declared 
co be so, it is so. Anything then can be folk art, as Alice Winchester 
noted, eveo if it is "not folk art at all.'' Thinking and reasoning are 
suspended so that items as distinctly different as quilts from Alabama, 
cast iron stove panels from Philadelphia, samplers from young worn
ens' seminaries in Massachusetts, furnirure made by Shakers from 
New York, and yard art made by recluses at the end of the country 
lanes are all asserted tO be the same thing and consequently are con
sidered tO be closely equivalent to one another. 

On the surface all these works might be seen as related because 
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none of them would be acknowledged as works of fine art. But de
fining something by what it is not is no way to proceed towards a 
workable definition. The lack of fit between supposed works of folk 
art and the supposed standards of scudio-based artistic expressions 
has served in che past as che principal rationale for assigning folk 
status. But thinly disguised by that designation is the notion that the 
artists, like their works, also do not fit inro the world of fine artists. 7 

The folk artists are even branded, perhaps silently, as misfits and it 
follows, chen, that their number probably includes outsiders, isolates, 
loners, itinerants, the mentally disturbed, and the certifiably insane. 
When biographies of so-called folk artists are provided, such labels 
may indeed apply. "Creek Charlie" Field of Lebanon, Virginia, for 
example, lived alone and covered every surface of his house, inside 
and out from rop to bottom, with polka dots. It was a compulsive 
decorative scheme unique in his community and in his state, and in 
the enrire southern region.s Eddie Arning of Austin, Texas, spent 
sixty years in a mental instirucion where he apparently learned to draw 
and color with crayons.9 Other similar artists could be cited but the 
point should be clear that to regard such individuals as typical of folk 
groups is to foster a very bizarre view of folk society. It is one in 
which traditional communities are made up of scores of woebegone, 
lonely deviants. While misfortunes may strike the bearers of tradi
tions, it is not their calamities that make them folk but the kind of 
society in which they live. That sociery is typically a small community 
in which expressive traditions taught informall~· by word of mouth 
and by example are perperuated from generation w generation with 
some accommodation to the changes that arise from either personal 
desires or the influence of externally introduced fashions. 10 The rep
resentative art of such societies is not created by its deviants and 
misfits (although certainly such people do make art) but by normal, 
intelligent, well-adjusted citizens who care deeply about their history 
and identity. Folk art comes mostly from the central values of a society 
rather chan irs fringe elements, as is usually suggested by the imprecise 
and shallow criteria so commonly employed in gallery chat and cata
logue annOtation. Failure to speak plainly or "properly" allows indi
viduals from the far ends of the social spectrum w be mistaken for 
each other. 

The anything-<an-be-folk-art approach that engenders the cava
lier and indiscriminate lumping of arrisrs and artworks cannot be a!-
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lowed tO persist. While it provides scholars and collectOrs with a 
convenient rhetorical solution, since their choice of label is probably 
not totally wrong, vague categorization also prevents them from ever 
being exactly right. Further, as more is heaped onto the folk arc pile, 
the more meaningless the term "folk arr" becomes. While ir has been 
common practice for the last fifty years in rhe folk arr business ro use 
the tt:rm folk art as a broad, all-encompassing category, I for one do 
not think ir roo !are co change. 11 The repeated basic error of judgment 
rhat this approach fosters, namely the suggestion that artifacts from 
different social conrexcs based on different intentions are incerchange
able, can no longer be wleraced. 

At one time ic may have been useful tO label che whole mass of 
collectibles from rhe eighteenth, nineteenth, and cwenrieth centuries 
as folk art. Indeed, in the fine phases of discovery it is usually prudent 
w define a subject matter simply by enumerating irs features or by 
summarizing irs content. Bur enumerarion should be followed by ex
planation, an explanation in this case char accounts not only for rhe 
artistic product but for the artistic process as well. Here is where the 
need for thinking "properly" as well as speaking "properly" is most 
apparent. Tbe challenge lays before us to suggest how it is char folk 
art is conceived, designed, and execuced by its artists and appreciated 
and used by irs originally intended audiences rather than wondering 
what new items can be squeezed in under the vast procecdve folk art 
"umbrella." We need to get to work at studying how art works in 
traditional societies and folk groups of all types both past and pres
enr.12 What is bound co happen if we accept this challenge is that first 
we will recognize rhac folk arc is not rea1Jy a "great circus rem" shel
tering many acts or a large umbrella designarion. 13 Racher, American 
folk art is considerably more restricted in content than is usually sug
gested, and more importantly, there is not a single American tradition 
but several co-equal traditions. Next, it will be discovered that the 
chings rhat can be defended as folk will be reduced nor only in number 
bur in kind as the expressions of folk culture are distinguished from 
the products of popular culture. Finally, the direction in museum 
exhibitions, gallery shows, and publications might be able to rake a 
new tack cov.-ard evaluation and a\vay from simple description. These 
are changes of no little consequence. 

I am nor about tO propose here a new definition of folk arc. 
There is no need for a new definition; there is instead a need for a 
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return co definitions which have already been "properly" spoken. I 
would only urge that we accept rhe responsibility for speaking plainly 
and precisely. We should not shy away from the problematic nuances 
of adjectives. To dismiss the descriptive power of words in the search 
for a value-free sec of labels will only reduce us co studying people 
making objeccs. 14 While there is some utility in viewing the whole 
human vista of artifact making as a single achievement, our task in the 
study of American folk arr needs, at this rime, to be considerably 
more focused. 15 All people are not the same; they neither make rhe 
same objects nor are they motivated by the same values. We must 
employ a vocabulary char can indicate in scraighcforward cerms how 
individuals in disrincc communiries employ discrece formulas as they 
use parcicular cechniques ro fashion specific genres of an. The life 
hiscory or biographical case srudy would best reach these goals since 
ic allows opporcuniry for investigation of all manner of communal 
issues wichout loosing irs specific focus on rhe career of a particular 
artist. 16 Moreover, since both arc history and the social sciences em
ploy chis form of inquiry and presentation, it would provide a format 
co unite two perspectives on art that are frequently at odds. 

Further, we need to be more careful about allowing terminol
ogical ambiguities co stand without clarification. For example, the 
term ··folk" itself can be used tO mean an Everyman or a single mem
ber of a chairmaking family from Kentucky. lc can be an inclusive 
term as in "just plain folks;· where it means ordinary cicizens of mod
esc means, or ic can be an exclusive term, when it separates the carver 
of wooden chain puzzles from the carver of carousel animals. There
fore we must cake pains co say what we mean and not allow nuances 
co go unexplained. The next decades of folk arc srudy might come to 
be known as che "era of the footnote" as we auempt to amend even 
our most seemingly obvious statements in an effort ro be clear. As 
cumbersome, and maybe distracting, as superscript numbers might 
be, any move toward clarity is surely co be applauded. 

In the 1920s and 1930s a broad and inclusive definicion of folk 
arc was useful and appropriate even if it conveyed a measure of se
mantic vagueness. New fields of study commonly defend their right 
co exist by boasring of a vast terra inrognita awaiting investigation. 
Who would gainsay the significance of a subject like folk art when ir 
was defined in such a way that it embraced arc and craft, the domestic 
and the commercial, the sacred and the secular, the rradirional and 
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fashionable-in short, the whole scope of American aesthetic and 
technological hisrory? But the 1980s are not the 1930s. Half a century 
after its "discovery," folk arc should no longer depend on a prideful 
drum beat to assert its importance. It is to be hoped that the field is 
now mature enough to explain and demonstrate the excellence and 
relevance of folk art in a series of documentary studies, such as the 
biographies described above, instead of simply proclaiming its virtues 
more and more loudly. The early appraisals of folk art are clearly the 
product of their rimes, a period when the United States was flexing 
its military and economic muscles as a newly arrived modern power. 17 

In the heady times of the late 1920s the arts, too, were seen as 
symbols of American modernism and folk art came eventually to be 
claimed as one of the native sources of this progressive spirit since its 
minimal forms and primary colors seemed to anticipate such modern 
artistic idioms as cubism or abstract expressionism. 18 A gleeful, buoy
ant spirit thus accompanies the first folk art commentaries as writers 
brag, and even gloat, about what they take to be .American folk art's 
natural predisposition ro modern greatness. Today we might be in
clined ro filter our the chauvinism and read folk art for its intrinsic 
qualities rather than its supposed or attributed intentions. The rig
orous standards of the "new social history" require a deliberate revi
sion of the rosy mythology that once served as informed opinion 
concerning folk arc in .America of the 1930s and 1940s. 19 We must 
now sort out fact from fantasy. If we cannot convince others of the 
validity of our subject with precise reasoned argument, we cannot 
really convince them at all. 

There is also much intellecrual housekeeping to which we must 
attend. There are glaring inconsistencies that need to be set right in 
folk art calk and thinking. For example, how can folk art logically be 
called the art of a group and at the same time be labeled as the art 
of the self-taught?20 The concept of group art implies, indeed re
quires, that artists acquire their abilities, both manual and imelleetual, 
at leasr in part from communication with others. The community has 
something, usually a great deal, ro say about what passes for acceptable 
folk art. Blacksmith and ornamental ironworker Philip Simmons con
ftrmed this point when he observed of his customers: "I owe all my 
career to the people of Charleston [S.C.]. Without them giving me 
the chance, I couldn't have anything. I can't make a gate if they don't 
want 'em."21 It may happen that someone presents a work derived 
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mostly from his own imagination, a form with no local precedenrs. 
But given the usual dynamics and codes of aetion in small groups, the 
chances are slim to none that a radically new form will be embraced 
by the community as their art. No genuine folk artist can ever be 
completely self-raught. Certainly folk artists may work alone, even in 
seclusion, but they will work within a socially sanctioned set of rules 
for artistic production which they expeCt will insure the acceptability 
of their completed pieces. Thus they are mentally connected even if 
physically isolated. Morever, they are often allowed ro introduce some 
degree of personal variation into a piece. Returning to the experience 
of Philip Simmons, he says of rhe process of design: "I got to play a 
part in there too. I will always keep chat in from of the customer."22 

The key 10 acceptable change is modesty. Slight variations attempted 
with this virtue in mind are generally judged as appropriate because 
they allow standard forms to remain stable. The new work, then, 
despite irs novel features, reinforces the familiar local tradition. In 
folk society it is usually the case that artists are honored more for the 
roles they play rather than for their personal inventiveness. 

Another of rhe riddles posed by American folk art rhetoric is the 
notion that the American tradition is one of remarkable individualism; 
hence the work of each folk artist is very different from that of his 
or her fellows. 2) Many commentators believe they can demonstrate 
the traditional quality of folk art by presenting items with no rela
tionship 10 each other except for the fact that they were created on 
American soil. The claim that each work of folk art is unique probably 
rings true after considering the items presented by most catalogues, 
but clanks thuddingly on the ear of anyone who bas experienced 
traditional communities firsthand. While traditional society does not 
erase ego, it does focus and direCt the choices that a person can 
acceprably make. 2• Some individuals might be rankled by limitations, 
bur the well-socialized person will find the limits not inhibiting bur 
helpful. He or she will accept the local rules of art as an invitation to 
search the deep wellsprings of traditional artistic conventions. Where 
traditions are healthy the works of different artistS are more similar 
than rhey are differenr; they are more uniform than personal. We can 
observe, for example, the formal linkages that run through three gen
erations of woodcarvers from Cordova, New Mexico. As Charles L. 
Briggs has noted, the iconography of the samo figures remains today 
faithful to eighteenth-century precedents. 25 Some quilt blocks such 
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as the "log cabin" or "grandmother's flower garden" are repeaced not 
only from generation to generation bur many times by the same quil
ter. 26 Works of folk art resonate wich che richness of cultural pro
fundity even if che)• mighc be the same quilts or carvings known for 
che past two cencuries. They are good even if chey are familiar. In
deed, chey are excellent in pare because they are familiar. 

It seems char che confusion over whether folk art should be seen 
as unique, individualistic, and singular or ordinary, communal, and 
unexceptional seems fundamentally from the expressed objectives of 
collection and scholarship. CollectOrs employ che methods of con
noisseurship in che pursuit of mascerpiece-qualiry works while folk
lorists and social scientists look for the represencacive pieces of an 
that permit the accurate description of a genre, a period, or a career. 
The collector "0.'3ntS first £O find greatness, the scholar wants first w 
underscand the norm. Of course neither quality can be fully deter
mined without the ocher since outstanding work cannoc be accurately 
assessed without knowing whac ic is char a particular work scands our 
from, and similarly normacive trends are necessarily shaped and char
acterized by periodic monumencal achievemencs. 27 lc is rime co rec
ognize char neither extreme view is correct, char proponents of both 
approaches have much in common. Ultimacely we need a compas
sionace version of social science that allows anises che free will to 
break wich the inhericed forms of time and place if they so choose. 
We need tO realize char folk arc includes simultaneously both ordinary 
and extraordinary moments and thac while chis situacion is complex, 
ic does not have co be overly confusing. 

Developmencs in the field of so-called primicive an may be in
structive in signaling what fucure developments might be ancicipaced 
in che field of American folk arr. Earlier in this century che art of 
chree-fourths of the world's population was lumped togecher as one 
phenomenon, as "primicive art." Now we nor only recognize differenc 
continental distinctions but regional styles, ethnic patterns, sociolog
ical hierarchies, syscems of patronage, characteristics of particular arc 
guilds, and the hands, if not the names, of individual artists. 28 In sum, 
we now have a rich and complex history of "primitive" or "cribal" art, 
one which allows us co inrerprec ic in the most meaningful of cerms 
racher chan only che mosc general of cerms. The days of captions for 
carvings chat read "Figure, wood, nineceeoth century, Africa" are hap
pily over. Unhappily, many captions for American folk an objeccs still 
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read like this. Generalities, though they need nm be overturned, are 
only the starting point along the path to understanding, not the final 
destination. 

The approach to folk art that I am advocating is one which rec
ognizes artists· intentions first and the qualities of their works second. 
This is a view which some might distinguish as sociological rather chan 
humanistic, but I see no profound disadvanrage or disservice ro arc 
in grounding the srudy of arc in the lives of the people who create 
and use it. Alice Winchesrer and many ochers have already recognized 
that the folk artist, when one speaks ·'properly, .. is an artisr working 
in an alternative system tO chat found in the academy. If thar alrer
native system is what is crucial in determining the nature of the art 
created, then that system is where our attentions should be focused 
first. While Robert Bishop has recently argued that tO srudy the folk 
is to ignore art, such an argument puts forward a false premise.29 To 
study what people do means that if they make art, their art will nec
essarily be studied and in a way that involves the student direcdy with 
this art and irs creation. The attention paid ro arr is then nor lessened 
bur heighrened as art is considered within its original generative con
texts. Those contexts are unavoidably social systems, composed of 
people acting collectively upon their self-willed thoughts and emo
tions. While not all contemporary social groups are so self-sufficient 
that they can still generate their own art, such communities are none
theless still fairly numerous even if they are not always immediately 
at hand. These communities are where we will find the answers tO 

our most basic questions about folk art. However, we should not 
overlook historical communities either, although we should remem
ber that answering profound questions about people who are deceased 
often proves to be more difficult if not impossible. 

The study of American folk arr needs to find its center-its 
center of meaning-so that it may grow and develop in an orderly 
and productive fashion. That center is, I believe, where it has always 
been, in its folk artists. Generally folk art has been pursued as a set 
of things, important things ro be sure, but the current generation of 
scholars and collectors now find themselves pondering much folk art 
that has no folk attached to it. The data of folk art have evolved into 
a random assortment of collectibles, usually old, valued not so much 
for their intrinsic meaning as for their resemblances to the fine and 
popular an of the period in which they were obtained. Those who 
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would claim that such an exercise honors and validates folk an must 
necessarily engage in a confusing, contradictory pattern of talk, since 
they are saying that folk art is good because it looks a lot like other 
art that they value more highly. Moreover, as these collectibles have 
been gathered in a helter-skelter manner from sources that often 
remain obscure if nor unknown, they cannot be trusted as reliable 
evidence to justify any decision of consequence. Evidence collected 
randomly and sporadically cannot even logically serve as evidence and 
is no basis for a discipline of art srudy. Yet this is our inheritance 
from the lase half century of folk art collection. 

Connected to this received set of data is a climate of opinion 
which eschews social concerns, so that experrise in folk art is com
monly reduced to nitpicking over the minor details of a work such as 
the manner of a brush stroke or the placement of a floral motif. Such 
formalist analyses lead us only around and through a maze of content 
and have little chance of showing us the path to the culrural signifi
cance and the deeper meaning of folk art. The situation, however, 
need not remain hopelessly non-productive. The study of folk arc can 
be reoriented so that our efforts center on the people who create this 
art. But first we must commit ourselves tO speaking and thinking 
"properly" about folk art. 
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The Politics of the Past in American 
Folk Art History 

Eugene W. Metcalf,jr. 

A people . . . which is rut off from irs own past is far less 
free to choose a11d to act ... than one that has been able to 
situate itself i11 history. This is why ... the entire art of 
the past has now become a political iss11e. 

John Berger, Ways of Seeing 

History is not discovered in the past. h is created in the present. 
Rather than uncovering a past waiting to be recognized, historians 
construct relations berween a present and its past which explain and 
justify currenc preoccupations. The cask of a historian is not simply 
ro recognize the past for what it is, but co make hiscory by distilling 
from the past those elements that can be understood in terms of 
present condirions. In culling from the past, hiscorians are guided by 
culturally learned assumptions about the nature and purpose of their 
enterprise, and, as art critic John Berger has suggested, these as
sumptions affect the character and value of history. If the assumprions 
accurately reflect the present and are responsive to significant human 
values and needs, they may prompt historical inquiry which makes 
the past more accessible and useful to the present. On the other hand, 
if instead of attempring to honesdy confront the world as it is, these 
assumprions help avoid it, if they function co restrict the possibility 
for human growth and confrontation with the present, they will mys
tify and obscure the past, making life in the present, and development 
inro the future, more difficult. 1 
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Like other forms of history, arc history makes available to the 
present a usable past. To the extent that man-made objectS reflect the 
beliefs of the individuals and societies who fashion and use them, art 
history, as the record of the making of artifaCtS, offers important, 
firsthand evidence of the existence and development of the values 
and attitudes of past times. According co art historian Jules Prown, 
"objects created in the past are the only historical occurrences that 
continue tO exist in the present." Their existence in sequence allows 
us co ··encounter the past ac frrst hand; we have direct sensory expe
rience of surviving historical events. "2 Yet arc is a particular kind of 
artifact. Considered a sophisticated and complex form of human 
expression, it is often thought co be an unusually valuable indicator 
of ideas, and it confers prestige on chose who make, use, and appre
ciate it. The possession by a group of a significant artistic heritage not 
only provides that group a heightened historical sense, but bestows 
on them social repute and power. 

Questions of the meaning and value of art history are particularly 
important now in chc study of American folk art. Historically treas
ured as an indicator of values such as individualism and freedom, and 
thought to dignify the activities and life of che common man, Amer
ican folk art has long been prized for what it is believed to say about 
the nature of American life and the significance of the American past. 
Yet in the past decade the accepted views about what American folk 
art is and represents have been challenged. Today a significant number 
of folk art scholars are suggesting that the concepts which support 
the study and collecting of American folk art are outdated, that these 
concepts are inadequate to interpret the objects or to deal with the 
social issues of contemporary American life and art. Thus has begun 
a re-examination of the nature and meaning of American folk art, and 
the culture and values which it is said to represent. Such an exami
nation can be understood in historical context, for the significance of 
American folk art as it is popularly understood today is related co the 
history of folk art writing and collecting, and to the social assumptions 
on which this writing and collecting are based. 

In her influential history of the field of American folk art, "Un
common Art of the Common People: A Review of Trends in the 
Collecting and Exhibiting of American Folk Arc;· Beatrix Rumford 
suggests that although early twentieth-century modern artists first re
discovered American folk art, "Edith Halpert and Holger Cahill must 
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be credited with initiating the widespread appreciation and collecting 
of American folk art as a proper artistic expression.·· Halpert, a folk 
art dealer and gallery owner, was an important promoter who estab
lished the first gallery devoted eorirely co American folk arc and who 
brought folk art to the artention of many wealthy and influential 
people, such as Abby Aldrich Rockefeller. But it is from Cahill's work 
that the assumptions which guide American folk art study, and its 
history, have come. A museum curator, Holger Cahill first discovered 
American folk art in 1926. Summering with Edith Halpert and her 
husband at the Ogunquit artist colony in Maine, Cahill was struck 
with the contemporary look of the weather vanes, decoys, and prim
itive paintings that had been used to decorate the cabins of the com
pound. Although these objecrs had already captured the attention of 
many of the artists who worked at Ogunquit, and a number of early 
exhibitions of folk objem had previously occurred, litde had been 
written about folk art, and it was in this area that Cahill made a 
particular contribution. In 1930, as a member of the staff of the 
Newark Museum, Cahill organiled an important exhibition of Amer
ican "primitive painrings," and in 1931 a show of folk sculpture. Both 
of these shows included catalogues in which folk art was discussed. 
In 1932, as director of exhibitions for the Museum of Modern Art, 
Cahill mounted one of the most important folk art exhibitions ever 
presented, "American Folk Art: The Art of the Common Man in 
America, 1750- 1900," a show which established folk an as a major 
presence in the art world. In a lengthy introduction to the catalogue, 
Cahill further developed his earlier thinking to present a concept of 
folk art which has been so influential that it has largely determined 
the nature and direction of folk art collecting ever since. This intro
duction, says Beatrix Rumford, was "remarkably perceptive." Accord
ing ro Alice Winchester, an organizer of "The Flowering of American 
Folk Art," a popular exhibition in 1974 often credited with rekindling 
current interest in folk arc, the catalogue for Cahill's 1932 exhibition 
"still stands as an indispensable reference on American folk arc. "3 

Despite the face char in his 1932 catalogue Cahill primarily de
fined American folk art in terms of how it differed from high art, 
calling it "the expression of the common people ... nor the expres
sion of professional artistS made for a small culrured class," his sense 
of the nature and value of folk arc was substantially affected by the 
studio-based values of high art. Viewing folk art as "the simple, un-
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affected and childlike expression of men and women who had no 
school training in art," Cahill insisted on understanding, categorizing, 
and evaluating the artifacts made by these people in terms of the high 
art forms of painting and sculpture. In his 1931 exhibition on folk 
sculpture Cahill had stated this approach clearly. "In selecting ex
hibits," he wrote in the catalogue, "we have stressed aesthetic qualities 
rather than technical proficiency. We have tried to find objects which 
illustrate not only excellence in craftsmanship, but particularly those 
which have value as sculpture." According to this approach, in 1932 
CahiJI chose the objects for his exhibition on the basis of their sculp
tural and painterly qualities. Presenting them in the categories of 
painting and sculpture, he discussed them in the catalogue in terms 
of properties like modeling, color, and line. Further, in the exhibition 
these objects were displayed as objects of high art, in gallery settings 
that accentuated their aesthetic value while downplaying their utili
tarian funccion. Thus the social or cultural meanings of these objects 
were overlooked. Fracrurs were viewed as paintings, not as social or 
secular announcements, and cigarstore figures were considered sculp
ture, devoid of commercial or social significance. In pare this aesthetic 
approach was popular because, as Cahill admitted in the introduction, 
little was known of the actual circumstances in which these pieces 
were made, or who made them. The de-emphasis of context also 
sprang from a bias inherited from the study of high art which placed 
art in an ennobled realm above history and beyond mundane human 
life and work.• 

Connected to this high art bias, Cahill also suggested in his 1932 
catalogue that the public incerest in folk art began in America only 
when irs aesrhetic qualities were first perceived by early twentieth
century modern artists. Returning from France about 1910, in revolt 
against the naturalist and impressionist tendencies of the nineteenth
century art, these artists discovered primitive American art, said Cah
ill, because it seemed similar in feeling and form to that which they 
were producing. According co CahiJI, these artists had turned first to 
the productions of"American aborigines'' which they found in natural 
history museums, only to discover that most of these works could be 
viewed and valued not as art, but only for their "relations to local 
history." Turning next to the objects which were the focus of the 
popular "cult of Americana," the artists found these items w be like
wise primarily craft objects, such as portery and furniture, and thus 
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nor of significant artistic merit. Abouc 1920, however, "rummaging 
through anrique shops and farmers' attics," che artists came across 
objects that were of more use co them, quaint pictures by umrained 
artists which had what was considered a remarkable similarity to mod
ern art. Interest in these kinds of things spread and soon folk arc 
collecting and display began. 5 

"The Art of the Common Man" was well received by the public 
and widely mentioned in the press, bur, more imporcam, it codified 
a notion of folk arc that is still influential. As Rumford's history shows, 
Cahill's vision has largely established the character of American folk 
arc collecting even until today. Working with Edith Halpert, Cahill 
guided and assisted Abby Aldrich Rockefeller in developing her col
lection, and he wrote the manual for the guides when Mrs. Rockefeller 
mo"eJ her collection to Colonial Williamsburg. Appointed national 
director of the Federal Act Project in 1935 and supervisor of the 
Index of American Design, he helped create a program of civic act 
education char influenced millions of Americans as well as generating 
an immense pictorial record of American material culture. By the 
rime new colleccors and dealers entered into che folk art market in 
the 1940s, the profound legacy of Holger Cahill was already being 
passed on co a new generation. 

Indeed, Rumford's history is testimony co the continued power 
of Cahill's vision; for in her work Rumford focuses arcenrion on the 
collecting of the kind of objects defined and promoted by Cahill and 
chronicles the developmem of imeresc in these objects from the time 
of their discovery by American modern artists. Largely utilizing Cahill's 
assumptions about the historical background of American folk act, 
Rumford elaborates on Cahill's early discussion of che history of folk 
act collecting to chart its development into the 1970s. At the same 
time, in much the same way Cahill dissociated the objects he viewed 
from their cultural context, Rumford's history of the collecting and 
exhibiting of these objects omits any significant mention of the cul
tural setting in which this hiscory occurred. Rumford tells what was 
collected and exhibited, by whom and when, but seldom examines 
the larger cultural significance of this activity. Like the folk act pre
sented by Cahill, the history of folk arc collecting is viewed in a gallery 
setting, disconnected from the cultural forces that contributed to its 
creation or the sociery to which it responds. 

The presentation of Rumford's history in 1977 marked a signif-
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icant step in the development of American folk art srudy, for it was 
the first lengthy contemporary attempt to trace the development of 
American folk art collecting, and it represents the now commonly 
accepted vision of folk art history. Yet Rumford's work also demon
strates the inadequacy of the field's exclusive reliance on Holger Cah
ill's primarily aesthetic approach for the purposes of historical analysis. 
Using the perspective of the prevailing folk arc ideology, Rumford's 
histOrical chronicle overlooks facts and ideas that do not comfortably 
fie Cahill's model and creates a static vision of folk art history which 
effectively ignores both the possibilities and discontinuity or change 
and their relationship to social and culrural issues. 

American folk art history needs to be approached from a new 
perspective, and in his book Politics, Language and Time, historian and 
political scientist). G. A. Pocock proposes one that may be remark
ably appropriate. Recognizing chat his field, the hisrory of political 
thought, is experiencing a rime of transformation, a period in which 
fundamental concepts are being reexamined as they are now in the 
study of American folk art, Pocock concludes char the direction of his 
field can only be underscood by examining it in the light of the be
ginnings of the development of a new historical methodology. For, he 
says, since it is now necessary to understand the relationship between 
the old way of approaching the field and the new approaches and 
ideas that are being presemed, history, which is about "things hap
pening in a context which defines the kinds of eventS they were," 
should illuminate the problem if an appropriate historical methodol
ogy can be found. Forrunately, says Pocock, the most valuable con
tribution to the establishment of this method has already been made 
by the historian of science Thomas Kuhn, and although Pocock is 
primarily concerned with the application of Kuhn's ideas to the de
velopment and history of political language, his use of Kuhn can be 
applied co the development and history of folk art srudy as well.6 

Kuhn's well-known book, The Structure of Scientific RetJolution.r, 
suggests a way of thinking of the history of science as essentially a 
history of the developmem and communication of a body of knowl
edge. According ro Kuhn, scientific knowledge is structured imo con
cepts called "paradigms." These paradigms organize and integrate what 
is known about a topic into a sensible whole and, says Pocock, in 
normal rimes they explain the world so well that they are used not 
only to solve problems but to suggest the kinds of problems that need 
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solutions. As new knowledge is discovered, it is inregrared inro a 
paradigm, conrinually altering the system. Yet because the central 
paradigmatic vision defines not only how knowledge will be inter
preted, bur what factS and ideas are available tO be considered for the 
creation of knowledge, such alterations generally function to support 
and extend the paradigm. Nevertheless, the paradigm exists as a 
charged process of continued confrontation between the persistence 
of rhe paradigmatic view and the potential change involved with the 
integration of each new bir of knowledge. 7 

Yet this process has cultural and social as well as inrellecrual 
implications. Paradigms exist in all areas of knowledge and, as political 
theorist Isaac Kramnick has noted, paradigms help establish the fun
damental norms and values which determine the way people experi
ence the world. They constitute the world view of a people and thus 
changes in these norms threaten the very way individuals perceive 
and experience reality. Moreover, as Pocock says, by organizing and 
integrating knowledge, paradigms also suggest which individuals within 
any system have the mosr appropriate or useful approach to examining 
what is needed to know, and thus who has the mosr authority or 
power withm a field. Hence social and cultural issues flow from, and 
are implied by, inrellecrual ones. Because of this, paradigm shifts are 
also social and cultural phenomena. With a new paradigm comes an 
alteration of the world view and a new distribution of authority among 
those within a field. Consequently, the period of transition from one 
paradigm to another is seldom a placid one. Many people have built 
their power and self-concept on the old paradigm, and in defining 
their view of the world the old paradigm has foreclosed their ability 
to recognize new possibilities. Thus the proponents of the new par
adigm, and the validity of the questions they propose, are vigorously 
resisted as illegitimate. 8 

Pocock's application of Kuhn's theory suggests the developmenr 
of a historical methodology which encompasses both persistence and 
change in history as well as their incellectual and social implications. 
History can be viewed as a process driven by the conflicting impulses 
of stasis and transformation, each containing within itself the seeds of 
the ocher. Furthermore, this theory defines historical process both in 
terms of irs operation as an arena in which paradigmatic views define, 
confront, and attempt to integrate knowledge of the past, as well as 
the inreUecrual and political authority this process distributes berween 
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human accors in the system. It is a model well suited to examine die 
historical, social, and inteUecmal forces that have contributed to the 
development of American folk an collecting and the writing of its 
history. 

The paradigm that controls American folk art knowledge was 
developed in the 1920s and 1930s and codified in the writings of 
Holger Cahill. Its best known and most influential historical formu
lation is to be found in the work of Beatrix Rumford. Yet, for the 
purposes of understanding the present situation and fumre direction 
of American folk art study, the most intriguing aspect of Rumford 's 
history lies not in the fact that it exemplifies the folk art paradigm, 
but in irs relationship to Kuhn's theory of paradigm change. 

In much the fashion Kuhn describes, in die years prior to the 
formulation of Rumford's chronicle, a number of folk art scholars, 
drawing on a developing history of discontent with Cahill's approach, 
suggested that the old questions and answers supplied by the folk art 
paradigm of Holger Cahill were no longer adequate. Coming partic
ularly from students of folklore, who were at that rime turning from 
the study of verbal and musical traditions to take in material ones, 
these suggestions called into question the very basis of popular folk 
art collecting and study. In 1968, in one of the first systematic studies 
of material culture by an American folklorist, Henry Glassie dismissed 
both the definitions and objects utilized by folk art collectors and 
writers. 

The usual statemem of "folk art" takt-s onto account only rwo lunds of A mer· 
ocan arr, academic and "folk:· Most of the anuquarians who empiO)' tbe term 
do worry about their use of it and they have proposed a nwnbc:r of alterna
tives-naive, provincial, uoself-consdous, primitive, anonymous, pioneer, and 
nonacademic (this last bc:ing perhaps the only rerm which can happily encom
pJs> the hodgepodge of objects normally displayed in "folk art" galleries). 

Four years later, in 197 2, Glassie continued his examination of the 
basic tenets of the folk art paradigm and suggested that rather than 
applying tO the amount of training an artist had undergone, the ad
jective "folk" related to a conservative or traditional attitude in the 
artist's mind. This conservative attitude, together with popular and 
elite anirudes, exists simultaneously tn the mind of every individual, 
he said, and the combination and relationship of diese attitudes de
termines the particular orientation of individuals and the things they 
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make. In 1977 an hisrorian Kenneth Ames pressed rhe arrack further 
by arguing char nor only was the word "folk" misused by folk an 
collectors, but so was the word "arc" llllsused. Relying on work of 
George Kubler, Ames examined che high-art based definicion of an 
used by folk art collecrors and suggested char the concept of arc should 
be expanded to include all man-made objects, rhus eradicating entirely 
the distinction between art and non-art. •o 

These suggestions, and others, irked folk art aficionados, for they 
called into question the basic assumptions on which cheir folk arc 
paradigm rested. As such they represented a social as well as an in
telleccual thseat. Viewed in Pocock's terms, ideas like chose of Glassie 
and Ames bad as much co do with policies as with art, as much with 
economics as with language. What was ac stake was the ability ro 
define the syscem of knowledge within cbe field of folk art, and rhus 
to define the social hierarchy and power of those who conrrolled the 
definitions of the collectors' folk art world. Moreover, a redefinition 
of the field threatened che value of objects defined as folk arc which 
had long ago become economic as well as artistic commodities, and 
it menaced the subsrancial financial invescmenr in these objects made 
by individuals and inscirucions alike. 

Rumford's history of folk art collecting was produced rhe same 
year Ames's work was published, and her chronicle was firsc presented 
at a chree-day conference on American folk arr held ac rhe Henry 
Francis du Pone Wincerrhur Museum, a conference where concern 
over folk art definitions and approaches was so intense that Scon 
Swank, an organizer of the conference and an editor of the conference 
proceedings, wondered whether the meeting was a political rally or 
a symposium on folk arc. According to Swank, che meeting ac Win
terthur was "a thinly veiled struggle for preeminence" which "chal
lenged fundamental presuppositions and raised major issues of 
philosophy.''11 Rumford's chronicle must be understood for irs social 
and political, as well as intellectual and historical, significance. By 
building a vision of che past in terms of the threatened folk art par
adigm, Rumford's comments, whether inrended or not, implied not 
only that che paradigm was supported by the weight of history, but 
also chat the proponenrs of paradigmatic change were hiscorically iso
lated and their arguments illegitimace and baseless from the perspec
tive of time-cesced, fundamental norms. 

As Kuhn's theory suggests, what is at stake in a change from one 
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paradigm to another is the very conceptual scheme by which knowl
edge is admitted and organized into a system. Consequendy, from the 
perspective of the established paradigm, fundamental and new con
ceptions appear necessarily unnatural, illegitimate, and groundless. 
That does not mean they do not have a ground in anmher system, 
though. With this in mind, in order tO better understand the historical 
issues separating proponents of the old paradigm and those attacking 
it, it may prove helpful to reexamine che history of folk arc collecting 
from a new perspective. Despite the inclination of proponents of the 
folk art paradigm to ignore social and cultural issues in the formula
tion of folk art hiscory, these issues illuminate the development of 
interest in American folk art, for the discovery and definicion of 
American folk art in the early years of the rwenrieth century were 
closely tied to a number of cultural trends. 

As proponentS of the folk arc paradigm have pointed out, the 
beginnings of interest in what is now called American folk art and the 
development of American modern art are very much connected; yet 
the reasons for this connection, and cheir influence on the spread of 
interest in folk arc, have yet tO be fully examined. To be sure, as 
Holger Cahill and Beatrix Rumford suggest, much of this interest on 
the pare of American artists sprang from their enthusiasm for Euro
pean modernism and primitivism, whether encountered on European 
travels or in the studio of Robert Laurene. In addition, particularly 
following the furor raised by the Armory Show in 1913, American 
modernists were interested in discovering American roots for their 
new art and in demonstrating that their works were more than mere 
copies of European originals. Such factors undoubtedly contributed 
to the fascination with the curious objects American artists first en
countered in the studios and cabins at Hamilton Easter Field's Ogun
quit Colony (established the same year as the Armory Show). Yet in 
addition to these influences, ochers were also at work, and these .. ~~--·• 
become increasingly important as folk art became better known 
collected by the public at large. 

To begin with, folk art was discovered in America during 
of rapid demographic and industrial change. According to ht!itoJtlalll 
William E. Leuchtenburg, in 1910 over 54% of the American oot>U-1 
!arion lived in small towns of less than 2,500 people. By 1920 
was true of only 48%. In roughly the same period the city of 
Angeles expanded from 3 19,000 people to more than one UJiunm.a 
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America was making the transidon from a rural nation to one domi
nated by cities. During these years, many Americans experienced 
doubts about what was left of rural values, and chis was nowhere more 
evident chan in American literature. Edgar Lee Masters's Spoon River 
Anthology, written in 1915, Sherwood Anderson's Winesburg, Ohio 
(1919), and Sinclair Lewis's Main StrteJ (1920) were but a few books 
co portray the sterility and waste of small cown life. In this period The 
New Yorker magazine was founded and came co represent a witty, 
urban alternative to what was read in the hinterlands, and H. L. 
Mencken was heard to question whether the American farmer was a 
human being. 12 

Nevertheless, as much as Americans seemed co disdain rural life, 
they also feared encroaching urbanization. To a nation raised on Jef
fersonian ideals, the city still represented sin and decay. It was a place 
of debauchery and crowding, a haven for crime, Negroes, and un
washed alJens. "New York," said che Denver Post in 1930, "has been 
a cesspool into which immigrant trash has been dumped for so long 
that it can scarcely be considered American any more."13 Such con
flicting hopes and fears were not new co America, but in che opening 
years of che twentieth century they were deeply felt, and they rep
resented an ambivalence chat operated with regard co ocher issues. 

In addition to demographic changes, America was also feeling 
the full impact of mechanization and industrialization, for in the lace 
nineteenth and early rwentieth centuries American productive capac
icy increased at a rare greater than that of the Industrial Revolution. 
Following World War I America achieved the highest standard of liv
ing ever known, and earnings increased as work hours were cur. Rev
olutionary technological innovations, such as the moving assembly 
line and the widespread use of the electrical motor, were largely re
sponsible, and with these innovations came new, or radically altered, 
industries such as those producing automobiles, light metals, chemi
cals, and synthetics. Yet as fervendy as Americans welcomed new 
consumer goods, they were also uneasy with che technology that made 
them possible. According to Frederick Hoffman, in his book The 20s, 
fear of dehumanization and standardization was part of the general 

1reaction to the machine's effect on modern life in America. In 1923, 
in the New Republic, Lewis Mumford warned chat assembly 

techniques were destroying the values of arcisanship and confi
ldence in the craftsman. "We flounder before the machine and [we] 
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are features ... of its external life," said Waldo Frank in 192 5. The 
same year the mird edition of John B. Watson's book, Behaviorism, 
was primed. First published in 1914, ir now became a best seller as 
Americans rushed to read abom how man was nothing but a machine, 
a "robot," to use the word coined in the same era by Karel Capek's 
play, R.U.R. 14 

Demographic and technological changes exacerbated orher trends 
in American life such as the changing roles of women, and alterations 
in religious practices, family structure, and patterns of immigration, 
tO create a posrwar society which, despite prosperiry, felr deeply 
threatened. Says Leuchrenburg: 

In a world of Bolshevik revolutions and Bela Kuns, of general strikes and 
Mussohni's march on Rome, there was a danger rhat America tOO might be 
tnfected by the social diseases of the Old World. Yet the threat of foreign 
contagion was nor as rerrifying a$ rhc fear of change from within. In part the 
danger seemed ro come from enclaves of rhe foreign born ... in part from 
the new inrellectual currents of morol relativism and cosmopolitanism. Nor 
a little of the anxiety arose from the disturbing knowledge rhat Americans 
thcmsdves no longer had rhcir former confidence in democracy or religion. 
"They have," observed Andre Siejlfried, "n vague uneasy fear of being over
whelmed from wirhin, and of suddenly finding one day rbat rhey are no lonJler 
themselves." 15 

Battered by the forces of change, many Americans retreated in 
early decades of the twentieth century by erecting conservative · 
logies and instirutions which functioned to combat culru.ral £nltnsfo1·-1 
marion by attempting ro avoid and deny it. Of mis process, 
discovery and definition of American folk arc is a good example. 

In her book American Art since 1900, arc historian Barbara 
has suggested char the simarion of American modern artists 
the firsr World War was, in many ways, affected by the generally 
conservative posture of American society. 

The moment at which American arr attempt"d tO assimilate European 
en\ism coincided with the moment rhat the American nation was co•~fr,ontec.lj 
with assimilating 13 million new immigrants. The threat posed by this om,asoonJ 
of foreigners was often express"d in contempt for foreign arr. Such a del'en,;ive 
position, ending in a political chauvtnism as well as cultural iscolation,isntl 
forced the artist to "Americanize" European an.•• 

This pressure, as well as me culrucal ambivalence tOward rapid no;orur:~11 
changes, combined co create an arrisric and social need which 
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partially satisfied by the discovery of American folk an. By this dis
covery American artists were involved in a cultural withdrawal similar 
to that going on in ocher areas of American experience. 

One of the prominent responses to change in the early years of 
the twentieth cenrury was the cult of Americanism. Attempting to 
deny the obvious, fundamental, and growing divisions in American 
society, as well as to ignore the newly articulated horror of class 
conflict, some Americans retreated to a combative, coercive sense of 
oneness. Not only was the country often hostile to all things foreign
a fear which made itself manifest in political isolationism, immigration 
restrictions, and the persecution of foreign-born minorities- but 
America and irs founders and institutions were glorified. Admiration 
for American history approached an almost religious fervor, as Amer
icans lauded the virtues of democracy, freedom, and the American 
(Anglo-Saxon) common man who was said to be rhe bulwark of 
American society. 

Such self-conscious chauvinism expressed itself also in the newly 
developed definicion of American folk art. Said by Holger Cahill to 
give .. a living qualiry to rhe story of American beginnings," folk arc 
was glorified as represenrative of rhe inruirive, indigenous, arrisric 
heritage of a grear democratic nation. This uniquely American arc was 
considered testimony co rhe face char American life and activiry were 
instinctively artistic and beautiful, nor in the contrived, arrificial sense 
char informed European high act and irs imirarions, but in the simple 
and unprerendous way commonplace objecrs dignified the life of the 
American common man. Thus, according co Cahill, American folk an 
represenred rhe essence of America because ir srood for real Amer
ican life. J twas "rhe expression of the common people, made by them 
and intended for rheir use and enjoymenr." 17 

A second response co the rapid changes in American society at 
chis rime was a rerrear inro rhe past. In these years, the more uncom
fortable rhe present became, the more Americans seemed co value 
the past, bur rhe past they valued was often substantially refashioned 
and romanticized. Prominent among the refabricators of the pasr were 
American wrirers who, for the most parr-parricularly in the 1920s
were concerned with making the pasr serve their own ends. According 
co Howard Mumford Jones, 'The new movemenr [of wrirers] sought 
£O create literary hiscory in irs own image ... chat is, ir deliberately 
sought to rewrite the story of American letters in values known only 
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to the rwentieth century. Every age, of course, remakes history in its 
own image, but the special mark of these iconoclasts was a refusal of 
historical importance as a canon of judgment. "18 Yet it was not only 
writers who refashioned the past, pushing culture and history into the 
background. T. S. Eliot and Ezra Pound were no more selective in 
their historical fabrications than were Dewey or the surrealists, and 
in discovering and defining American folk art American modern art
ists were involved in their own rewriting of history. 

Responding to the prevalent discomfort with the present, Amer
ican artists placed the creation of American folk art in a romantic 
past. Fed by pre-industrial craft traditions, it was said to have flour
ished in the seventeenth, eighteenth, and early nineteenth centuries. 
After the Civil War, however, with the advent of industrialization and 
urbanization, this art began ro languish, and by the end of the century 
it was thought that its production had ceased. Modern industrialism 
had drawn men away from the farm and from home industries into 
the factories, said Holger Cahill. In a commenc that made it clear how 
he felr about modern civilization, he continued, "Railroads ... accel
erated the urban concentration ... Machine industry was enthroned. 
Business enterprise made use of the limitless reproductive power 
the machine to fill the land with machine made copies of objects 
designed by craftsmen whom the machine was destroying." 19 

A final way in which Americans sought ro avoid the full impli
cations of their changing, modern world was through their fascination 
with primitivism. As has been mentioned, American artists were par
tially drawn to objects they identified as folk because their interest in 
primitive forms had already been piqued by European modernism. 
Yet these arrists were not the only ones interested in primitivism. 
Shortly after the First World War, primitivism became a fad through
our the Western world. Earlier in rhe cencury, spurred by the devel
opment of modern techniques in anthropology, European intellectuals 
and artists had "discovered" primitive, or folk, societies. This devel
opment recognized in rhese societies a sophistication and complexity 
not ascribed ro them before, and soon intellectuals were involved in 
studying and celebrating rhe folk. Yet such study and popularity sprang 
nor only from scientific and artistic interests, but also from the pres
sures of modern civilization. 

From the perspective of contemporary, technological, urban life, 
primitive groups seemed to represeoc ideal societies unaffected by the 
ravages of modern life. Says Frederick Hoffman, 
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The primaovism of the 20s \\'aS in many respects a reacuon against the stan
dardiuoon caused by modern science in all liS social applications. The noble 
savage in Huxle)"s Brar·t Ntu World <1932) was but one of the many rebels 
against thas standardization. Writers referred often tO more primitive societies, 
pointed out their customs, rites, and habits, and suggested by invidious con
trast that the modern, sophisticated, and civilized white man W'AS losing out 
in strength and happiness20 

Thus primitivism was an attempt to escape the deadening pace of 
modern life, and its popularity resulted in the romanticizing of groups 
often distinguished by their non-European backgrounds or lower class 
status. Such was the case with black Americans. Suddenly, in the 
1920s, black Harlem was all the rage as whites attempted to cast off 
the shackles of their overcivilized heritage by making nighdy safaris 
to the black section of New York to seek liberauon in hot jazz, illicit 
booze, and dark fantasies. 21 

From the beginning, primitivism played an important role in the 
discovery and definicion of American folk art. In much the fashion 
chat black Americans were romanticized as uncomplicated, sponta
neous people whose lives and culture evidenced a simplicity and vi
brancy not found in modern civilization, so too, was the work of the 
artists and artisans discovered by American modernists considered to 
be "primitive in the sense that it is the simple, unaffected and childlike 
expression of men and women who had little or no school training in 
art, and who did not even know that they were producing art."22 

These noble savages were said to be the epitome of the American 
common man, gloriously unaware of the constraintS of higher civili
zation, and acting out their lives in harmony with the narur.d American 
landscape. 

The discovery and definition of American folk art as they oc
curred in the early years of the century, and were codified in the work 
of Holger Cahill, were but a pact of a larger cultural process of ad
justment to a variety of social and historical forces, and the folk art 
paradigm that resulted is as much a statement of culture as aesthetics. 
What must be recognized, however, is that this statement was fun
damentalJy a conservative one and functioned to help some Americans 
avoid the full implications of consuming social issues. As such, this 
folk art formulation served not to help people openly confronc and 
deal with the important concerns of their lives and society, but co 
escape them. Yet the irony of this retreat is that it was formulated and 
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adopted during a period in which another, less escapist, approach to 
American folk act was also current. 

Although it is not recorded in Rumford's folk act hiscory, or 
mentioned in any of the myriad of books on folk art written by col
lectors and dealers, another important event occurred in 1932, in 
addition to the staging of Holger Cahill's exhibition. This event was 
the publication of Allen Eaton's book, Immigrant Gifts to American 
Life.13 A description of a number of folk art exhibitions that had 
occurred in America between 1919 and 1932, the book presented an 
impressive record of an approach to American folk art that is quite 
different from that taken by Holger Cahill. Emphasizing the social as 
well as aesthetic importance of folk objects, the book sought co con
front many of the issues Cahill's folk art paradigm funCtioned to avoid. 

To begin with, Eacon's book set itself squarely against the reac
tionary cult of Americanism. Concerned about, but nor immobilized 
by, many of the changes taking place in America, Eaton refused to 
retreat tO the combative chauvinism which romanticized American 
character and attacked anything that smacked of social change or for
eign influence. Indeed, Eaton's book, and the exhibitions it described, 
celebrated the art and life of American immigrants and argued for the 
benefits America sustained from their presence. By limiting immi
gration, Eaton argued, "we have lost one of our oldest and most 
precious traditions, [but] perhaps we can find a substitute for our loss, 
a kind of compensating principle by consciously setting about to dis
cover and conserve the best qualities which our immigrants have 
brought and are bringing from their homelands." Thus, Eaton contin
ued, rather than taking the shortSighted approach of denigraong and 
fearing the immigrant, "this book is concerned with efforts to bring 
out the immigrant's contributions to the cul£Ural life of America, and 
to make him feel that by his very origin he has something to give 
, .. which his new country could not have without him." In short, the 
purposes of the exhibitions mentioned in Eaton's book were social as 
well as artistic. "In the foregoing experiments in appreciation of the 
arts and crafts of the homelands, or the folk arts as they are often 
called, these exhibitions have been used as a means co social ends," 
said Eaton. "They have helped bring about better understanding; they 
have stimulated social and civic cooperation; ... they have given im
migrants a sense of validiry through expressed esteem for their qual
ities and achievements .... In these and other ways they have given 
a new meaning to the word Americanization. "14 
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Earon's sense of rhe purpose of these exhibitions was connected 
to his concepcion of the nature of the arc they presented. Rather chan 
focusing only on rhe objects themselves co determine their artistic 
qualities, EatOn looked to their cultural and social context. "It is not 
the thing which is done that makes a work of an," he said. "It is the 
manner of doing it." ln 193 7 Eaton elaborated. Presenting, as he 
commonly did, a folk an exhibition which included nor only objects 
char could be appreciated as paincing and sculpture, but those that 
were utilitarian and undecorated as well, he admitted that there were 
many people who would nor be so all inclusive in their definition of 
the arcs. 

To those of us who mar chink of arc as prerry much limited to pictures, 
espe<~ally paintings, it rna) require a little srretch of the imag~nation to make 
~place for these counter th1ngs in our catalogue of arts. Buc if che ans are to 

belong ro all of us, if we are all ro have their help, their solace, and their 
IOS(llrallon rher cannot, 11 seems rome, be limited to" few forms of expression 
in two or rhree media. We must rncludc many rhings whiCh people do day by 
day, as well as rhey know how ... The painrcr is [but) o ne of the large group 
of arriscs who have recorded their rcacrions to our . .. environment ... he 
would like us all to rhink of him as pare of that happ)' company of spinners, 
we,.vcn, porters, joiners, whittlers, workers in wood, leather, metal, stone, 
and or hers." 

Finally, Earon did not attempt to escape the forces of the presem 
by viewing American folk art as a primarily historical phenomenon. 
Technology was indeed changing the world, he said, and increasing 
standardizacion was altering American attitudes and values. But "it is 
not with the wish ro discourage modern processes that these condi
tions are mentioned here, rather in the hope that realization of them 
will incline more people ro do their part to concrol them." Thus, 
unlike Cahill and many others in American society, Eaton refused to 
pretend that studying folk art entailed dallying in an idyllic and ro
mantic pas c. l n his 193 7 catalogue Eaton made this clear. 

lr IS not rhe purpose of th1s exhib11ion tO urge a return tO rhe handicraft 
culture, hur a part of ics purpose is ro suggest thac our hand1craft culture is 
being supplanted by another form, and char some of the values which are 
being lost in transition may well be recaptured if we face the problem 
reali stically.1• 

Consequendy, Earon consistently argued that American folk arc was 
as much a contemporary as an historical phenomenon. It was being 
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produced currendy, he said, some of it within a few hours of the 
opening of the exhibitions in which it was presented. 

The vision of folk art promoted by Allen Eaton found expression 
in scores of exhibitions in the early years of the twentieth century. 
Immigrant Gifts to American Life mentions at least twenty-five, anum
ber of which were organized by Eaton himself. These exhibitions were 
staged across the country, from New York to Cleveland, from Con
necticut to Michigan. And they were very popular. The "Arts and 
Crafts of the Homelands," mounted in Buffalo in 1919, provoked 
both local and national attention. Held at the Albright Gallery, it 
arrracted over 43,000 people, breaking all previous records for atten
dance ac that institution. The "America's Making Festival," held in 
New York City two years later, was even more popular. Headquar
tered in the 7 lsc Regiment Armory on Lexington Avenue, it sup
ported a number of pageants which were conducted in the New York 
City schools. In three weeks 2,265 pageants were given, and the 
festival was seen by over 1,465,000 people. 

This approach to American folk arc did not begin with Allen 
Eacon. Springing from ethnological and anthropological imerests in 
the nineteenth century, ic grew out of the work of scholars like Stew
arc Culin, an early president of the American Folklore Society and 
curator of ethnology ar che Brooklyn Institute Museum from 1903 to 
1929. Having been involved with che University of Pennsylvania Mu
seum before he jomed the Brooklyn lnsotuce, Culin mounted many 
exhibitions of folk objectS throughout his career and was interested 
in borh rhe aesthetic and social significance of these objectS.27 Thus, 
nor only was the folk arc approach codified by Holger Cahill in 1932 
not the only approach co folk art in these early years, bur it was not 
the first. Contrary to what Beacrix Rumford has suggested, the earliest 
public showing of American folk art cook place long before 1924 
when the painter Henry Schnackenberg arranged a showing of folk 
objects at Gertrude Vanderbilt Whitney's elite salon. 

However, the existence and popularity of the kind of folk an 
promoted by Allen Earon raises profound questions for students 
folk arc history. Why did Earon's approach nor form the basis for the 
folk art paradigm instead of Cahill's, and what has happened co che 
interest in rhe kind of objectS described and promoted by Eaton? 
Answers co these quescions muse await future historical research, but 
a few tentative suggestions can be proposed. 
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One possible reason why the vision of Holger Cahill is still so 
powerful may be that it continues to provide a useful escape from the 
pressures of a modern, changing world. Although America is now 
undeniably a technological and urban culrure, there is scarcely more 
comfort wirh the implications of chis than existed a half cenrury ago. 
Indeed, the existence of nuclear weapons and other thoroughly mod
ern horrors makes the present a much less comfortable place than it 
was in the 1920s and 1930s. 

In addition, des pice its democratic pretentions, by adopting a high 
art aesthetic the folk art paradigm developed by Cahill promotes the 
values and supports the perquisites of the elite group thar continues 
to dominate American society. According co John Berger, 

The vr~ual arts ba,•e always cxutcd '"thin a certain preserve; origmally this 
preserve "~ m3g1cal or sacred. But it was also physteal; 11 w.~s the place, rbe 
cave, the burlding, in which, or for whoch, the work was made. The experience 
of art, which at first was the experience of ritUal, V.'llS set apan from rhe res< 
of life-precisely in order to exercise power over it. Later rhe preserve of art 
became a social one. lr emereJ the culrure of the rulin,11 class, whilst physically 
it was"" apart and isolated in their palaces and house>. During all this history 
the authority of arr was in;epurublc from the particular authority of che 
preserve.~· 

Identified with the elevated authoriry and status of its preserve, 
this high art has become emblematic of the elite culrure which sanc
tions and prorecrs it. It symbolizes the starus and control of rhe elite, 
and its value is gauged by its rarity. Such value is now affirmed by 
market price. Yet, says Berger, because art still carries vestiges of irs 
sacred connotation, it is also thought to be greater than commerce, 
and "irs marker price is said to be a reflection of irs spiritual value. 
[But sincej the spiritual value of an object can only be explained in 
terms of magic or religion, and since in modern society neither of 
these is a living force, the art object ... is enveloped in an atmosphere 
of entirely bogus religiosity. Works of art are discussed and presented 
as though they were holy relics ... "and placed in museums, cathe
drals tO the rich, where objects of an and the wealth and power they 
represent can be worshipped and glorified. 29 

According to an historian Ernst Fischer, "in the dawn of human
ity art had little co do with 'beauty' and nmhing at all tO do with any 
aesthetic desire; ir was a magic tool." But, as hierarchical society evolved 
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and art emered the preserve of the elite, the aesthetic function of art 
came to predominate. This shift was connected ro the developmem 
of what sociologist Thorstein Veblen called rhe leisure class. In his 
book Tht Theory of the Leisure Class, Veblen argued that as classes 
developed in modern society the starus of the dominant group came 
to be derived from the fact that it was exempted from necessary social 
labor. 30 Able to rely on others tO perform socially required work, this 
class involved itself primarily in a display of conspicuous leisure and 
consumption as srarus indicators that it did not need to work and 
could afford to consume objects not necessary to basic subsistence. 
Art is an imporram symbol of such status since, as an artifact isolated 
within rhe preserve of t:he elite, it does nor perform a function 
damental to economic survival. Consequendy, collecting and 
noisseurship are symbols of leisured distinction, and art is valued 
its purely aesthetic qualities-its beaury-and thus its lack of 
utility. Other kinds of anifacts which cannot be interpreted purely i 
terms of their formal qualities, whose nature is too clearly tied co 
lower status activity of work, are not included in the category of a 
and are denigrated to the lower level of craft. These standards 
established by the leisure class, the only social class that can acrual 
afford to live in a conspicuously wasteful manner. But the smnu:ar 
it sets are aspired to by all members of society, for the framework 
the existing system is fixed by the ideology of the elite. By establish· 
definitions by which human activity is categorized and the prc>ducd 
of that activiry valued, the elite affects the thought and behavior 
all other groups, who conform tO its values in order to live up 
social norms and achieve social distinction. 

Yet ironically, if one accepts the ideology of Cahill's folk 
paradigm, the collecting and promotion of folk art can confer an 
higher status than fine art-traditionally the symbol of the posi 
and standing of the elite. Such status cannot attach to the pn>u~'~"''~ 
of folk art, for they belong, generally, tO the lower classes, and 
of the objects they make, like weather vanes and shop signs, 
produced for obviously utilitarian and socially useful ends; bur it 
apply to the promoters and collectors of the objects if they are .. ~~·"·A 
in a nonutilirarian way. Thus, as with fine art, the possession of 
art is an honorific sign of conspicuous consumption, and 
one's time collecting it serves as a symbol of conspicuous 
Moreover, since much folk art was originally created for unnG~ma'~ 
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ends, che elevation of these objects to che status of nonucilitarian an 
and the concomitantly high prices paid for the originally inexpensive 
"common" articles raise che value of folk art above that of high art 
for the purposes of conspicuous display. Those who have been able 
to redefine-and thus revalue-these objects enjoy increased social 
power; for they have turned these low status objects into high status 
art and have rescued them from their primitive makers, who were 
reputedly coo childlike and roo naive ro realize the aesrheric value of 
their productions. 

Allen Eaton's approach to folk art and artists is very different. 
His remarkably democratic definition of art considers it in the context 
and from the purposes of the people who creare it. Consequently 
Eacon's view avoids boch che unfortunate tendency to view rhe makers 
of folk objects as pnmirive and childlike and the coercive belief char 
rhe objecrs these people make can be known and appreciated as art 
only from his perspective. This view concedes the right for determin
ing aesthetic definitions co the people who make and use folk objects, 
rhus limiting both the arrisric and social power of rhe elite. It is nor 
surprising, then, that little art historical notice has been paid to Allen 
Eaton. The objects he promoted were often too functional and too 
plain to be considered arr. To glorify them would be to value the 
dignity of labor and of those who do it. Thus Eaton's artifacts have 
been relegated to the category of craft and are found ar county fairs, 
nor in arc museums. 

The example of Allen Eaton poinrs forcefully to the fact char 
American folk art history as it has been commonly understood does 
not provide an approach which can be of assistance in understanding 
the nature and direction of the study of folk art. Thoroughly com
mitted to the romantic, chauvinist, and elitist view of the old paradigm 
of folk art knowledge, chis approach ro folk art history resisrs rhe 
incorporation of facrs and interpretations which challenge rhe fun
damental tenets of the old view. Yet the old view is being fundamen
tally challenged, and, since it is now necessary to try to understand 
the relationship between the old paradigm and the new approaches 
that are presented, a new historical mechodology must be developed. 
For despite the picturesque, harmonic, and romantic vision of Amer
ican art and sociery presented by irs collectors and curators, the very 
existence of American folk art and che thoroughly political responses 
to it by various elites demonstrate chat America has always been a 
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society more marked by multiplicity, diversity, and conflict chan 
unity and harmony. As rhe product of a generally non-ruling, 
tively unaffluent social class or subcultural group, American folk 
is testimony ro the class differences that exist between chis art and 
makers and the high arc of the elite class, which establishes the 
erarchical system in which folk arr is often judged. Argumenrs 
the validity and ethicality of such a sysrem and such judgmenrs are 
the cenrer of the currenr folk arr debate, and they poinr our the fac 
that folk art history can no longer ignore issues of class, policies, 
power. 
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"A Correct Likeness": 
Culture and Commerce in Nineteenth-Century 

Rural America 

Da~·id }a/fee 

I oeard with pleasllrt that JOII had made some very clntr 
at:empts in portraits where )'Oil art and which had givm 
milch satisfaction . ... Were I to begin lift a{l,ain, I should 
no: hesitate to follow this plan, that is, to paint portraits 
chtap and slight, for the maSJ of folks can't judge of the 
merits of a wei/finished picture . ... Indeed, moving abo111 
through the country ... must be an agreeable way of passh1g 
oms time .. . it would besides be the means of introducing 
a ;oung man to the best society and if he was wise might 
bt the means of establishing himself advantageously in tht 
UJ()'/.d. 

John Vanderlyn, Letter to John Vanderlyn, Jr., 1825 

1825 John Vanderlyn, an academic arcist, wrote to his nephew in 
lll·"'""·"' 1\ew York, encouraging him to join the ranks of itinerant 
oor·traJt-rrak:ers such as Amrni Phillips, "moving through the country," 

were providing "cheap and slight" im38es for the "mass of folks." 
"'uaiSt:• of the "primitive sort" of portrait-makers abound in the coi

Anerican consciousness. Academics and antiquers asree upon 
vision o:· self-sufficient farmers and isolated country craftsmen. In

Join Vanderlyn offers us a vision of the steady commerciali
of he northeastern countryside. 1 
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A "correct likeness" of the rural Nonh in the several decades 
after the War for Independence portrays the lives of rural Americans 
in the cone ext of their changing agrarian society. Culture and 
merce changed together during these years when itinerant art1S3DSI 

and their enthusiastic customers abounded in the villages of the norrn,.• 
ern United States. Careers in commerce were followed by changes 
domestic decor when both rural producer and consumer aspired 
bring "elegance" into the ordinary farmhouse. The lives and works 
rural ponrait makers provide a perspective on the process of 
mercialization in the countryside, for in their careers they 
the path of numerous other village artisans who emerged from a 
economy, and in their likenesses they offered striking images of 
stencilled chairs and colorful shelf clocks with which farmers 
their households when they aspired to urbane gentility in a 
idiom.2 

Artisan-entrepreneurs were crucial in transforming the 
North during these years. The absence of a rigid artisan system in 
countryside, together with a growing population increasingly 
ested in consumer goods, enabled displaced farm boys to pick up 
variety of trades and travel along a myriad of roads in search of 
John Vanderlyn called "the means of establishing [oneself) 
world." They reworked production in numerous crafts and prc>m<)tei 
consumption in a dynamic village scene. By drawing on their <rdJmul 

as artisans, and by using the power sources and labor or,garuzlltl<>q 
already at hand to develop simple, rime-saving inventions, ce>un1tlj 
craftsmen facilitated the manufacture of mass consumer goods for 
widening circle of customers. They began to manufacture chairs, 
carpets, and books, as well as portraits, and to introduce rural 
to products previously accessible only to urban dwellers and the 
gentry. These rural artisans moved gradually but steadily toward 
status of artisan-entrepreneurs: market-oriented purveyors of 
rural" commodities who both anticipated and helped pave the way 
the backcountry's industrial revolution.) 

A few provincial limners like Reuben Moulthrop were able 
satisfy the limited demand of those at the top of village society 
"correct" portraiture at the close of the eighteenth century. In 
new century the numbers of these rural artists with their popu1aq 
priced offerings dramatically increased when peddlers such as 
Harding and James Guild took tO the road and brought n"""'"' 
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prodwcer and consumer in dis rant villages in an era of developing tastes. 
Obcai.ning their artistic training from the pages of design books or 
from !brief encounters with portraitistS "of the primitive sort," portrait 
makeJCs like Rufus Porrer traversed the countryside, creating countless 
images ranging from srark black and white silhouettes ro colorful full
length oil paintings. Critics like John Neal shared in the euphoria 
which greeted an inexperienced audience's desire for colorful com
modities of all sorts-chairs, clocks, and carpets, too-previously 
only ruvailable to urbanites or ariswcrats. In the second quarter of the 
nineteenth cenrury, itinerants like Erasrus Salisbury Field became in
novators in a village vernacular tO meet the demand (and lower the 
price) for their offerings. These artisan-entrepreneurs experimemed 
with the rapid (sometimes mechanically-aided) manufacture of like
nesses with stylized designs which standardized their products, but 
they distinguished their subjects by the inclusion of personal items. 
They traveled the backroads of the rural North ro culcivare a ready 
marker for their services among "middling" craftsmen, innkeepers, 
and improving farmers who sought symbols of middle-class identity. 

The experience was not without irs ironies. Enrerprising portrait 
makers seemed to welcome the new opportunities presented by the 
intensification of craft production. Some even embraced the daguer
reotype after irs invention in 1839. Few could have imagined chat the 
ery innovations they helped advance would eventually make their 

calling obsolete. Yet, in the meantime, along with their audience, they 
helped forge a new and commercialized rural art world. In a modern 
nostalgia for a vanished time and place-peopled with Yankee ped
lers and primitive paimers-the moderns have overlooked some 

puzzling questions about this golden age of homespun. When and 
ow did a world of scarcity suddenly give way to a new world of 
bundance? Why and how did an industrial order, ruled by manufac

ers and filled with consumers, so dramatically replace a vase region 
pulated with agriculruralists? Finally, the most vexing question of 
remains, how was the War for Independence followed by an equally 

evolutionary cultural revolution, a Village Enlightenment, which 
nsformed rural America from a region resistant to change into one 

eager to embrace it?4 

A handful of Jimners were evidently sufficient ro satisfy the de
mands for portrait making in eighreenrh-cenrury New England soci

ry. The village gentry, eager to satisfy their social designs, drew upon 
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the outlines of the academic art of the period. In the closing years of 
the eighteenth century figures like Winthrop Chandler and Ralph Earl 
found the wealthy country set in New York, Connecticut, Massachu
settS, and Vermonr eager co have their family portraits painted. Winth
rop Chandler translated for his n~:ighbors the available forms 
"correct" poruairure imo their own idiom. He profiled the severe 
New Englanders with bold line and colorful design-the stock devices 
of the provincial artisan-and added individualizing details such as 
books, furniture, and clothes (fig. 3-1). The next generation of artisan
entrepreneurs would continue Chandler's quest to satisfy rural 
with an artisan's uaining. 5 

The provincial elite wanted a family record, similar in nurnc>-<f'f 

tO, but grander in Style than, the genealogies bound into rr"a"rr""' 

bibles or hung on bare household walls. When the younger 
Mr. Robbins of East Haven, Connecticut, first commissioned li 
Reuben Moulthrop to paint his parents' ponrairs in 1801, he had 
idea that such an ostensibly simple uodenaking would involve 
scantial delays or details. Moulthrop needed more than a decade 
complete a series of seven portraits, for which he received $30. 
was continually coming in and out of the Robbins household. 
study was resigned up and looked like a painters' shop," the 
Reverend Mr. Robbins impatiently wrote to his son, "he is co•~stan1if 
in the hall with all his apparatus & c," bur his work is "much admired. 
Completion of the portraits restored the sanctity of the Ro·bbin~ 
home only temporarily; the popularity of the portraits brought a 
scream of curious visitors, "day after clay as into a Museum-all 
are admirably drawn."6 

Those able tO afford the services of Chandler or a 1Yl1Ju•·'"' v• 
were the magistrates and ministers: the established gentry in 
society who found in such family icons the means co display 
personal possessions and family StatuS while decorating their 
in one of the few permissible modes in this still intensely Purit<ll 
culrure. Just as the steady sequence of generations of Robbinses 
to the pulpit provided vocational continuity, so the portraits (the 
erend Thomas Robbins hoped) would yield visual evidence of 
traditions. A "gallery" of notable Robbinses introduced into rural 
ciery the cosmopolitan images heretofore available only ro the 
elite, and provided the village population with a model to c:mwa,, 
Still, the rural portraitist remained on the periphery of a 



Figure 3-l. Winthrop Chandler, Rrt·. Ebtnn." Drt·orion 
rCo11rltJ) Brooklmt Hiuortral Sorit1;•, 
Brooklint, tl1aJJ.) 
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culture in which rhe urban elite looked abroad and the local w~vns:-1 
people busied themselves with their everyday concerns. 
eighteenth-century limners, few in number and limited in inniiP,,n,.• 
were the forerunners of later generations of portrait makers. 

In the opening decades of the nineteenrh century the limner 
the previous cencury gave way to artisan-entrepreneurs like n.Luu,. 

Porrer, who, by their geographic and social mobility, banished 
isolation and conservatism in the rural North and promoted 
sumption. In 1825, as part of chis Village Enlightenment, an 
mous rural encyclopedia came off rhe presses in Concord, 
Hampshire. Entitled A Select CollectiotJ of Valuable and Curious 
and lllltrtJting Experiments Which art Well Explained, and w .. ,,.,,nt••JJ 
Gemtillt, and May be Prepared, Safely and at Little Expenst, this 
covered various copies in rhe arcs, manufactures, and science of 
ceresc to "improving" counrry crafrsmen. The author Rufus Pnrtf''rl 

painrer and promoter, representS in his far-reaching travels and 
ularions an example of the artisan-entrepreneur's critical role in 
change penetrating the counrryside during this period. 7 

As a publicist for ideas of rural design, Rufus Porter rranstmtte4 
rhe rules necessary to paint landscapes on walls or tO change the 
of animals. These were no idle speculations of academicians but 
cific recipes garnered from Porrer's experience and reading. In 
work-both writing and painting-Porter placed repetition and 
at the very heart of the country vernacular. He made SUJ~e-ltoc•tet 
suggestions for introducing into every American home the 
lishmenrs" char John Neal, America's first arc critic, thought 
evenrually improve American art. Porter emphasized color and 
both accessible to precise measurement in careful proponions. 
farm house frescoes he envisioned had no room for the ro1main• 
shadowing or sublime scenery of the cosmopolitan set. 

Indeed, "improving" villagers wanted working farms and pnLCtlq 
details on their walls. Just as some rural artisans used machines 
as laches) to produce ever-greater quantities of chairs and clocks, 
terprising artists like Porter experimented with new machines 
techniques (such as stencils) to mass produce images. It was the 
basic process of accelencing the manufacrure of consumer 
There existed "a decided disposition for painting in this \...c•unu}'l 
John Neal, an early American art critic, wrote in 1829, "you 
hardly open the door of a best room anywhere, without surpri:zing 
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being surprized by rhe picture of somebody plastered to rhe wall, and 
staring at you with both eyes and a bunch of flowers." Such portraits, 
"wretched as they are," flourished "in every village of our country," 
nor as luxuries for the rich but as familiar household furniture, em
bellishing the homes of ordinary people. • 

Rufus Porter offered the readers of his Select Collection, both 
recreation and "improvement in useful knowledge" (fig. 3-2). A sec
tion of "Landscape Painting on Walls of Rooms" starts, nor with a 
discussion of the beauties of the narural scene, but with rhe direction 
to "dissolve half a pound of glue in a gallon of water." Porter's book 
derived from earlier instruccors such as Hezekiah Reynolds' DireclionJ 
for House and Ship Painting, where Reynolds wrote for "the Cabinet 
and Chair Maker, the Wheelwright, the House and Ship Joiner," bur 
recognized others whose caste and genius might make rhem interested 
in rhe practice of "this useful and ornamental Art." These arc instruc
tion books were itinerant instructors in print. Porter's popular Curious 
Arts (which went through five reprintings) taught the arts founded on 
craft techniques and practiced by laymen. For Rufus Porter, like his 
readers, "rhe arts," "experiments,'' and "expense" were not odd words 
incongruously collected into an eye-carch.ing ride. This artist-inventor 
was rhe rural counterpart co Robert Fulcon, promoter of rhe steam
boar, and Samuel F. B. Morse, creator of the telegraph. These indi
viduals moved easily berween the worlds of art and science, finding 
rheir spatial and mechanical imaginations ro be thoroughly compatible 
wirh rheir creative and entrepreneurial effons. By his early twenties 
Rufus Porter had demonstrated expertise as aurhor, artist, and inven
tor. He counted a "camera obscura" among his innovations. Other 
inventions were more fanciful-for example, a "horseless carriage" 
and an "airship. "9 

Porter found his greatest success on the road. Accompanied by 
young relative named Joe, he strolled into villages with his brightly 

decorated camera box and hawked his handbill of reasonably priced 
orrrruts (fig. 3-3). The artisan-entrepreneur sketched his subjects 

with the aid of his invention, the camera obscura-a dark box fitted 
ith a lens and mirror co throw the sitters' image onco a sheer of 

paper and mounted on a handcart festooned with flags. Porrer and 
oe traveled from village co village, offering the public a full range of 

"correct likenesses," produced with Porter's mechanical aids and guar
anteed tO provide satisfaction. A typical Porter announcement of 1821 

romised: 



Figure 3-2. Rufus Poner, Portrait •/ a 1\fa, 
(CourltJJ Ahby Mdrirh R«kt/tlltr Folk Art 
Cmttr, Williamshurg, Va.) 
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Figure 3-3. HandbiU for Rufus Porrcr 
(CourltS)• Amtriran A111iquarian Soritl)', 
Worm ttr, Mass.J 
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The Subscriber respectfully informs rhe Ladies and Gem! 
of Haverhill and its vicinity, that he continues to paint cor·re<:d 
Likenesses in full Colours for two Dollars at his room 
Mr. Brown's tavern, where he will remain two 
longer. 

(No Likeness, No Pay.) 
Those who request it will be waited on at their respected plllCC:~ 
of abode. 

He advertised his profiles at 20 cents apiece, producing perhaps tw•em:\1 
silhouettes in an evening by the use of a profile machine for 
fearures; or the popular side view 1n which "full colours" were 
tO the stark profile {although the construction of the ears and <..tu''"'''l 
was skimpy); or his most derailed full view in which the camera 
scura reduced his anistic labors tO a mere fifteen rrunures. These 
images cost three times as much as the side view, bur still showed 
subject's ears in full profile, a short cut preserved from his side 
Copies came cheap. Porter's Select Collection gave instructions for "th 
construction and use of a copying machine" or pantograph, 
reduced, enlarged, or copied im38es. The client could choose an 
fordable original along with as many copies as desired. Porrer crE•:w~d 
a standardized product wirh rhe aid of his mechanical inventions 
labor-saving techniques. Rural clients got just as much "art" as 
were willing to pay for. 10 

As the demand for embellishment diffused through the <..u•mu 

side and through various social strata in the second quarter of 
nineteenth century a new look appeared in rural design. •u•·''"'""u 
were encouraged to seek further schooling and assume a more or<lteSI 
sional bearing. Country tastes became more sophisticated and 
residents demanded more polished products from their local ve11104:>r11 
When Fitchburg, Massachusetts, was visited in 1832 by a pn•~u:uu•nq 
of "the noble art of painting," there was great cause for rejoici 
among its citizenry. An entire generation had grown up admiri 
portraits and venerating rhe vocation of painting likenesses. The 
ymous aurhor in The Fitchburg Gazelle noted in his article on 
tng" rhe uplifting effects of popular portraiture on the rural folk. 
mysteries of painting no longer involved rhe mere copying of 
but went well beyond to "transferring to canvas ... rhe feelings 
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the heart." The appearance of gentility was available to all from this 
"gendeman now stopping in our village." Paintings that could produce 
such res.1hs were created in a standardized manner. By the 1830s, 
the visitor co the painter's studio remarked that "some half dozen or 
more" li<enesses resting along the walls of the rural salon, "cho' un
fi nished,' would clearly in their final form become the distinguished 
visages cf their intended patrons. Families were invited tO the painter's 
village suon to obtain "a valuable picture" as well as "a correct like
ness" for there would rarely be such an opporrunity "in a village like 
ours" co participate in che "craze" for household decorations. 11 

De<orative display predominated over geometric perspective in 
rural pO'£rairure. Whereas the academic artist valued profound psy
chologicu insight and varieties of shadows and shading, the rural por
trait-make aimed at a plain style in which simplicity and even stark 
linearity accompanied broad expanses of color and texrure. Porter's 
artisan r-aining in house and sign painting lingered in his reliance 
upon re)etition and two-dimensionality. But an individual such as 
Erastus ~alisbury Field was able co achieve enormous success within 
the confnes of such rural rules of design. In 1839 Field combined 
ili!Sthelic and economic motifs in his masterpiece, joseph Moore and 
hiJ Famiy (fig. 3-4). In the year this portrait was made Field had 
moved wth his family tO the home of his wife's parents in the village 
of Ware MassachusettS. Living across the street with his wife and 
children rwo of which were the orphans of his wife's sister) was Jo
seph Mcnee from Windham, Maine, hatmaker in winter, itinerant 
dentist ir summer, and professor of religion all year round. No one 
fJgUre orpiece dominates; the viewer's eye jumps from the black-and
white-dal subjects to the numerous, profusely painted possessions. 

he Mo<res' furnishings arrest attention with their exuberant colors 
nd proninent position; Field carefully balanced children around the 
dults. Tte tilted perspective and bright colors of the car~t draw the 
ye dowrward from the symme;rical windows at the top of the pic
re. Fied successfully juggles all these items around the stenciled 

urniture-chairs, stands, and mirror-that completes his study of the 
oores' lecor. But in 1839, when Field recorded his celebration of 

he itineant artisan's achievement-his striking portrait of rural 
f raftsmarMoore and his family-a new era was beginning. It was also 
~n 1839 hat Samuel Morse returned from Paris with Oaguerre's 
invention12 
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h 1839 the daguerrcocypisc's arc replaced the "correct likeness" 
with 'perfect likenesses." When T. S. Arthur, author of the best-sell
ing temperance react Ttn Nights in a Barroom, considered the enthu
siasm for photography 1n 1850, he observed, 

II our children and children's children to the third & fourth generation are 
n>t in possession of portraits of their ancestors, it will be no fault of the 
L<Jguerreotj•pists of the present day; for verily, they are limning faces at such 
a race that promises tO make every man·> house a Daguerrean Gallery. From 
lnle Bess, the baby, up to great-grandpa!, all must now have their likenesses; 
a>d even the sober Friend, who heretofore reJected all the varuues of pOrtrair
toking, is tempted 10 sit in the operator's chair, and quick .u 1hought, his 
ftarures are caught and fixed by a sunbeam. In our great cities a Oaguerreo
tjptst is co b« found in almost every square; and there is scarce n county in 
aty st.uc that has not one or more of those industrious individuals busy at 
WJtk catching "the shaJoe" ere the "substance fade ... A few years ago it was 
Olt every man who could afford a likeness of himself, his wife, or h1s children; 
rlose were luxuries known to rhose only ... ·ho had money to spare; now it is 
h.rd ro find a man who has not gone 1brough rhe "operators- hands from 
Otce to a half-a-dozen umes, or who has not the shadowy faces of his wife 
&Ch1ldren done up in purple morocco and velvet, together or singly, among 
hN household tteasures. Truly the sunbeam arr is a most wonderful one, and 
de public f~el it a great benefit. 13 

The "Hall of Portraits," formerly the exclusive province of kings 
and nobiliry, was now priced co suit every pockerbook and fie com
forraby in any room. Daguerreotypes appeared in every corner of 
the chctered Victorian household. Although their diverse subjects 
assum1d poses that paralleled the homogeneity of the new national 
culturr, their owners-especially the members of the new elites 
emergng in village sociecy-were members of a generation that ex
pecrec continual change and rerurned to the "operator's" chair several 
times >Ver their lifetime for up-to-dace "perfect likenesses" (fig. 3-5). 
The s1eed of the photographic process, "quick as thought," marched 
their <Esire to record a vanishing ser of individuals, places, and modes 
of life 14 

Tte unabated fll8e for portraits Jed several painters into attempts 
co incrrporate the new technology. Others, like Erastus Field, at first 
cried n copy the photograph's appeal and attempted a more realistic 
likenes. But the photograph's cheaper price and greater verisimilitude 
put th• ordinary portrait maker at a severe disadvantage. A daguer
reocypsc's broadside from western Massachusetts in 1841 argued that 



Figure 3-5. T.S. Artbur, The Daglltrrtotypist 
ICourttty Library of Congrm. Washington, D.C.) 
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"the value of a portrait depends upon itS accuracy, and when taken 
by this process it must be accurate from necessity, for it is produced 
by the unerring operation of physical laws-human judgment and 
skill have no connection with the perfection of the picture . .. it is 
evident that the expressions of the face may be ftxed in the picture 
which are too fleeting to be caught by the painter." As the availability 
and portability of the photograph fueled the "craze" for portrait-mak
ing sweeping the North, other changes occurred in the rural world. 15 

Vilhge entrepreneurs often found the urban scene to be a more 
favorable venue for their promotions by the middle of the nineteenth 
century. The flow of information changed direction and itinerant Yan
kees were founders of many of the mass market publications of the 
urban press. Rufus Porter founded Scienllfic American in 1845 with 
one hundred dollars in cash while working as an electroplater in New 
York. Tie weekly, originally printed as a quarto with a circulation of 
two hun-Ired, had a circulation of ten thousand by 1848. Porter an
nounced that besides reporting the progress of science and industry 
his paper would include "useful information and instruction in various 
Arts and Trades; Curious Philosophical Experiments; Miscellaneous 
lnrelligeace, Music and Poetry." The journal served as an important 
source bX>k for inventors with its up-to-the-minute lists of patents, 
its lucid illustrations and diagrams, and its bombastic articles about 
innovaticns. Porter issued a clarion call to action which saw the 
Americat mechanic as the savior of the republic. "The independent 
Americat mechanic'' who wisely divided his time "between his profes
ional dtties and the maintenance of his family" could find in the 
ages ofPorter's journal the useful knowledge necessary for this pro
essive md mechanical age in articles on "the Effecrs of the lntro-

ucrioo ')f Mechanical Improvements" or ''A Prospectus for an 
erica1 Inventors' lnsticute" along with general reflections on "Pol

teness atd Good Manners" or "Rational Toys." Porter looked forward 
to an era when the noble mechanic, backbone of the republic, would 
assume hs rightful place in a new middle class society and so offered 
'"ms on ;emeel behavior for the aspiring artisan. 16 

Yet >orter pictured this new society as residing in the rural vil
lages of he New England of his itinerant days "under the new and 
improve<. system of combination of incerests." 1 n that time and place 
. xis ted a1 independent citizenry, instructed in a wide range of arts 
nd scioen:es under the union of agricultural and manufacturing incer

esrs, anad 'cemented by education and temperance." He wrote: 
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The1· are n01 like many towns tn other parts of the country, in which a 
of people from various nation! huddle together, withour any other ap1>ar<en~ 
occasion but to live on the breach of soctcty, neither are they const•ru,red 
the proud mansions of retired aristocrats, but they are supported by chc:er•lul 
and liberal industry, being constituted by the umon of agriculture and 
ufacturing interests, concentrated by facilities of transportation, and cerne1ntc·~ 
by education and temperance. 

Porter's sciemific journals-Sciemific American was only one 
a series of mechanics' magazines that Porter edited in the lo"'"~--t 
recognized the power of an increasingly cenrralized industry, vuuu,. 

ing, which could bring abour the mechanical millennium. 

Men of thought! be up and surrtng 
Night and da); 

Sow the seed-withdraw the curtain, 
Clear rhe Way! 

Men of action, aid and cheer them, 
As ye may. 

Aid the dawning, tongue and pen, 
Aid it, hopes of honest men; 
Aid it, paper-aid ir type-
Aid it, for the hou.r is ripe, 
And our earnesr mun not •lackcn into play. 
Men of thought, and men of acrion! 

Clear rhe wa)•! 17 

Born inro a village society where the local gentry owned the 
visible signs of display, Rufus Poner, by his own efforts in cnmrne,rd 

and an, bridged the agrarian world of provincial New England 
the emerging urban society of industrial America. But this great 
formation began in the village scene peopled with its 
promoters. 

James Guild, for example, "Peddler, Tinkerer, 
Portrait Painter," describes the beginning of his painting career; 

Now I went to Canadagua. Here I went into a painter's shop, one who 
likenesses, and my profiles looked so mean when I saw them I asked 
what he v.•ould shov.• me one day for, how to distinguish the coulers & he 
$), and I consemed to it and then I went to Bloomfield and took a 
of Mr. Good wins painting for a sample on my way. I put up at a 
rold a Young lady if she would wasb my shin, I would draw her lik•ene·Sj 
Now than 1 was to exert my skill in painting. I operated once on her bur 
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looked so like a rech l throwed it away and tried ~n. The poor girl sat 
niped up so prim and look so smileing it makes me smill when l think of 
while I was daubing on paint on a piece of paper it could not be caled painting, 
for it looked more like a suangle cat than it did like her. Howeye I told her 
it looked like her and she believed it. 11 

The commercial art world of rhe nineteenth-century countryside grew 
our of a pioneer soil. The transformation of rhe lace eighteenth- and 
early nineteenth-century countryside accelerated with the rapid entry 
of village residents into commercial enterprise. Pioneers of chis era 
began to c:ear forests ro make way for family farms. Crafts had always 
supplemecced a farmer's livelihood and a sizable number of artisans 
made their living in new frontier towns. One Vermont observer noted 
how these migranrs exchanged their humble "necessaries": "The man
ufactures <arried on in Vermont were, for many years, such only as 
the immeciace wanes of the people rendered indispensable, and in 
general each family were their own manufacturers .... The only trades 
which wert deemed indispensable, were those of the blacksmith, and 
the shoem,ker, and these were for the most part carried on by persons 
who Ia bond a porrion of their rime upon their farms. " ' 9 

The slifr coward a more elaborate consumerism which had taken 
several gererations in rhe eighteenth century, advanced more rapidly 
on the !Lintteenth-century frontiers: "As by the condition of the peo
ple impro'led, rhey by degrees, extended their desires beyond the 
mere nece~saries of life; ftrSt to its conveniences, and then to irs 
elegancies. This produced new wants, and to supply them, mechanics 
more nwrerous and more skillful were required, till at length, the 
cabinet mdcer, the tailor, the jeweller, the milliner, and a hose of 
others carre co be regarded as indispensable."20 Even likenesses be
came a f:aniliar sight on the frontier. 

EoteCJrising farm boys of this generation drew upon their in
experien.cel audience's amazemenr at seeing their image appear at the 
farmhowsedoor while artisan-entrepreneurs used their wide range of 
kills in •cr:fts and commerce to promoce painring in rural America. 
ames Gwill offers an unusually detailed description of one farm boy's 

progress imhe counrryside in the first quarter of the nineceench cen
tury. His.jumal begins with his first merchandising venture in 1818 

hen he <!!parted from rural Vermonr. By 1824 he was an artist 
eking ina London studio. While his rapid rise in his profession 

rom pedlder co profile maker to professor of penmanship co profes-
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sional artist was certainly not the common experience of every 
vidual who strapped on a peddler's pack to try his luck on the =•·"'""'., 
of the rural North in these years, James Guild's early 
probably bear a close resemblance to those of many itinerants in 
period and place. He fled the family farm for the West and purs""'" 
several trades during his travels in Ohio as a peddler. In "'"'·'" ... '"'' 
with more experienced practitioners of rural arts he picked 
struction in profile making and penmanship and immediately ntferl'd 
his services to the next available and inexperienced soul.21 

The early nineteenth-century countryside offered many 
opportunities besides farming for those venturesome enough, or 
those forced by circumstances to leave the family farmstead. An i 
eranr life, peddling rural arcs and crafts, was a stage in the life 
as well as a method of social mobility for many young villagers. 
boys with limited formal education found the roads of the North 
be their open-air schoolhouse. Guild relates that when he was 
from his "confined situation," or apprenticeship, in 1817 he 
"some happier situation." Since his disposition precluded "work on 
farm" he sank his enrire fortune, a note of seventy dollars, for a "cru 
of goods" and cook to che road: 

I began my peddling. You must know it was awkw.1rd for a farmer boy 
had been confined to rhe hoe or ax to put oo a pedlers face, but I believe! 
was as apt as aO)' one. I got my rhings 1n roratioo pedler form, so when I 
into a bouse, do you WISh to buy some barecombs, needles, bunons, 
molds, se ... ~og silk, heeds? If they w1shed to purchase, rbey would want 
banter untiU they could get u for nothill8. 

The custom of the country put both parties in a transaction to the 
and Guild found few customers in his first few days among the " 
set of inhabitants." Guild persevered and the humble pilgrim venru 
into the "great Citty" of Troy, New York, to spend his last few 
for more goods and sample a dinner with the local "nobilities," as 
called them. The haste with which he ate the parsnips set before 
drew the attention of his fellow diners and he realized that to 
"I looked more like a hog ... than I did like a Gentlemen.'' 
unappealing thought of returning to the farm kept Guild from 
cloning his journey, and a stint as an itinerant tinkerer kept him 
for a while. The opportunity to buy some cheap scissors arose 
Guild displayed the cunning of a more experienced merchant. 
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his sale of rhe scissors at a reasonable price found no rakers he decided 
to offer some of them ar a higher price. Quickly he made a sale of his 
more expensive- and identical- utensil when a farmer's daughter 
demanded that her mother purchase the more expensive one. 22 

The desire of rural folks to enlighten their minds and embellish 
their homes encouraged itinerant insrrucrors. Guild's first success ar 
deception encouraged him in further efforts. At a museum in Albany 
he claimed to have had musical training and his imposture paid off 
with a month-long offer tO join a band and also receive instruction in 
cutting profile likenesses. Soon he was able to call himself "a profile 
cutter." Still unsatisfied in his desire to advance his stature and enlarge 
his pocketbook, Guild sought to rise further in the painting profes
ion. Guild relates how his entry into "a painters shop, one who 
aimed likenesses" convinced him that by comparison "his profiles 
ooked so mean" that he offered immediately five dollars for instruc-
tion in "how to distinguish the coulees." Equipped with his new-found 
kills and one of "Mr. Goodwins paintings for a sample" he set off 

"to exert his skill in painting." When he encountered a young lady 
ho would wash his shire, Guild reciprocated by "daubing on paint 

on a piece of paper." While his initial foray inro painting pomaits 
"could nor be called painting," Guild later recalled, for it looked more 
"like a strangle cat," he informed his patron that "it looked like her 
and she believed it." ]ames Guild had joined the painting profession 
and he continued on his way, drawing likenesses and teaching school, 
outing himself as a professor of penmanship. He served, in short, as 
n itinerant instructor in the useful and elegant arcs for a new rural 

clientele that did nor yet demand from retailers of culture either spe
ialized knowledge or fixe..i residences. Quickly picking up what train

"ng they needed, Guild and others capitalized on both rural folk's 
sian for self-culrure and rheir lack of sophistication. 23 

Artist and audience shared in their "discovery of a new sense." 
ncouraged by a receptive public, some of these venturesome por

fraitists undertook more advanced training and gradually assumed the 
inantle and calling of che professional artist. Other country artisans 
~o1Jgl:1t further instruction from academic artistS in rhe cines and re
pu·ned tO rhe rural regions ro ply their trade. Yet rural portrait-makers 

entered the revered world of an without the rigorous appren
"'-<" "''1' of their provincial predecessors or the solemnity of their 
~'-"u"'"'" peers. Chester Harding, for example, soon to be among 
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America's most celebrated ponrait painters, moved with his 
from New England to western New York in 1806, "then an 
wilderness." When he reached nineteen he thought that "there 
be an easier way of getting living" than clearing the "heavily tirr1be:rej 
forest." First he looked to chair turning with his brother. When a 
mechanic invented a spinning head and offered Harding the rights 
sell the patent in Connecticut, opportunity seemed to present · 
and Chester "jumped into my wagon, whipped up my horse, and 
soon out of sight of what, at that moment, seemed all the world 
me." For the next few years Harding supported himself by plying 
wide range of rural crafts and commerce along the country ""''lrr..,~n 
He peddled docks, established a chair manufactory, and tried 
keeping. Harding did a stint as a house painter in Pittsburgh and 
slow seasons painted signs, a skill allied with gilding, which he 
picked up during his days as a chair maker. Next he fell in with 
portrait painter named Nelson, one of "the Primitive sort. "24 

Wonder and a sense of mystery came over these "farmers' 
when they encountered works of arc. Harding's mentor Nelson 
a copy of the "Infant Artists" of Sir Joshua Reynolds for his 
incongruously inscribed with ''Sign, Ornamental and Portrait 
executed on the shortest notice, with neatness and despatch." 
wrote that "painting heads" was the real marvel. After seeing 
painter's work, Harding commissioned likenesses of himself and 
wife, "and thought the pictures perfections." Taking home what 
in fact a rather crude representation, be pondered by day how ir 
possible for a man to produce "such wonders of art" and dreamed 
night of commencing such a project. Finally, "I got a board; and 
such colors as I had for use in my trade, I began a portrait of my 
I made a thing that looked like her. The moment 1 saw rhe li 
I became frantic with delight; it was like the discovery of a new 
I could think of nothing else. From that time, sign-painting 
odious, and was much neglected." Chester Harding had found 
calling. Higher commissions and growing confidence accompan 
him on each stage of his journey.25 

Harding never received any formal art instruction. He ~"'""" 
his increasing proficiency in portraiture by admiring and copying 
works of art available in the hinterlands to an itinerant craftsmen: 
first those of his mentor in Pirrsburgh, "one of the primitive 
then the Kentucky native, Matthew Jouett, who had spent four 
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n Gilbert Stuart's BostOn srudio, and finally by going himself 10 Phil
idelphia, drawing at the Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts and 
'srudying the best pictures, practising at the same time with the brush." 
Harding advance<.! in the painting profession by drawing upon his 
;>atron's desire for cultural commodities and the frontiersmen's desire 
:o emulate eastern tradirions.l6 

Chester Harding was drawn to the frontier by a letter from his 
rrother, a chair maker in Paris, Kentucky, who informed him that a 
rortrait maker there was receiving "fifty dollars a head." This price 
1eemed "fabulous" ro Harding, bur he decided to seek his forrune in 
fbe West. He set up a srudio, paioted his first portrait, and made "a 
aecided hit." Soon he was receiving commissions from the leading 
ciri:zens in the rowns of Paris and Versailles, whose very names indi
fate the aspirations of the inhabitants. ln the next six months, he 
reponed painting nearly a hundred portrairs at rwenry-five dollars a 

~
cad. Harding's mounting ambitions outstripped his abilities, as seen 

n his first large full-length group portrait (fig. 3-6). So he interrupted 
is travels 10 srudy in Philadelphia. The villagers-producers and con
umers-were never loathe to take advantage of outside opportuni
i~~. They grafteJ their urban experiences and some cosmopolitan 
roducts onto the solid trunk of village culture. 27 

Once in PhilaJelphia a chastened Chester Harding quickly found 
ut his proper station in the art world: "I had thought ... that my 

ricrures were far ahead of Mr. Jewin's [sic], the painter my brother 
lad written me about, who received such unheard-of-prices, and who 

~
Y '111'35 a good artist." Harding's estimation rose of Jouen's work, 
"their excellence had been beyond my capacity of appreciation." 

hen he rerurned to Paris in 1821 he found the scare of Kenrucky 
a financial crisis. He set off for Cincinnati, Ohio, where he found 

lo sitters. H arding moved on to Sr. Louis, Missouri, where a letter 
If imroJuction tO William Clark, Indian Agent and Governor of the 
erritOry, secured him an "auspicious ... beginning" and for fifteen 
onths H arding was kept constantly at work. Chester Harding, a 

ioneer in rural painting, interrupted his success to make a pilgrimage 
paint America's most famous backwoodsman, Daniel Boone (f~g. 

7).28 

Ha:ding found the elderly Boone "living, some miles from the 
ain rOld, in one of the cabins of an old-block-house ... lying in his 
imk." He explained the purpose of the visit to the old frontiersman 



~ •gure 3-6. Chester Hardin,ll. Tht job11 :>pnrl Smitb Fa mil; 
fCourltS)] 8 Spud tlrt lll11mtm, IAuin illt, K).l 



Figure 3-7. Chester lhrdmg, Danul Botmt 
ICourttS) MRtUI(biiUII> 1/mortra/ Sorttt)•, Boslon) 
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and made a pencil sketch and a small oil study on canvas. "He 
much astonished at seeing the likeness. He had a very large nr,n"'""''! 
one granddaughter had eighteen chiJdren, all at home near the 
man's cabin; they were even more astonished at the picrure than 
old man himself." Harding set off for a temporary studio in Frankli 
Missouri, where he produced at least rwo portraits of Boone; one 
a half-length figure wearing a bearskin jacket, and the other a 
sized full-length standing figure holding a rifle, with a dog at his 
This last image he painted on a table oilcloth, perhaps because it 
the only avaiJable material large enough for his purpose. Harding 
witnessed in his rural salon by George Caleb Bingham, who 
many years later after he himself had attained great fame as an 
of the momentous appearance in this frontier rown of a rPr'"""'"'d 
artist and of "the wonder and delight with which his words filled 
mind impressed them indelibly upon my then unburthened memory. 

While astonishment at seeing works of an and euphoria 
owning their own likeness greeted this pioneer generation of oa•rrod 
and promoters of rural portraiture, the early successes of these 
dlers and the continued enthusiasm of their audiences only tnrttlt ,PI 

their pursuit of professional status and artistic progress in the 
tryside. When Chester Harding rerurned to St. Louis, the enterprisi 
anise's first order of business was the production and marketing of 
engraving of the full-length version (fig. 3-8). Chester Harding 
have learned his craft along the rural roads of America but he 
quickly realized the value of combining cosmopolitan training with 
rural venue. He advanced his personal fortunes by drawing upon 
inexperienced audience's aspirations for emblems of status and a 
nation's desire for symbols of srarure. One of Harding's notices 
"an engraving of the venerable Daniel Boone" in The Miuouri 
and Public Advertiser in 1820 reads, for example: 

To transmit to the posterity of a county the actions and features of lhose 
fought and bled in her cause is a duty too sacred and useful to negleCt. 
rhe memory of the heroic deeds of the early adventurers is passing away, 
work Will be the means of rescuing from obhvoon the fearures of one 
took the most active parr in sustaining the early settlements of the 
country.'0 

During the course of their business and artistic rravels, 
rural porrrair-makers moved farther and farther away from '"''u''''V'l 



Figure 3-8. James Otto Lewis, Col. Dan it/ Boom 
Stipple engr~vins after Chester Harding. 
(CourttJ)' St. l.ouiJ Art Mustum) 
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village insricucions and familiar roles during this era when older 
institutions were found unsacisfacrory and newer paths were nor 
routine. A confusing tangle of opportunities awaited the e 
farmboy. James Guild closed his journal with the words, "he 
mences his Profession as an Artist,H and described his entry into 
circle of London anises, where he sketched nude models and 
"the human f~gure"-a far cry from his earlier painting of a cmmtn 

maiden in rural New York. Later, antebellum Americans had a 
thora of local and national instimtions ro guide their way.l1 

Yet, despite their middle-class aspirations and achievements, 
country origins of village painters were still detectable in their 
nesses. In his self-ponrair, for example, Jonathan Adams 
farmer and house carpenter in Rumford, Maine, wore his Sunday 
and proudly displayed the colors of his palette, bur rhe painting 
hibirs the same flat perspective with which he served his rural 
Chester Harding recalled that his ambicion began ro take a 
flight" and he resolved ro make a European pilgrimage. But 
he was off he managed to exhibit his work in the "Mechanical A 
section of che Springfielc.l, Massachusetts, Agricultural Fair and 
received with great acclaim in Bosron as "a back woodsman, 
caught.'' Others remrned co rural areas to pursue their rrade. 32 

There they found the results of a generation of artistic nrt1<>ret 

and asptracion by rural Americans. In 183 5, in lhe hinrerland~ of N 
York, country editor William Stoddard reflected in his newspa]pq 
the Rural Repository, on che state of the arcs in America 
countryside's progress toward a nacional culture. In the 
hierarchy of che fine arcs of portrait, landscape, and history pat.nulll 

Stoddard viewed "portrait painting [as] ... the pioneer of the 
exalted arcs," the forerunner of "an elevated taste." The Rural 
sitory, a mix of craft traditions and elite aspirations represen 
unique document of American culture, closed with a ringing 
for a new nacional canon based on the most traditional form of 
tor worship. "Need I say more for the arc," wrote Stoddard, 
"permirs posterity to stand in the presence of Washington [as 
by Gilbert Stuart) ... and in this vast household of liberry, makes 
remotest descendants familiar with the forms and faces of those 
laid down all for their country, that it might be dear to their 
Aspirations for identity came from rhe nascent middle class of 
villages, a class only gradually forging its social configuration and 
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~edded to a rural artistic idiom that stenciled its "elegant" oroamen
n and flattened its sub jeers' features. 33 

The Village Enlightenment in the rural North was rhus no simple 
sion of urban goods bur a wider culrural movement in the new 

age of abundance. The bourgeois ethos of antebellum America grew 
but of rural roots. The diffusion of cultural commodities in this Village 
I:En!ightenmenr of the early nineteenth century led lOa greater desire 
for display and a confirmation of taste. Enterprising arrisan-entrepre
~eurs used their craft knowledge to offer emblems of srarus ro rural 
!Americans in the first half of the nineteenth century. For the social 
~ealiry of the nineteenrh-cenrury countryside was far more complex 
~an our simple endpoints of farm and facrory or near categories of 
~ll.ral and urban would indicateH 
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"Finished to the Utmost Nicety": 
Plain Portraits in America, 1760-1860 

CharltJ Bergengrtn 

the atention of the modernist folk art world have been those 
ngs fromche cighrcench and nineteenth cenruries with charac

f<:nLSa·cs of flat~ess and frontaliry. Here I reexamine assumptions abouc 
"plain'' pincings by evaluating the social and stylistic tendencies 

plain porrracs in the northeastern United States. 1 I incerpret sryle 
che ligbc of oncerns of the pauons and communities for whom the 

put.u•LJ'" were'llade. The flamess and frontality of the paintings, it 
our, arc result of a social reticence in the presenmcion of self 

egalimrian ommunities, rather than an unconscious abstraction 
ring from as previous assumptions held, either bold innovation 

technical stun cuts, nor yec from ineptitude. The paintings done 
a period oh.pid social change-the formative years of the new 

epublic-are s complicated as their era. The paintings are "ambi
.. that is they display conuadiccory tensions. The ponraits are 
betwee1 forces of modernization at the hands of an upwardly 

no•bll.e bourge•isie and forces of a conservative morality drawn from 
Puritan egalitrian lineage. 2 

Plain or oncrwisc, portraits are inherently objects of ego, smte
of smtu. and of individuality. As art historian Kenneth Ames 

Despite ovchalf a cenrury of glorification as key monuments in the pantheon 
of AmertcaJ folk an, read ill' available evidence about both the purchasers 
and produces of the~e images indicare that they were parr of a develop•og 
middle clasS~cqumng the trappings of genreel living. As a phenomenon, as 
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an artifact, portraits ... are part of the great historical sweep toward 
segmentation and individuation that Yi-fu Tuan and txhers have outline~ 
... With these portraits and with dishes, clocks, rugs, furniture, <ilv•ef'•'ar4 
and pianos, upwardly mobile customers bought their V>'aY into modernizatiC•t1 
consumerism and consumption. Competition, not communiry, dramatic 
nomic and culrural change, not stasis, are the forces behind these imases. 3 

The view that the artists who produced these portraits were 
loring a commercial product to this burgeoning market is ably 
plained by Donald Walters and Carolyn Weekley in the 11.1 L<r~.;•uuu"" 

to the Abby Aldrich Rockefeller Folk Art Collection catalogue 
by David Jaffee in this volume. But I would argue that there is m 
to the story. Even as profound changes were being enacted in a 
gressive direction in these picrures, so also the moral climate, 
ideal world of social obligation that people felt they should 
remained profoundly conservative. Thus the paintings may be said 
be multivalent: they react co both the modernizing reality and 
conservative egalitarian ideal. The pre-modern and modern 
here collide, with all the "deep, rich and complex and ongoing . 
ramifications" that suggests. 4 

The majority of anifacts we can study, therefore, contain d' 
enr features which simultaneously resonate to both folk and el 
attirudes. The range of portrait paintings produced in America 
various classes, shows excellent examples of artifacts with ratios 
conservative and progressive arrirudes simultaneously. For while 
traits are all inherendy objects of individuality and ego-and 
fore represent a swing coward the appropriation of elitist values
greater part of them, from Copley to Ammi Phillips to the as 
anonymous masters , show varying degrees of a visual and tech 
restraint which can be associated with the more egalitarian 
religious or folk community. This discussion will compare the 
penetrating varieties of plain and academic style in American painti 
of the early nineteenth century, and show bow these styles 
relate to the social and artistic attitudes of the people for whom 
were produced. 

A Jaundiced View of European Art 

Reacrions by Americans tO arr produced in America related to 
views to art made in England, the mother county. Americans 
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of the standards of painting from engraved prints of famous paintings 
and manuals describing the techniques and aesthetic systems to be 
followed. 5 But paintings and even painters of the best quality (ac
cording to those standards) tended to stay in England and a great 
many Americans came to be severely embarrassed by this· lack. Amer
icans yearned for the refinements of the baroque and the rococo 
"style." Many Americans hoped that Hogarth's femininely curving 
"line of beauty" would sinuously extend itself into our sensibilities 
and many even believed that this process was inevitable given the 
historical "translation" of the arts from East (Greece ultimately) to 
West (first to Rome, then London and finally to these barren shores 
in the new dawn of the culture). 6 

Nearly everyone who would admit to an opinion on the matter 
of art would have agreed this process was necessary and belated. 
These people were, however, relatively few. A great majority might 
well have had misgivings about the appropriateness of an aristocratic 
art no less than for monarchy in politics. Indeed, the emotional iden
tification of most would surely have been with the folk figure of 
Yankee Jonathan, a rustic bumpkin, gauche but wise, fiercely inde
pendent and democratic, rather than with his highbrow adversaries. 

These new sensibilities were also given a remarkably erudite 
expression in the works of the Reverend Timothy Dwight, poet of 
the "Connecticut Wits" circle and president of Yale University. He 
perceived America as profoundly egalitarian and took the simplicities 
or even rusticities (homespun cloth, for instance) of American life as 
moral virtues to be praised, rather than as insufficiencies for embar
rassment. In his poem Greenfield Hill (1794), he coined the phrase 
"glorious contrast!" to praise and encourage the egalitarian simplicity 
of New England's rural people-the very ones who chose plain style 
portraits-while damning what he saw as more pretentious urban 
Europhiles. 7 Dwight combined the patriotic fervor of the revolution 
with the continuing Puritan ethos of his native New England. In doing 
this, he emphatically rejected the rococo excesses of English taste and 
American intellectual slavery to or "translation" of such aristocratic 
models. The manner, the titles, the ostentation of European nobility 
he saw as stilted. American habits by contrast he praised for their 
honesty, directness and their plainness. Dwight was sometimes not a 
little caustic about this "contrast." He called England a "dy'd serpent," 
"tinselled outside," "painted tomb," "foul harlot," and most amusingly, 
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a "fribblc," as in "m a fribble dwindled from a man." Americans, 
contrast, were "sunny geniuses," "Phoenixes divine," "plain," "frank, 
"practical," and presumably real men, coo. 

The plain portraits which form the center of this study are 
and of the "arcadian" landscape Dwight praised, sometimes from 
very communities he described. To gee at the intentions embodied 
their qualities-the polished plainness- it will be useful to b · 
examine paintings of nearly opposite qualities, from the culture 
which Americans were both reacting and relating-Old World 
ain. English paintings of the aristocratS exemplify both the anl<ul~t:3 
and manners Dwight decried as hypocritical, and also the n~;n,,rlld 
conventions and techniques they used to present themselves on 
vas. Before turning co the American counterparts I will describe 
extreme features of the aristocratic scyle by referring co Britis 
prototypes. 

The paintings made for che aristocracy, the powerful and 
proud, use techniques, codified and taught in the academies, 
made a forceful and asserrive presentation of personaliry and n"'''"'" 
Paramount in the paintings of ariscocracy is a romantic setting of 
and unruly nature, contained and COntrolled in a garden perhaps, 
being earned by the command of man. The emblems of such rn1mnnar•ti 

are, of course, inevitably displayed in official costume, including 
als, ribbons, uniforms, or robes which denote exalted station. 
poseful gestures and a good stride are common; often a downwa 
po1ncing hand commands "bring it to my feet!," sometimes even 
the unlikely setting of rocks and thundering surf. 

Common, mo, are the postures of refinement: legs and 
slightly turned out, arms and hands bene in Hogarth's preferred 
knees crossed, heads cocked, eyes (sometimes) averted. The wr""" 
of the etiquette manuals which defined and promoted this new 
of social interaction in the Iauer eighteench century were quite 
scious of the increasing gulf between social classes and the 
and inequities this posed. Many of the gestures recommended 
specifically intended to mitigate social imbalances by curbing the 
recc expression of power or command. The angles of limbs or 
for instance, were not only more pleasing, but softened the aa,<rre(<t•v• 

qualities of a direct militaristic stance. The possibility of abuse 
social posicion (the natural tendency of the lordly to lord) was 
recognized and gestures of counterbalancing egalitarian values 
urged in their stead. 8 
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Despite the sometimes ambivalent intentions in the content of 
these polite gestures, the paintings in formal terms result in aggres
sive, often radically dynamic, even unbalanced compositions. The clas
sic example of these contradictory impulses is in Gainsborough's 
famous Mr. & Mrs. Andrews, who sit demurely at the extreme left of 
their JPOrtrait. Similarly, individual portraits can be full of counter
motions, as in Joshua Reynolds's Lady jane Halliday (fig. 4-1), who 
walks in one direction, gestures in another and looks over her shoul
der in yet a third. This painting also demonstrates the turbulenr atmo
sphere often depicted in these English paintings. Clouds scud by and 
trees toss in rhe distance as her dress, scarf, sleeves and hair all swirl 
in different directions. Her distanr expression underscores her sense 
of supenonry over even the tempestuous elements, not to mention 
other people. 

lo many paintings of British aristocracy there is an ephemeral 
drama in the lighting. A shaft of sun breaks through the clouds or 
even a sunset tO produce a strong chiaroscuro of light and shade on 
the face despite the shifting scene. A favorite trick of Reynolds's was 
to shine this beam on only a parr of the subject, rhe face and a 
shoulder, say, leaving the rest in obscurity. This device creates borh 
a temporal moment and a three-dimensional and focused space- a 
linear time in the Renaissance space. The effect of this space is char 
the viewer's attention is inescapably drawn to the point of focus on 
the eyes of the sirrer; we look into the painting and at a particular 
individual personality. The impression of uniqueness is greatly in
creased by the quality of the expression (not a broad smile, but a 
fleering one about to disappear at any momem, like che emotions that 
swirl around us), and by the dramatic and momencary quality of the 
ligh£. The single shaft of light in the churning dark creates a veritable 
spotlight on the singular personality of the sitter, who is made even 
more important by the breathtaking drama of the moment. 

A powerful sense of dynamic unrest lies in these aristocratic 
paintings, as befits the potentially aggressive attitudes of the powerfuL 
This sense of activity carries through in these paintings even to the 
very surface of the canvas; it is a marked characteristic of academic 
or aristocratic painters to be free with their brush work, leaving a 
veritable record of their own personalities in the calligraphy of their 
brush srrokes.9 Even in calmer moments this calligraphy remains highly 
charged. In Gainsborough's serene Moming Walk, the background 



figure 4- L. Sir Joshua Reynolds, Lady }ant Halliday 
!Photo: Tht Co11rlauld Imtilute; courtesy 
WaddtSdon Manor, The National Tmst) 
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and costumes, the attentive dog, nearly everything in fact, is an 
impressionism of scribbly brush strokes. This lively surface in aca
demic painting adds to the animation of the personalities and para
doxically w the solidity of their bodies. 

Gilbert Stuart: The American Eng lish Painter 

everend Dwight would have us believe that the whole of American 
ociety was more egalitarian than English aristocracy, though we can 

detect wide variations within the social climate of the time. Never
theless, we should expect co find a "toning down" of rhe extreme 
qualities of English aristocratic art in even the most worldly of Amer
'can portraits. Granted that there are fewer storms and crashing waves 
n American settings, and fewer rides and medals festooning American 
ub jeers. Still, Gilbert Stuart unerringly found patrons closest in at
'tude and aspiration to English models (Marilda Stoughton de )au
enes, the 16-year-old American bride of the Spanish charge d'affaires, 
or instance), and painted them with techniques approaching the ag
tated preciousness of Gains borough or Reynolds. Arc historian Jules 
rown has observed privately that Stuart hardly deserves to be called 
n American painter, so strong is the English influence. 

Stuart's portrait of Hepzibah Clark Swan is an excellent example 
f his American style and displays nearly all the features of aristocratic 
nglish porrraiture. It shows a striking, confident gaze and an impre-
ise but confident, even deft, couch of the brush to match. As usual, 
tuart suggests essences more than he delineates physical derails. Mrs. 
wan is perhaps more than typical of Stuart's patrons as well. She 
epresenrs an extreme of the break some Americans were making 
"th the local community and of the move roward international eli

·sm. Her summer house at Dorchester was, for instance, said to be 
uilt on a French model she had seen in Paris. Locally it was called 

e Round House because of its conspicuous circular salon, which 
filled with ormolu furniture, clocks and objets d'arc which had 

en confiscated-or looted-during the French Revolution from the 
aces of Versailles and Tuilleries. If these foreign and royalist as

ociations weren't enough, she and her friends, most of them Stuart 
~atrons, were all satirized for their snobbish exclusivity in a play called 
tat/S Souci, Alia.r, Fret and Easy, or, An Evening's Peep in a Polite Circle. 10 

Stuart's portrait of General Henry Knox, commissioned by his 
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close friend Mrs. Swan, demonstrates the painter's use of chiaroscuro 
as the general stands by his cannon in the churning dark of war. The 
quick and fleeting glances of his Mrs. Yates emphasizes the skill with 
which the mood and personality of the sitter was "nailed to the can
vas," as West remarked. According to Stuart's daughter Jane, the 
whole point of his painting was to capture this individuality, this life 
and spirit of the sitter. This spiritedness further implies that the sub
ject is special and superior. Jane Stuart further emphasized the speed 
(or spontaneity) with which it was done, sometimes in as few as two 
or three sittings. 11 This rapid technique occasionally results in a ver
itable blither of brushwork which renders imprecise the delineation 
of features, but astonishingly conveys the character more clearly than 
ever. Note in particular the blurred mouth on his Mrs. Perez Morton 
(fig. 4-2), another friend of Mrs. Swan's. 

This energetic brushwork also adds to the individual and ephem
eral effect. It constitutes a second layer of individuality, that is, Stuart's 
own personality, literally imposed on top of that of the sitter. Indeed, 
when he was once asked why he didn't sign many of his works, he 
replied, "I mark them all over." Stuart was also rather daringly free 
with his colors and proud of it, painting the flesh with the colors 
unmixed "so that they may shine thru each other, as blood shines 
through the skin," as he wrote to his student, John Neagle. He is 
even known to have scored the surface he was to paint on, if it had 
been too smoothly prepared. This too was to give the product a yet 
more lively texture. Viewed in strong reflected light, nearly any of 
Stuart's paintings will reveal a visible impasto, and not just on the 
background, but in such details as the hair or the ruff of a cloak (figs. 
4-3, 4-4). 

Stuart shows in his paintings a transitory, almost windblown, 
look, and in some cases a downright agitated preciousness, which to 
me emphasizes the rareness of the moment, the uniqueness of the 
individual and by extension his or her sense of worthiness and su
periority. The professional plain portraitists of his era strive for exacdy 
the opposite effect. They would likely have regarded such heavy im
pasto as sloppiness! Moreover, even someone as erudite and traveled, 
as worldly and European in outlook as the young Charles Bulfinch 
wasn't so sure he liked the newly loose style of painting. Bulfinch 
was, of course, the great classicizer of America. He is probably the 
designer of the oval "French" salons that Mrs. Swan and her friends 



Figure 4-2. Gilbert Stuart, Mrs . Perez Morton 
(Courtesy Worcester Art Museum, Worcester, 
Mass .) 



Figure 4-3 . Gilbert Stuart, George Logan 
(Courtesy Historical Society of Pennsylvania) 
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Mrs. Perez Morton and General Knox all adopted. Apparently at his 
mother's behest, he had a portrait done while in London in 1786. It 
was by Mathew Brown, an American studying at the time with Ben
jamin West. Bulfinch's comment in a letter to his mother that he 
thought it "a very dull, unmeaning face" indicates that he was aware 
that a portrait, according to his social milieu, should record more than 
the visible, but also display something of the personality. He amus
ingly exonerates the painter for this deficiency, saying "it was not his 
duty to create, but to copy [nature]. " Then he continues, "you will 
find it very rough, but that is the modish style of painting, introduced 

Figure 4-4 . Gilbert Stuart, G eorge Logan 
Detail showing impasto techique. 

by Sir Joshua Reynolds. Mr. Copley indeed paints in another manner, 
his pictures are finished to the utmost nicety, but then-they are very 
dear. "12 Bulfinch is here referring with, I think, unique directness to 
the very qualities of finish and polish with which I shall be concerned 
in this paper. Despite his awareness that the freely brushed work was 
fashionable and appropriate to his social class, he was uneasy with it 
or knew his mother would be. He clearly would have preferred the 
smoothness and "nicety" in the finish of Copley's work, but offered 
the excuse that it cost too much. Plainness of style is here the aesthetic 
preference and the more expensive one, at that. 
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The Boston Copley 

The good mother Bulfinch had apparently been hoping for a portrait 
by the Bostonian John Singleton Copley. Copley himself had, of 
course, loosened up his brushwork considerably, nearly as soon as he 
left the religiously and aesthetically conservative social community of 
Boston. The contrast between two self portraits, one dated 17 69 from 
Boston, the other among the first efforts once he was settled in Eng
land, show this change quite well (figs. 4-5, 4-6). The American self
portrait, a pastel, is no different from those he did for his clients, 
except perhaps that he portrayed himself in his recently introduced 
"informal" mode, in a dressing gown instead of a formal suit. It is a 
good example of the carefully controlled finish which characterizes 
his American work. But the English version of himself is altogether 
different. Copley greatly increased the looseness in the handling of 
the paint. He used the technique commonly for landscapes and back
grounds while in America, and then in England felt it was appro
priate to render faces. And there is also an added element of motion 
to account for, an extra toss to the head, the eyes now averted, the 
chin jutting out with more than a tad of self-assertion. 

Copley would never have tried to get away with that kind of 
thing in America. Jules Frown and Linda Samter, among others, have 
pointed out that his American work is carefully attuned to the con
servative moral and egalitarian ethos of the Puritans he painted in 
Boston. 13 He had, in fact, even toned down the vigor of his first 
mature style to a later smooth polish, while still in Boston's aesthetic 
climate. It was just this style-refined, crisp, breathtakingly real and 
solid-which Mrs. Bulfinch remembered and hoped she could obtain. 
Instead of being posed with classical statuary, Copley's American sit
ters often are shown in real places, in real chairs, usually in their own 
houses and furniture. Certainly they are shorn of the atmospheric and 
fluttering brush work. They are finished off nicely and smoothly; the 
momentary fickleness of emotions is calmed. They are shown instead 
with, as Virginia Woolf said, "the. deeper beauty of things as they are." 
Actually, his likenesses are almost ruthlessly uncompromising and 
unflattering; some of his subjects, such as Mrs. Samuel Quincy in 1761, 
are almost famous for their physiognomic plainness (fig. 4-7). 

In these ways, Copley may be said to reflect a folk aspect in the 
aesthetic of his subjects as Puritans, toning down the ephemeral and 



Figure 4-5. John Singelton Copley, Self Portrait in Pastel 
(Courtesy The Henry Francis duPont Winterthur 
Museum) 



Figure 4-6. John Singleton Copley, Self Poruaic in Oil 
ICoNrttS) National Pbrlratl Gal/try, Smirbstmian 
/nJIIfiiiiOIII 



Figure 4-7. John Singleton Cople)', Mrs. Sam11tl Q11int) 
ICo11rttS)' llfiiStllm of Fint Art.<, Boston! 
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transitory moods found in the academic style. But high style preten
sions and academic techniques are also present in his work of this 
period. For instance, the costume Mrs. Quincy wears is a direct ref
erence to, a copy of, a famous portrait by Rubens, which Copley knew 
from the engravings his stepfather sold. Copley's work is also famous 
for the intensely dramatic light he used, as arresting as any academic 
spotlight effect. And he is no less fascinated with the sheen of luxury, 
the glint of stuffs, than any painter of the rich. Both of these tech
niques are academic specialities which emphasize the "rare" and "su
perior" qualities of the wealthy. Thus, Copley's painting shows both 
Puritan egalitarian and mercantile elitist attributes, as, to varying de
grees, do many portraits of less prominent individuals. The patrons 
Copley attracted were of the same social and economic status in 
American society as Gilbert Stuart's were later. They are moving no 
less emphatically toward individuation and a modern conception of 
self. But they clearly maintain some-and more than Stuart's pa
trons-emotional ties to customary values as well. 

Plain Portraiture 

Toward the other end of the spectrum of oil portraits are paintings 
by local artists such as Winthrop Chandler, Noah North, or Ammi 
Phillips. These and other plain painters are, of course, indebted to 
academic conventions for such basic features as the pose, or a view 
out the window to a scene of past triumph, or even the bag of props 
for attributes. But the treatment, the handling of this skeletal idea of 
a portrait, is different in the plain paintings. The restrained treatment 
reflects Dwight's "glorious contrast"-and the conflicting values of 
ego and community inherent in those portraits-even more ob
viously. The "painterliness" of these highly professional paintings is 
distinctly subdued. There is in the plain paintings a leveling of the 
visual extremes found in "high style" canvases (including Copley's). 
The clothing is plainer and less luxurious or pretentious, the lighting 
is flat, bland and purposively undramatic (fig. 4-8). 

Among the first comments often made about plain portraiture is 
how stiff and expressionless the figures are. Indeed, if the academic 
convention of the off-center three-quarter pose is not adopted, the 
figure will probably stand squarely in the center of the frame: feet, 
shoulders, head and eyes directly upon the viewer. Alternatively, the 



Figure 4-8. Simon Fitch, Portrait of Mrs. Hannah Beach 
Hill Starr 
(Courtesy The Ella Gallup Summer and Mary 
Catlin Summer Collection, The Wadsworth 
Atheneum, Hartford, Conn. ) 
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figure may be in exacr proftle or even symmetry of profile, as in 
work of Joseph Davis. The three-quarter posed portraitS quire 
quencly come in pairs, to be hung symmetrically on the wall, as 
Steward's Mr. & Mrs. Bull at the McCook House in Hanford 
are. Such symmetry has often been noted as a feature of A rrH•r,il'al 
folk art, or of egalitarian cultures generally. 14 

In any variation of poses chere is nary a motion, and the exor1~1 
sions of the sitters are equally calm; in a word, eternal. That 
formalism is a choice made by the sincrs, adapting the received 
ventions of portraiture to their own aesthetic moral preferences, 
demonstrated in the continuing tendency of conservative people 
adopt similar poses at the sight of a camera. While a mlaalle-<:Ja.s 

progressive or popularly-oriented person will often strike a rellaxd 
pose with a wide grin, a person with a more "folk" orientation 
likely "stiffen up" inro the classic pose of the paintings. In the 
tee nth century this posture may have owed to the long exposure 
necessary. Bur the face chat people all over chis coumry and in 
third world still choose this posrure and che facial expression 
than an equally stable but relaxed and spontaneous demeanor i 
cares chat ic is an aesthetic choice on the part of the sitters. lc 
even be argued chat photography (or ocher fast portrait ,,,·hr\inllf'l 

could become vastly popular despite chis initial technical ''limi 
exactly became they reinforced a pre-existing aesthetic attirude. 

The intent of chis formaliry is to project exacrly che oppo:sil 
impression from the academic models. People see those models 
far from misunderstanding the originals or even crying co slavishl 
copy but botching the job, they understand them all wo well. 
ostentation of chose fabrics, the pretentiousness of the dramatics, 
the fickleness and variety of the projected emotions, are ephemeral 
just what conservative sitters would want to avoid in such a perma 
record as a painting or a photograph. Indeed, such excessive 
of wealth, such aggressive assertion of person and personality, is 
inappropriate and almost offensive in a close, egalitarian commu 
When Vince, one of Michael Owen Jones's contemporary Ken 
chairmakers, repeats, "For myself, I like a deem I plain made chair," 
means char the fancy work and turnings on the other chairs are 
decent, immoral. 15 The same artirude surely must have been rrue 
the nineceemh-cenrury folks ordering portraits. Like overripe 
the "high style" is jusr roo much for them. 
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The flatness and linearity of the folk paintings, the totally neutral 
ighcing, the de-differentiated space nor present in the academic vision 
Jut characteristic of plain painting since medieval Europe, and even 
che treatment of rhe painted surface all contribute tO the conservative 
~ffon tO erase personality, to downplay aggressive "presence" and to 
Jresent instead a stable, permanent, even eternal image for posreriry. 
every hair must be depicted in place, even though we know they 

~
ever are. The wind-blown look will never do for a "down home" 
tter. They want to present an unassuming bur composed self, freed 
f quirks and nagging inconsistencies. The transitory mood is rejected 

favor of control, a kind of staying power. The flatness and shad-
ess light only create a distinctly aotiretioal, dematerialized quality, 

if the likeness were of rhe spiritual concept of rhe person, and nor 
flesh and blood. It's almost an icon; as Paul Svinin, a Russian 

~rplo~nat here in 1813, thought the many images of George Wash
to be. 1 ~ Or rather, as an historian Jonathan Fairbanks remarks 

New England's seventeenth-century paiminss, perhaps the "es
and identity of rhe person as conveyed by the gesture of the 

rrer, the proporrion and harmony of[his or her] parts ... "was more 
lrnt)()r·r<~rtr than "realistic representation [as understood rodayj."17 Ar 

rare, the two-dimensionality of the "perspective," and the equal 
attention to all areas of the canvas, completely erase back

;ru•u .. u and foreground (even if the figure is clearly outlined against 
blank field), no whole pops out. The eye is not directed to any 

point in space. 
And, there is no expressive handwriting in tile brush work of 
paintings In contrast to Stuart, there is every efforr to leave a 

carefully stroke-free surface. They share with Copley tile 
""'""·v of being rhus "finished tO the urmosr nicety," even while they 
loret>•ear from his chiaroscuro and occasional baroque cosrumery. A 

in reflected light of Samuel Broadbent's Mrs. john Churchill, 
instance, s)ows a polished surface, in contrast to the impasto of 
academicia1s (figs. 4-9, 4-10). T he texture visible is the texture 

the canvas, not the paint on the canvas. In some cases the effect 
be truly rragnificenr, as it is with MJss Gilmort, by Erastus Salis

Field (fig 4-11). In chis painting, the edges and the ears are just 
our, alnost like an air brush technique. 

I can atte•r from having tried to paine this way myself, that the 
way to acl.ieve chis effect is to take a very fluffy dry brush, and 



Figure 4-9. Samuel Broadbent, Mrs. john Churchill 
(Courtesy Connecticut Historical Society) 
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Figure 4-10. Samuel Broadbent, Mrs.]ohn Churchill 
Detail in reflected light. 

ever so gently dust the edges together on all your colors, after each 
day's work is otherwise complete. This is called "enameling," and it 
is a technique of the Flemish Old Masters such as Holbein and Ver
meer, 18 whom some modern art historians consider to be ancestral 
influences on plain painters. In any event, enameling is distinct from 
"blending," the mixing of colors (which sometimes requires special 
equipment like Leonardo's silk brushes) or "glazing," the application 
of additional layers of thin, transparent pigment. Enameling is a dry 
brush process, merely fusing the still wet colors into a smooth surface. 
It is an additional process that the plain painter insisted on applying 
to the entire painted surface, not just selectively "important" zones 
(such as faces) as was the academic tendency. Rather than being mis
apprehensions of academic models, these plain paintings constitute 
careful and creative reworkings of the concept of presenting the self, 
and in some ways, in the matter of enameling, are in fact more refined 
than academic paintings themselves. 

Some Suggestive Examples 

Far from being misunderstood attempts to "achieve" the effect of the 
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Figure 4-11. Erastus Salisbury Field, Miss Margaret 
Gtlmore, Detail 
(Courtesy Museum of Fine Arts, Boston) 

arrogant, "high" (handed) models, or even of unconscious abstrac
tionists, the amply trained and professional plain painters made highly 
polished works. This argument depends of course on the abilities of 
the plain style painters and their patrons' familiarity with, but rejection 
of, academic convention. 

To begin with, it must be recognized that the popular dichotomy 
of urban sophisticates-ever eager for the new-versus rural folk 
conservatives is really a shorthand for differing social attitudes rather 
than a geographic reality. Despite the urban/rural split played up in 
both Yankee Jonathan and Timothy Dwight, masses of unpretentious 
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people filled the cities, and many of the most worldly individuals built 
themselves appropriately decorated "seats" out in the country. For 
instance, paintings by Blackburn, Feke, and Copley were very prob
ably at Montpelier, the French-style house of General Knox, imme
diately outside of Thomaston, Maine, on axis to the village road, facing 
it from the opposite rise. 19 As early as the 1680s, the town of Con
cord, Massachusetts, transcendentally bucolic even a century and a 
half later, contained a portrait of its first minister, Peter Buckley, by 
the English academician Sir Godfrey Kneller. Similarly, John Wick
off's portrait attributed to John Wollaston was in Monmouth County, 
New Jersey, by 1758.20 

As this smattering of examples shows, academic art has long been 
available in rural areas, to those who would want to see them. Indeed, 
the local people most likely to be thinking of having a portrait done 
of themselves (tavern keepers, merchants, the more prosperous mid
dle class), would also be most likely to have social introductions to 
the nearby grandee. Still others would visit the local "great house" on 
business. Hospitality in small communities was, of course, obligatory. 
Eighteenth-century diarists, such as Ebenezer Parkman of Westbor
ough, Massachusetts, speak only of the weather more often than of 
who came to call, or on whom they called, or at whose house they 
were obliged (by the weather) to turn in for the night when journeying 
away from home. 21 And visitors from abroad were sometimes sur
prised at the lack of ceremony-or inhibition-in the interactions 
between social classes here. Thomas Aubrey, an English officer in 
Virginia in 1779, recorded how, during a visit to Tuckahoe, Colonel 
Randolph's seat in Goochland County, "three country peasants, who 
came upon business entered the room where the Colonel and his 
Company were sitting, took themselves chairs, drew near the fire, 
began spitting, pulling off their country boots all over with mud, and 
then opened with their business, which was simply about some con
tinental flour to be ground at the Colonel's mill."22 

If their patrons could thus have been aware of what academic 
Portraits looked like (and what kind of people had them), the painters 
as well had contact with, and not infrequently at least some instruction 
in, academic technique. For although the old bugbear of "artisan" or 
"sign painter" background is in many cases true (all but the priciest 
of portraitists had to resort to painting Masonic aprons, political ban
ners and anything else that came down the pike, including an occa-
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sional coach), still this does not explain the whole phenomenon. 
precision and polish, not to say refinement, of Winthrop '"'"'""""' 
portrait of his brother Capt. Samuel Chandler and his wife, or cn•.><u 

Salisbury Field's portrait of the Joseph Moore family, exceed 
inspired amateurism and commercial entrepreneurism. It is 
untenable tO maintain that the features of these paintings, and of 
plain style in general, are due to substandard technique. 23 

Field, in fact, srudied for several months with Samuel F. B. 
one of the most atmospheric of aJI nineteenth-century painters, duri 
the period when he was doing his turgid portrait of lafayette in 1 
Though we have no exact evidence what was stressed during 
srudy, one might imagine that one of the first things taught would 
where to put a shadow, or a bit of easy perspective. Yet the mc>mc:' 
Field got back to Leverett and Plum trees, Massachusetts, he was d 
flatly shadowless ponraits, with the floors as vertical as the walls. 
other words, the academic style was, for whatever reason, simply 
what his local community wanted, nor were they willing to pay for 

And again, Ralph Earl had the benefit of seven years of 
training in England and had several sophisticated works to his 
there, including some with fluid brush work and some with Ke~vnolclt 
''spotlight on rhe face and shoulder'' device. 25 But he becomes, 
cording to Alan Burroughs, in his book Limners and Likmmts, 
apparently less srylish artist upon his return to Connecticut." 
Burroughs felt strange "mentioning taste in such an objective way, 
if it were a physical entity in some locales," to me it seems the 
logical inference to draw. What Burroughs is saying is that there 
a different aesthetic taste-a plain aesthetic-that accounts for 
different styles being painted by the same anist. 26 

That the painter's skiJI was less the issue than the cultural 
rarions of the patrons is further demonstrated by the suggestive 
trast of both attitude and technique shown in the paintings J 
Whiting Stock made of himself and his clients. Srock was born 
1815, the year Copley died, but was still as much a plain painter 
any (fig. 4-12). He did his self-portrait in 1843 (fig. 4-13). It is in 
oval cartouche, the form of, and a reference co, the genre of mi 
cure, the kind of jewel-like exquisite object usually done on · 
But this one is not tiny, it is a pastel of the respectable size of 8 
10 inches. The strokes of shading one can detect are therefore 
real features of the work, not photographically magnified to ex••8!!:• 
arion (as might have been the case with an enlargement of a 



Fgure 4-12. joseph Whl!lng Srock, Bto~rdtd Ma11 uith Odd 
Ftllou•s Book 
fCovrtts)' Tht Whall'lg /liYuvm, 
N•u• Btd/ord, Mast.! 



Figure 4-13. Joseph Whiting Stock, Self-Portrait, 1843 
(Courtesy Connecticut Valley Historical Museum, 
Springfield, Mass.) 
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ture). Anyone who has ever smudged a pastel knows that they take 
exceptionally well to blending, that this is in fact the normal mode 
for pastel. Therefore it is a safe assumption that the expressive strokes 
about Stock's forehead are intentional, perhaps to give a sense of dash. 
Notice, too, the shading of the features. It forms a chiaroscuro of 
shadow by the nose and eyes. There is even something of the toss to 
the head, the eyes glancing at us indirectly and probably not for long. 
All these features are indicative of a considerably self-confident (not 
to mention technically competent) presentation of self. As he did 
verbally in his diaries, he placed himself visually among the worldly 
artistes; not among mere craftsmen, members of community or guild, 
but rather among those he perceived as innovative individuals. 27 By 
contrast, Stock's portraits of his clientele seem almost stoically flat, 
even when they attempt a glimmer of a smile. 

One could surmise economic motivations for the differences of 
degree of finish one finds in the portraits. 28 Needless to say, the plain 
style portraits were less expensive than the academic model such as 
Stuart or Sully or, as even Bulfinch ruefully remarked, Copley. This 
cheaper price did indeed open up the market of the rising and buoyant 
middle class of the new republic. The entrepreneurial instincts of the 
era, to which artists were not immune, drew some artists to exploit 
that market. Rufus Porter, with his new-fangled mechanical shortcut, 
a camera obscura, which enabled him to produce a "correct likeness" 
in a mere fifteen minutes, or ]. H. Gillespie, with his one-minute 
profile likenesses, would seem to be such cases. 29 Others also adopted 
cost-cutting efficient techniques. William Matthew Prior, for instance, 
is often cited for his sliding scale of prices, and for the variety in the 
quality of his work. The least expensive of his work was surely all that 
some of his clients could afford, and was indeed, "cheap and slight" 
(as the academician John Vanderlyn thought even the best of plain 
painting was). Jo 

But Prior had had enough training, possibly with C. Codman in 
Portland, Maine, that he could accomplish works in the academic 
mode as well, and exhibit them with aplomb at the Boston Athe
neum.31 Prior's skill as both artist and entrepreneur allowed him to 
give his public a full range of stylistic choices and price brackets. But 
among the upper end of his range were paintings with both the aca
demic chiaroscuro (such as the Young Man of 1829) and luxurious 
Paintings which were nevertheless without heavy shadows. An ex
ample of the latter is William Allen, 1843 (fig. 4-14), in which the 
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blond child, whose tresses hang daringly across one eye, sits with his 
restless hounds and a straw hat, in a robust and romantically looming 
wood. Despite the richness and painterliness of this work-which 
must surely have been one of his more expensive models-the shad
ing of the face and arms is quite subtle and the finish quite smooth. 
It seems, therefore, that the desire for paintings of restrained impact 
or controlled temperament was the result less of artistic skill or of the 
patron's affluence than of something else-perhaps of moral cautiqn. 
Rather than calling such painting imitations of academic style it might 
just as easily be said that the speedy and unembellished versions ev
idently produced for the middle-class market are copying the refined 
but soberly undramatic painting of the plain style. Here again it ·could 
be argued that the so-called "limitations" or "shortcuts" of a cheap 
technique could become so vastly popular exactly because they adopted 
and reinforced an already powerful aesthetic taste. 

In terms <;>f simple investment of time, the plain style painters 
were not any cheaper than the academicians. A reading of Joseph 
Whiting Stock's day book for the New Bedford visit from February 20 
to July 29, 1843, shows that he required a minimum of four sittings 
and usually took six or more sittings. He labored for more than ten 
sittings for the miniature for H. Johnson before they both were sat
isfied. Gilbert Stuart, on the other hand, delighted in dashing off one 
of his more spontaneous and lively portraits in, on one occasion, a 
mere two sittings. 32 

There is also other evidence that a taste for the simple is not 
necessarily based on available cash. Orthodox Quakers, for instance, 
did not lack in wealth, but were restrained from portraits except sim
ple silhouettes for fear of prideful vanity. Silhouettes, however, were 
acceptable because they were the very imprint of (Divine) Light on 
the world. 33 And even others who could afford it sometimes felt 
uneasy with the vigorous and free new style. As noted above, Charles 
Bulfinch knew that his mother, who had been painted by Joseph 
Blackburn, wouldn't care for the rough new textures. 

Another example of wealthy persons who nonetheless preferred 
simple portraits was the rising industrial family of Asa Watters II, prime 
movers of Millbury, Massachusetts (fig~ 4-15). Asa was born into a 
&un making family. When he took over the business he not only 
diversified the products made, but improved patents and got large, 
undoubtedly lucrative, contracts to supply the United States govern-
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Figure 4-15. John Blunt, Asa Watters, II 
(Private collection) 

ment. His prominence ensured him several local and state offices. His 
connections to the federal government brought many visitors from 
up and down the coast. He was the first president of the local bank 
and instrumental in the local academy. In 1808 he built an armory, 
prominent in the town, and between 1826 and 1829 a large and 
elaborate mansion. Featuring a columned two-story portico across its 
entire front, it contained materials imported from Maine (pumpkin 
pine), the Caribbean (mahogany), and Italy (marble). Despite his ob
vious wealth and widespread contacts, when Asa Watters II came to 
provide this house and its guests with a suitable image of its owner, 
he chose the local Portsmouth, New Hampshire, limner, John Blunt. 
Though Blunfs work was considered the top of the line in Po~ 
mouth, it is not the fashionable academic style Watters could easilY 
have obtained in Boston. 34 
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Far from the easy and energetic brushwork of the English style 
of Stuart of his followers, suggestive as that was of the senses without 
being tied to the surface, Blunt's work is careful and precise; the 
lighting is even and subdued, forms are solid and clear. The Watters 
portraits are larger than any other paintings of one person currently 
attributed to Blunt, and he seems to have tried to make the fore
ground and bodies more naturalistic than on many of his other can
vases. The armory is in view in the distance, and the mansion, 
exaggerated to four stories of colonnade, dominates the foreground 
out the window. Although Watters had spent years going in and out 
of Boston for the legislature by the time his portrait was done at age 
61, he evidently did not consider it crucial to associate himself with 
the Europeanized set. Perhaps, he even felt it was not appropriate to 
do so in such a small community. 35 

Concluding "Contrasts" 

The "contrasts" which Timothy Dwight articulated in his erudite poems, 
and which I have found manifest in the differing qualities of plain and 
academic paintings, permeate many levels of early American popular 
consciousness. 

Nineteenth-century popular drama, for instance, similarly adapted 
the love of "urban" and "rural" social types and pitted the values of 
these two communities against each other in the antics of Yankee 
Jonathan. He was rural "verdant," an espouser of the practical, a down
to-earth, homespun New Englander-but wise and fundamentally 
egalitarian. Inevitably he had a run-in with pretentious, mannered, 
and fundamentally elitist urbanites whom he always bested with his 
apparently bungling, but effective wit. His countrified consternation 
at city ways was stressed in these plays, always making a mess of 
refined courtesies or dainty dances such as the minuet. He used his 
local vernacular speech, full of colorfully earthy turns of phrase, no 
matter what the situation or company to whom he spoke. 36 The "bet
ter sort" with whom he had these set-to's (including a number of old 
country aristocrats in one series of plays) are always given the worst 
of it for their haughty arrogance. 

The forms of folklore usually depict life in starker black and 
~hite dichotomies than the confusions of reality warrant. Though this 
Intensification often serves to bring the ironies of life into high relief, 
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the irony here is that both plain and academic portraiture can be 
called "folk" art forms, each made for different communities, each 
appreciated by different segments of the "art world" for different 
reasons. Most importantly, the style of each is at least partly modified 
by the values of the other. 

Thus the polite poses and refined gestures depicted in aristocratic 
portraiture are intended by their promoters in the contemporary et
iquette manuals to curb the overt exercise of power or display of class 
differences. Nevertheless, the formal features and "painterly" tech
niques codified in the academics to depict those aristocrats all worked 
to produce a strong sense of the presence of ego, both in the physical 
person of the sitter and in the presence of the personality of the artist. 
The crescendo of drama points to a special personality and a precious 
moment, rare and therefore assumed to be superior. With indivi
dualizing portraits, the rich found expression for their sense of su
periority and used those portraits, that sense of uniqueness and greater 
worth, to justify their positions of power and wealth. 

The formal features and painting technique of the plain style 
contribute to erase transitory aspects of personality and emotion, and 
present instead a permanent image for posterity. Above all, the ego 
is controlled, for it is just plain unseemly, in a cooperative society, 
for individuals to aggressively assert themselves above their neighbors. 
The egalitarian ethos of the rural Northeast tempered the inherently 
prideful impulse in portraiture and produced exquisitely crafted works 
of muted control. Thus these plain paintings are simultaneously re
sponsive to modern bourgeois and traditional values; they express 
both the pride in individual accomplishment and claims to new class 
status (as all portraits must) while also restraining these impulses with 
the moral caution of a communal aesthetic. 
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The House on Penn Street: 
Creativity and Conflict in Folk Art 

Simon]. Bronner 

What colors perceptions of folk art? Folk art owes much to institu
tions. Media, academies, and galleries reify the category, and they are 
connected to upper-class biases common to the art worlds. On a city 
block of Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, a decorated house that some call 
folk art brought forth such issues of institutional and class connections 
dramatically before my eyes. Across the street from my own resi
dence, a drama in paint and board unfolded. Rather than captured at 
a single silent moment for a gallery, the house went through many 
changes as part of a running dialogue for a neighborhood. In those 
changes were recorded responses to social tensions between a local, 
noncommercial and a mass, modernist way of doing things. The dec
oration of houses became the backdrop for a small scene within a 
larger cultural picture. 

Harrisburg's Sunday Patriot-News, the most widely read news
paper in town, took notice on May 15, 1983, of the changes occurring 
in midtown and used art metaphors to describe them. "Urban Ren
aissance," the headline read. "Penn Street Rowhomes Exemplify the 
Fine Art of Recycling Houses," large letters announced. A photo 
showed one side of the 1500 block of Penn Street, and was captioned, 
"Whole streets in historic residential sections of Harrisburg are look
ing 'up' these days and much of the credit can be laid at the doors of 
city housing renovators. One professional couple who live in a ren
ovated Penn Street house say they are reminiscent of Back Bay Bos
t~n." Capping the photo was a quote from a bank official: "Saving 
htstoric buildings and recycling existing homes for people and neigh-
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borhoods that need them are the foundation of a rejuvenated 
risburg and its economy."1 

Fred Raleigh, occupant of a home which \Vas pictured, 
enough of the article to put it in his front window. 2 That was 
house I moved imo less than cwo weeks later. Fred worked in 
government as did most of the residents on the north side of 
street. "There's folk arr here," he proclaimed to me, "and I'm not 
only one to chink so. Across the street, cake a look ac Cal's noiJ5q 

(fJS. 5-l). lf Fred's renovated house was the "fine" art, the cortcrast 
the "folk" art for him was a decorated house on a side not IJl~.<wrc<~ 
bur a side worthy of arcention for what ic says about the ways rr~'llrivirt 

figure 5-1. Cal's H<)use, October 1983 
ICourltl)' Sm10>1 Bromur1 
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responds to socioeconomic change, and how "art" answers co culrural 
policies. Here in close quaners, what sociologist Ira Katznelson calls 
the "cicy trenches," displays of taste are the armarure for one's social 
reality in the city.J 

As with most folk an, the makers and their communities play 
primary roles. This scene has Cal, a housepainter, and his neighbors 

midrown Harrisburg. The social significance of his decorations stem 
economic, historical, and physical conditions particular ro Har

fl>LJLll,!S· Harrisburg is the state capital of Pennsylvania. lcs main em
is government- 32% of the job market; manufacturing and 

&ervtc·e industries dominate the rest. The greater Harrisburg area 
in three counties and almost a half million persons. In the last 

years, it has experienced economic and population growth when 
Pennsylvania cities have been in dechne. The smking cityscape 

Harrisburg stretches along the Susquehanna River, once the eco
. lifeline of the city. The residential strip by the river is bounded 

a parallel strip to the east of railroad lines and industry. The city 
on the "East Shore." White suburban settlements in the past ten 
have risen dramatically on the "West Shore." Harrisburg tradi

r-•v'""'' has subdivided sharply into neighborhoods. Residents easily 
~is'<:urt•scr·•be black sections (called The Hill and The Strip), the Jewish 
jeCIJun (called Little Israel), the "gay" section, and the gentrified WASP 
jectmn (called Shipoke). Center City Harrisburg is dominated by the 
~Jplt<)l Complex, but north of the complex back from the river is a 

of narrow streets with neighborhoods in transition, neighbor
seekmg identity. They hold the lughest concenrrarion of resi
in the ciry, and have what is commonly referred co as a 

rcl•::>isl:er<!d" atmosphere. Houses on the side streets are being claimed 
resettled after the upheaval in the 1970s of a ravaging flood, the 

of a nuclear accident, change in political administration, and 
flight from the city. 

One of those old, narrow streets is Penn Street. Two blocks over 
much wider Front Street and the river. Old mansions and stately 

~u••u. ... 6 , left over from Harrisburg's Gilded Age now house insur
real estate, and legal firms, and lobbying groups. Second Street, 

above front, is the main thoroughfare northward out of the Cap
Complex. Residences share the wide street with professional as

!V'-•au•uu<> aod legal firms. The narrowness of the streets above Second, 
from the pre-automobile age have fostered more of a sense 
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of neighborhood chan on Second. The 1500 block of Penn Sweed 
however, has been slower co develop than ochers on Penn. The I 
block, in the minds of residents, is ··gay.'' Third Screec, jusc 
Penn, is black. Further down on Penn Srreec live che mayor, 
"bohemians" (musicians and arrists), and laborers. The 1500 block 
Penn has a mixture of "young urban professionals," mostly stare 
ernment workers, laborers, and persons on relief. Reily Street, 
ning perpendicular to Penn Street, has several stores which carer 
specific constituencies. A gourmet shop serves che "gay" co:rn~:nunnyt 
A corner grocery is frequented most by laborers, a vegetarian r,..,,,~,,. 
rant arrached co an art gallery serves mosrly bohemians and 
urban professionals, and a convenience score on Fourth Street is 
sulered "black." Historians of Harrisburg refer to these few blocks 
the "Hardscrabble" section of the city, but the term, more comm 
ar the rurn of the cenrury, has little significance today for residents. 

A disastrous flood in 1936 saw parrly to that. It changed 
complexion of the riverfront residences. Before the flood, city ,...,.n .. n 

had already laid che groundwork for change. From 1902 co 1915, 
administrators, under the influence of Mira Lloyd Dock, a weal 
burgher, underrook a "City Beautiful'' campaign-an oucgrowch 
the nativist "house beautiful" movement of the 1880s and 90s. 
"house beautiful" and the "city beautiful" which followed were 
tended ro "reform" urban environments and their working-class 
1dents by imposing symbols of a bourgeois order-"good taste" t1Pthn•·~ 
by decor reminiscent of desceot in old srock American families.• Th 
burghers of Harrisburg, mostly PrOtestant Republicans, called 
"physical improvement" which would "elevate the urban pupwtau.uu. l 

Speaking ro the Board of Trade on December 20, 1900, Mira 
cold of the "hideous conditions" of Harrisburg, and she called 
establishing an elitist "good taste" common, she said, ro Boston, 
waukee, and European cities. Cleanliness and the gemeel beauty 
wanted ro build up had "cash value," she argued. An "attractive" 
Street, by the river in full view, would bring business. 

Opposition ro the vested interests in the "Front Street Sche 
grew, bur the proponents' faking of a typhoid epidemic, the drummi 
up of a threat by the legislature to move the capital to rnuacJelprut~ 

and the spreading of leaflets accusing opponents of being 
clams" secured a bond issue. Supportive middle-class wards outvo•te4 
working-class wards against the issue. The construction of roads, 
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md golf <Ourses encouraging middle-class residence went ahead. By 
1915,). Horace McFarland, a burgher backing the campaign, could 
mnounce that Harrisburg was "a made-over rown. "5 

The combination of rhe 1936 flood, sharp growth of automobile 
:raffic, and a rise in rhe black population led co rhe second stage of 
planning in 1939--10, rhe "Ciry PracticaL" For a nation that did nor 
work well during the 1930s, the imagery of rhe machine suggested 
~fficiency and rationality. In the face of impoverishment, arc connoted 
wastefulness. The cities geared up. Harrisburg's "Ciry Practical" was 
tlesigned to accommodate "automobiliry" and business, synonyms 
[or middle-class values, especially on rhe riverfronr. As before, plan
rers singled our the aesthetics of worker housing for auack. Planners 

t
ound no "valid reason" for narrow streets and lors. They ignored 
lder histories which commended the "caring," tighr-knir neighbor
oods fostered by the Jayour. The streets, the planners complained, 

ed to "endless rows of monotonous houses" without "architectural 

~
erit." The rowhouses would be undesirable "in rhe eyes of the com
g generation, which is witnessing construction of an increasing num
er of attractive single-family dwellings, set on adequate sized lots.·· 
~he planners called for slum clearance and new "Neighborhood Units," 
fnciuding neighborhoods :zoned for whites. Ensuing administrations 
Fncouraged the occupation of the northern riverfront by white rnid
tlle-class residents. 
I Despite recessions in 1950, 1954, and 1955, employmenr stayed 
righ and rhe economy grew steadily during the 1950s. Suburbia grew. 
fistorians divide over whether this was a symptom of good rimes, or 
rising racial conflict. The black population increased from 1940 ro 
~950 by 32%, moving in to neighborhoods formerly occupied by 
ethnic imm1grants and poor rural migrants. The number of families 
bnder the poverry line increased, but city leaders voiced the rhetoric 
f prosperi1y. Construction was at an all-time high; unemployment 

w<~s low; Front Street looked good. 
The Regional Planning Commission Report of 1958 was opti

iJlistic and self-congratulatory: "Prudenr use of natural resources along 
'th growth as a transportation and government center, followed by 
e development of commerce and industry, has created a thriving 
euopolital community of over a quarter million persons." Much of 

his had to Jo with the automobile. "With the developmenr and im
rovement ·)f the auromobile, the area became a major terminus for 
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people travelling within the Commonwealth as well as the cross-roads 
of some of the busiest highways in the eastern United States. " The 
planners felt a whir of change since early in the century. The river no 
longer provided the focus of the city. Not serving any transportation 
or economic value, the river was replaced by the central business 
district as a hub. The river could, however, the commission claimed, 
be of use as a sport area. 

Seeing the future of the city in taking advantage of its role as an 
auto-traffic crossroads and its nativist middle-class heritage, the Com
mission complimented "the old Colonial architecture" and "well
planned residential areas." Striking out at traditional ethnic and work
ing-class communities, the Commission asserted that "the toll of blight 
is observed where neighborhoods are small and isolated by heavy 
traffic ways." Neighborhoods should be defined not by social group, 
but economic needs and proximity to thoroughfares. To effect these 
changes, and entrench the commercial interests of the middle-class in 
the city, the Commission called for increased city control of housing 
and building, and the expansion of highways and streets. But the 
Commission failed to foresee that accommodating the automobile in 
the city would also encourage the middle-class to leave more easily. 

Penn Street retained its narrowness, and it sheltered a rooted 
white, lower-middle-class neighborhood. Population shifts were qui
etly occurring, however. More blacks and lower-class whites were 
coming to the city; more middle-class whites were leaving. Still, a 
relative calm prevailed. Whites could give evidence of the town's con
servatism by reminding one another that in the liberal landslide of 
1964, Harrisburg had the only black ward in the nation to vote Re
publican. But in June 1969, race riots broke out on The Hill near 
Center City. Harrisburg, which thought of itself as quiet ("dull," the 
Philadelphia Inquirer liked to quip), and conservative, found conflicts 
rising to the surface. 

With the national publicity given to the Harrisburg Seven trial 
in 1972, one civic leader, M. Harve Taylor, wrote in his diary, "You 
know, there's more radicals in this town than you'd think."6 There 
were other signs of discontent. Over 26% of all families in the city 
for 1969, the U.S. Census reported, had incomes under the poverty 
level. Yet the total average income was touted as "reasonable" because 
the 13.2% who made better than $15,000 had pushed the figure 
upward. 
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In late June 1972, Harrisburg suffered its worst flood in the wake 
of hurricane Agnes. Taylor wrote, "The mess is horrible, and I'll tell 
them the smell afterwards is going to be even worse." Many middle
class residents saw the damage, and left for the suburbs. Harrisburg's 
population dropped by ten thousand between 1970 and 1978. Har
risburg, having concentrated its middle-class along the riverfront, lost 
its "City Practical." Penn Street's houses were left empty shells. 

In 1973, a community survey done by the Greater Harrisburg 
Chamber of Commerce lacked the singlemindedness of past reports. 
The survey reported that the stability of the region lay in employment 
by state government and its growth lay in industry, but its roots were 
in the older neighborhood tradition "where people take the time to 
meet other people as fellow human beings." The survey encouraged 
"industrial management," the middle class, to come back to the city. 
It boasted of "an art association, a performing arts company, and a 
cultural society .... " "Come to Harrisburg," the survey concluded, 
"if you want a city in which you can really live and work." The city 
hoped to expose the unreality of the suburbs, but reality in the city 
was discouragingly sullen; it meant a working-class harshness. Another 
flood in 197 5 fed disillusion. 

Whole sections of the city lay tattered and bare. A reporter from 
a national network commenting on Harrisburg after the Three Mile 
Island accident in 1979 told viewers that city residents must be in 
shock because. no one could be seen out downtown after five. "But 
no one ever is," a resident chortled. Meanwhile, local reporter Paul 
Beers came up with eight long-standing commandments for the city, 
of which the first few were now openly challenged and the last was 
looming larger: "obsession with eating, prudent conservatism, con
genital obliviousness, small-talk enterprise, clear gender distinctions, 
contented prosperity, hatred of the cold, and a dark underside."7 

Harrisburg was a worrisome place now. It was a city to work in, 
but to the middle class not one to live or play in. Harrisburg was left, 
temporarily, to the lower class, many working in menial, unskilled 
jobs or existing on relief. Penn Street's empty shells were favorite 
haunts for crime, drug use, and squatting. Of the original twenty-eight 
families in row houses on the 1500 block, only four remained around 
1975. When the middle-class organizations of the American Associ
ation of University Women-Harrisburg Branch and Historic Har
risburg Association Incorporated sponsored a promotional historic 
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tour of Harrisburg, they conspicuously skipped over the old "Hard
scrabble" section. It was not "presentable." 

The revival of the inner city was tied to the success of "Harris
town," a commercial venture to consolidate decaying small businesses 
into large modern shopping malls attracting professional clientele 
downtown. Its name gave it an antimodern tinge, but its subtitle of 
"Redevelopment Authority" gave its real intent. This was the third 
stage of planning, the "City Renaissance. " It received unsuspecting 
reinforcement from a local history project sponsored by the public 
library, entitled "Harrisburg: City of Change. " Aimed at lower-class 
middle-school students, the program highlighted the progress of busi
ness and architectural development in Center City where the library 
was located. Art and economics were linked again. 

While commercial interests were working on Center City, some 
working-class families were moving to Penn Street. They took advan
tage of low rents and easy availability. Repairs were often needed, 
and residents regularly took parts of empty shells to improve their 
structures. Cal was one of those residents. Before the "urban renais
sance," these working-class residents were renovating using bricolage, 
making personal ornamentation and repair from overlays of locally 
obtained objects. 8 Residents were resurrecting an older open com
munity based on communal aid and frequent face-to-face relations. 
Their notions of occupation and work were similar; they sought manual 
labor, and applied it at home. 

The row houses had a mixed jelly-bean look. Although the struc
tures were similar, diverse colors, porch additions, facade ornaments, 
and sidewalk alterations gave this side-street cityscape a variegated 
appearance. Yet the bricolage approach marked the connection of the 
residents and the control they were establishing by manually and in
formally altering their environment. 9 New architectural faces speak
ing uniquely for their occupants, faces made out of the rearrangement 
and alteration of old parts, reshaped the old middle-class structures. 
In the process the creative and social texture of the community was 
reshaped, for the way the buildings were done and the way they 
looked bespoke entrenchment of an alternative social organization 
and occupational value system. 

On Penn Street, Cal's housing began taking form (fig. 5-2). He 
brought in a fence to put out front. He changed partitions inside and 
painted them in bold colors. He dug up the sidewalk for a garden by 



Figure 5-2. Cal Painting over the Facade, after Completing 
Construction of Shutters from Materials of 
Other Houses, July 1983 
(Courtesy Simon Bronner) 
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his front window and constructed rough window boxes. Further up 
the street, with their painted blue car parked nearby, Carol and Wil
liam Paine were painting their bricks a navy blue with white outlines. 
"It just come natural," William Paine told me, "something to do be
tween sleeping and working." Their sidewalk garden had recycled tires 
and cans, painted blue, to create a distinctive environment. John Voss 
boxed in his porch to make another room. His neighbor took dis
carded concrete blocks to build up columns on his porch. Michael 
Williams's garbage cans got a jerrybuilt shelter with a familiar Greek 
Revival pediment from one of the flood's architectural casualties. Vic
tor Ross's house stood out: it was painted orange and had awnings not 
original to the house. To George Henry, whose painted brown house 
had a hewn cross on its front, "Every house here is different." "Do 
you like it like that?" I asked him. He replied, "That way you know 
it's yours, and with who you belong." 

In the late seventies, new state and city administrations came into 
power promising to "clean things up." The old dark underside of 
Harrisburg, they chided, included political corruption, economic de
cline, and urban squalor. The new agenda stressed encouraging busi
ness and high arts to come to the city. The mayor made moves to 
require city workers to live in the city. But the trend had already 
begun; the incoming administration brought waves of professionals 
new to the city. Many looked to the city for appealing housing. Turn
ing away from the sterility and "unreality" of the suburbs, they found 
houses that could be owned easily and altered to suit their middle
class tastes. They found "services" to do specialized work on the 
house, much as they performed services for government. 

The trend took on a name, the "back-to-the-city movement." In 
1980, U.S. Secretary of Housing and Urban Affairs Moon Landrieu 
announced, "Americans are coming back to the city .... Renovation, 
in and of itself, will not meet our urban needs and put a halt to urban 
economic disinvestment." 10 What would? He didn't say, but his use 
of "disinvestment" linked urban decline to economic decline. The 
answer in most city administrations was an economic and cultural 
hegemony of middle-class professional interests. 11 It was planning by 
professionals for other professionals-a culture of shared tastes. The 
emergent group was given an appropriate name__:_ young urban profes
sionals (YUP). A popular satire of the trend was published as The 
Yuppie Handbook. Poking fun at the group's preoccupation with mod· 
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ernity, art, and renovation, the book described the young urban 
professional as a city person who is between 25 and 45, and "lives on 
aspirations of glory, prestige, recognition, fame, social status, power, 
money, or any and all combinations of the above." 12 Essential to the 
label are housing and art-the renovated Victorian rowhouse. The 
rhetoric of the "house beautiful" could be heard again in descriptions 
of "homestyle." Art is "an obvious gauge of taste. Yuppies choose 
carefully and use sparingly." Their investment in the "physical im
provement" of "living spaces" would "elevate" the city. 

Harve Taylor, who was involved in Harrisburg's "city beautiful" 
movement early in the century, now questioned the new movement 
in 1981. "Today if your neighborhood's old, you're in luck. Used to 
mean you were just poor. But the bricks aren't the main thing-a 
town is people. And I wonder if all the newcomers will be givers or 
takers." 13 

Fred Raleigh was the first young professional to come to the 
1500 block of Penn Street. He was lured by its short distance to work 
in the Capitol Complex and the building's potential for investment. 
"Renovation" meant giving the building a "clean, Victorian" look, 
usually engineered by hired "professionals." The brickfront was sand
blasted, and inside the dry wall was removed to expose bare brick. A 
new door in a turn-of-the-century style with a brass knocker went up. 
He removed floor coverings and highlighted the bare wood. These 
flights back to the "original" were offset by modern touches such as 
the removal of a room on the second floor to create an open space 
above the kitchen to the third floor. A modern globe lamp hung from 
the third floor ceiling down into the kitchen. The focus of the house 
was directed away from the street. The house was made for privacy 
and a public image of genteel taste and refined self-control. 

Fred influenced three other government workers to buy houses 
on the block in 1981. Two lived next door. They explained their 
choice: "We're from the Boston area where we were very familiar 
with what could be done with old homes. So when we came to Har
risburg, we were looking for something energy efficient, something 
in town close to our jobs and something for a reasonable price. We 
wanted space that we could 'grow' into and a house in an 'improving 
?eighborhood' where we might even be able to get a return on our 
lnvestment. The biggest plus, however, is that other professionals and 
many of our friends are nearby." Their brickfront had a "clean Vic-
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torian" look similar to Fred's. Macrame and plants hung in the front 
window. Their focus too, in contrast to the houses of Cal and his 
neighbors, was away from the street. 

Fred encouraged others to come and renovate their houses sim
ilarly, because "it improves the neighborhood." He explained, "Being 
in the city, there is a security in a community social network." The 
network was based on a perception of shared professionalism, eco
nomics, and education showing in "tastes." Encouraged by the city 
administration's optimism about the future, a special bank subsidy to 
promote middle-class ownership of downtown row houses, and the 
promotion of the river as a leisure area, two more professionals moved 
in by the end of the year. The north end on one side looked uniform. 
The houses were subdued, genteel, and to the residents, renewed and 
"real." 

The professionals in their renovation projects tried to reclaim a 
past heritage and thereby create a present reality, but difficulties arose. 
"I was in the grocery store," one professional told me, "and I realized 
that no matter what we do, we're the outsiders, the moved-in set, 
even though we consider ourselves residents of Harrisburg." Their 
tastes were antimodern, yet they were treated as symbols of suspicious 
modern change. 14 

The professionals' renovated homes were in contrast with the other 
houses in the neighborhood, and with Cal's in particular. Cal's house 
appeared especially indecorous, "folk" to them. It was not all that 
different from the other working-class homes in its appearance, but 
it was more outspoken about its bricolage. It more openly defied mid
dle-class sensibilities. Its carpeted steps and garden accommodated 
the loitering of visitors. Its garish decoration was jerry built from local, 
and often discarded, materials. Its taste was not prescribed by popular 
fashion or professional advisers, nor put in place for the "therapy" of 
"doing-it-yourself." Rather, it was put in place with Cal's job-related 
skills, showing his mastery of paints. Cal's house faced outward, rather 
than inward. Its visitors, coming at odd hours of the day and night, 
appeared to be shiftless workers or wards of the state. The house and 
its occupants did not appear to be self-controlled. 

Cal rents his house with two brothers, but Cal attends to its 
upkeep. Born in 194 7, Cal was raised in Harrisburg with four sisters 
and four brothers. His father was a roofer whose sons learned to work 
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on houses from him. Cal "made things" in childhood. Sand statues 
and sculptures of bricks and boards filled the yard. 

"Then somebody said why don't you learn how to paint," Cal 
told me one day, "so I started painting dog houses and parts of barns. 
As time went past, I started painting cars, old cars like a junk yard 
and sometimes I used to take paint and in my pastime just paint the 
cars up and all that. So then people see how good a job I did on the 
cars and everything, so they asked me to, do I want to start painting 
houses and I was getting older and all that. So, I said, I might as well, 
because I had nothing else to do. So, I started painting this grocery 
store down on Capital Street and everything. I painted a good job 
there so the neighbors kept on giving me jobs after jobs. I kept on 
doing that and then pretty soon my old man got me a job working 
for him and everything, fixing roofs, putting windows in, and all that 
you know. So I got more creative and I was going along, so I decided 
I might as well take stuff off the houses and put different parts of the 
houses together on paper and see how creative I can get as to how to 
build the house. So I started to putting things together here and there, 
find out what I can get a hold of." 

"What do you mean by creative?" I asked him. 
"You know like when people tear down balustrades and throw 

the wood away, I like to keep all the wood arid make some kind of 
design out of the wood that they throw away. I don't like to throw 
nothing away if I can use it on a house. I like to keep adding to the 
house, make more designs on the house." 

The designs were not just for him. He carved guns and numbers 
for a woman across the street to put on her brickfront, because she 
liked John Wayne's guns. For a religious neighbor he made a cross, 
and it went up on the exterior brick, near the door. Pearl, who hangs 
an American flag from her front window, received a "patriotic" eagle 
made by Cal. Cal adorned his house, inside and out with carved 
horses. "I just like horses so I made a horse tacked on my house." 
His objects connected him to people, and extended his influence. 

As he was unable to own a house, altering and adorning his house 
was his way to "own" it. And his objects on the houses around him 
gave the area a feeling of community. Asked if he thought he could 
own a house, he replied, "No, but I dream about it. I had this dream 
?ouse I built out of sticks, but I looked at it and got mad, and smashed 
lt." His creativity dealt with conflicts, often tried to resolve them, but 
as it did, it could also raise conflict. 
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His farber had given Cal technical skills, but encouraged him, 
Cal said, "ro creare my own mind .... He rhoughr I should learn 
by him but do ir by myself." Grown, he did odd jobs. He could 
bicycles, roof a house, replace a window, or paint a wall. He had 
had a nine-to-five job. 

"Do )•Ou want one?" I asked him. 
"Not really. I like to have more freedom doing rhe things 

doing now. A nine-to-five job is just like a prison to me, closed 
and everything. I like to be out in the open." 

The first addition Cal made to rhe house was ro paint the 
bricks blue and outline rhem in white. "Then I was building a 
of beds, and I said the hell with it. I made one shorter than the 
so I said I might as well rack them on the front of the house and 
see how they looked. And then rhis guy down here was cutting 
a balustrade, so I just cut the railing parr in half, turned it up a li 
b~t, and just tacked them on there, just cur out the ends on the 
of wood I was making a bed our of, just racked them on for u"'"ll''" 
He painted the windows on the third floor with alternately 
rectangles and he painted his interior walls with a red and white 
work pattern. He added wooden geometric designs co his front 
frame and he painted his transom with a sunburst design around 
house numbers. 

A metal "no parking" sign put in front of his house by the 
offended him. He built a box around it, rhen around the others 
the street (fig. 5-3). Ciry officials took them down. He kept the 
10 front of his house. Then he painted a fancy "one-way" sign on 
pavtng. Painted bricks were put around trees and parking spaces 
outlined and numbered. In the process, he expressed local 
over the srreet. His neighbors picked up on parts of his 
system. Strips of carpeting in different colors went up on front 
The owner of rhe house next door tO Cal asked Cal ro paint 
brickfronr. A loud red and offwhite mix went up. On summer 
residents would sir our on their carpeted steps and face one an,Dtl1t~ 

When the professionals moved in, Cal and his neighbors 
suspicious. "I don't fir into their category and rhen I feel I'm a re 
or something like that." He felt that they didn't respect the 
he did. To be sure, Fred thought some of his neighbors didn't 
work" and I heard references tO the people down the street as 
"funny" or "srupid people." Social contact between the two 



Figure 5-3. Cal's "Box," Apnl 1984 
ICo11rW)• Simon Bronntr) 
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was either to make a curt greeting or some joking remark, like "hot 
enough for you?" Cal commented, "When I'm joking around them, 
acting the same as they do and everything then I feel right at home. 
But if you don't get into conversation, you realize you're left out and 
everything else." 

Cal went about marking his right to home. He outlined his prop
erty by painting the curb in- front white and extending the block of 
the garden to the end of his brickfront. The growing uniformity of 
the north end of the street made him feel uncomfortable. "I don't like 
to see something plain," he said out on the street, and neighbors 
nodded in agreement. 

Cal's house was never his work alone. Brothers, children, and 
neighbors told him to add or take away objects and colors. Cal asked 
for and took advice. He covered the blue and white on his bricks 
with red and white. Often, he "sleeps on an idea. If it feels good to 
me while I'm dreaming then I'll go ahead and do it." Lacking the 
"official" standards of the "professional," he used social affirmation to 
motivate his work, and the extranatural to confirm his extra designs. 
When he works on other people's houses, he says, "I have them go 
by the work I do around the neighborhood. Usually there aren't 
complaints." 

But some complaints could be heard from the professionals. A 
city administrator who moved in across the street from Cal scornfully 
commented to me, "I suppose that's an original work of art." Another 
referred to the side of the street as a "veritable petri dish," and the 
term caught on. When one of the professionals wanted to sell his 
house, he worried what the houses down the street would do to his 
house's marketability. 

After the "Urban Renaissance" article appeared, two more 
professionals moved in. Of the fourteen row houses on the north side 
of the block three remained shells and seven were occupied by upper
middle-class professionals (saying "professionals" was commonly a way 
to avoid saying what class one was in). After moving in, the profes
sionals quickly made their brickfronts conform to the clean Victorian 
look, and thus reflect their status. Cal's house was in the middle of 
the south end of the street on the opposite side from the concentra
tion of professionals. Seven rowhouses on his side were occupied by 
laborers with incomes on the low end of the scale. The other side of 
the south end had two professionals sandwiched by three laborers and 
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two families on relief. Cal's paint, handiwork, and carvings had by 
now touched all the laborers and relief recipients on the south end 
(fig. 5-4). He had never touched any of the professionals' houses. 

The "Urban Renaissance" article caused Cal to comment. He was 
sweeping the street, and he stopped when he saw me. "What do you 
think of that?" he asked. 

"I noticed your house wasn't in it," I replied. 
He turned to look back at his house. "Well, in a way it looks like 

art to me you know. Just like a guy going to take a stone from some
where and carving a statue out of it. My kind of work is art to me 
you know-the way I'm doing it and everything." 

"What makes it art?" I pressed. 

Figure 5-4. Cal Working on House across the Street from 
His, September 1983 
(Courtesy Simon Bronner) 
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"Different parts that hook together make the designs and all 
that. " 

Cal worked on his "box" around the parking sign. He tacked 
extra boards on it and expanded the base. Its loud red and white 
colors had a bolder texture. He put earth in the base and added 
greenery. He planted a large bush in the sidewalk garden. Complaints 
followed, so he repainted the box a neutral gray. He continued to 
paint the front door, curb, step, and garden partition gray. But the 
color's blandness dissatisfied him. In August he painted the rectangu
lar blocks on the box a bright red and gave a similar red and gray 
design to his shutters, window boxes. He built up his garden partition 
and painted red rectangles. He replaced his old orange carpet with a 
bright green one. His living was more forcefully outward. 

The professionals became more vocal in their protest when Cal 
brought in a white garden statue of a scantily clad woman and put it 
in a barrel filled with earth and concrete (to prevent "theft," he said). 
His answer to the complaints was to greet the coming autumn with 
a subdued brown covering over the wood on his fa~ade and sidewalk. 
He replaced the green carpet with a brown one. The statue, now 
adorned by a neighbor with black yarn for hair, remained in place. 
Just before Halloween, Cal took a door from an abandoned house 
and replaced his old one with it. It had a long vertical window and 
Cal put a larger paper skeleton on its pane for a haunted effect. His 
neighbors got in the spirit and filled their windows and doors with 
conspicuous decorations. The professionals' fronts hung quiet re
minders of autumn such as fall corn husks, or nothing at all. 

Complaints continued. The owner of the house, usually absent 
and unconcerned, left a note telling Cal to change it. Cal painted his 
shutters white-the absence of color to him. "I got tired of them 
always saying, change, change it, change, so it went white." But his 
silent protest, he. told me, was to leave some of the shutters unfin
ished. His painted curb stressed the boundary of his house more than 
it had. The house looked confused, and the neighborhood at the south 
end was less visible too, as winter sent residents inside. Cal placed 
large green concrete blocks around his steps to make walls around 
where he usually sat on the front steps. He turned inward, and ma
terialized his feeling of enclosure, after failing at his attempt to add 
depth to his house (fig. 5-5). 

At Christmas, the south end came alive. Bright decorations, con-
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sidered tacky by the professionals, went up in front windows. Up the 
street simple wreaths were hung on doors. One professional hired a 
professional decorator to arrange greenery inside her house. A Christ
mas party brought together all the professionals on the north end. 
Conversation turned to the "veritable petri dish" down the block. Cal 
was a "character," one said. Another responded that "he's no different 
from the others down there. He just puts more of it up front." When 
does he work; what does he do?" another asked. The group speculated 
on the new resident of an empty row house formerly owned by a 
university professor's wife. "I hear it's a professional woman." 

Figure 5-5. Cal Enclosed in the "Porch" He Constructed, 
June 1984 
(Courtesy Simon Bronner) 



Ftgure ~-6. Cal Painting over the White Shuners with 
Brown Pajnc, January 1984 
!Co11rttsy Simo" Bronner) 
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Mcer a powerful snowstOrm in January 1984, Penn Street was 
.eglected by the city. Neighborhood residents pitched in to help 
emove snow and ice, Cal being most active. Cal seemed enlivened 
•Y this. On a cold, blustery day he put on his coat, cook a color 
uggested by his sister, and covered the shoddy white paint on the 
butters with a dark brown (fig. 5-6). "She said it should be one color. 
t feels good co be ouc doing something, making stuff. l t's not bad 
ow," he said. The house was calm. No complaints followed, but 
rpring waited, and tensions remained. 

ecause newcomers, mosdy professional, seek "neighborhoods" al
dy occupied by laborers, conflicts commonly revolve around class

ound tastes. In H arrisburg, the establishment of renovaced homes 
a "fine" art and the consequent local designation of the ochers as 

olk" or "non-arc" by their absence from coverage put in place a 
'erarchy with the professionals, as in times past, setting standards 
ed ro economic stability. Cal and his neighbors countered b)• using 
display of creativity, but che rrivializing of their effort reduced their 
ffectiveness. They were trivialized by questioning the value of their 
ork, and by using cheir lack of formal education co back up an image 
f communal shiftlessness. Their "art" could sti ll be pointed co, but 

a patronage of a frivolous class ethic. Their "art" became a bounded 
nvironment which underscored its contrast with the dominant mid
e-class aesthetic, and drew attention co an emerging localism (figs. 
-7). Not having access to "taste centers" or recognition of his cre
'vicy, Cal could only manage silent protest v.•hile subduing his 
roduccs. 

Architecture becomes symbolic in localism because it is con
ntly used and is so visible. lt immediately tells of the occupant's 

r.
vel of self-control and his connection to others. To cultural critic 
wis Mumford, architecture's symbolism takes on importance, too, 

ecause it essentially reflects a wide variety of social facrs and "the 
pirical tradition and experimental knowledge chat go into their 

plication, the processes of social organization and association, and 
e beliefs and world-outlooks of a whole society."" The meaning of 
chiteeture tO Harrisburg's residents, however, is conveyed by dec

eive overlays on prior forms. The appearance of Cal's house, for 
ple, proclaimed his informal, communal learning and accivicy, 

d his ambivalence mward middle-class "work," both challenging 
ocions. Using "decoration" to describe what he did implies something 
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secondary and frivolous, but in this urban world, decoration becomes 
a productive way to show involvement in one's space or community, 
since the structure of the house is already predefined, and selection, 
especially to the lower class, is limited. Decoration becomes important 
socially, because it visibly shows social organization. At bottom, dec
oration gauges propriety, especially when placed out front. There it 
can show one's "taste" and can identify one's "taste culture." 

In our dominant consumer economy, a sense of"folk" production 
usually comes from arrangement and alteration of ready-made forms. 
In the result is a transformation into a new unity. Often these are 
called "environments," places where the "making" consists of pro
cesses of arrangement and alteration. They are not as curious as they 
first might appear, for they stand in relation to commercial culture. 
The making of these environments acts out traditional attitudes which 
are affected by the rising consumer economy. The notion of "art" 
normally calls for isolation of the forms, but my vantage in the neigh
borhood showed me communal connections and activities not readily 
apparent in form. Still, the maintenance of those connections de
pended on individual initiative whose ability to persist would provide 
an alternative model to the commercial art world. Cal, stepping for
ward with non-traditional designs but often traditional ways of doing 
things, provided that alternative. In .this urban setting, some of his 
innovations became part of the traditional order which working-class 
residents sought to define in the wake of the area's reclamation after 
the flood. 

Decoration there, and elsewhere, was a source of conflict because 
it reflected normative taste. It provided a visible index of conformity 
and legitimacy. Too much decoration was seen as a lack of "self-con
trol." The middle-class provided the model of restraint. Ironically, 
Cal's innovation appeared antimodern. The bricolage of his home and 
the others down Penn Street appeared more unusual because it worked 
outside of commercial tastes. It did not rely on the planning and 
professional service central to a middle-class consumer culture. It did 
not stand still. Based as it is on a creative process of recycling, informal 
learning, and communal activity, however, bricolage provides a "real" 
and "intense" premodern experience, and for this reason the neigh
borhood professionals were condescending to it. Normally, the forms 
?f Premodern experience can be manipulated, because they come as 
tsolable things. But on Penn Street, the things were part of the life 
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there. In the confrontation which occurred on Penn Street, then, the 
professionals were hostile to Cal's house, but still it persisted. 

"Class" did not enter the rhetoric, although it was implied in uses 
of "folk" and "fine." In a society like modern America's where the 
identity of "class" is generally denied, social status is often defined by 
"taste." "Taste cultures" have arisen through media and marketing in 
a mass society to replace older folk categories of ethnicity and re
gion.16 Taste cultures are anchored in occupation, income, and social 
organization. In other words, status is assigned not just to how much 
money is made but the type of work done, how one defines com
munity, and how one consumes goods and services. "Taste cultures" 
exert political control through art worlds. In art worlds, agreed-upon 
aesthetic systems are invoked to sanction types of creativity and im
plicitly downgrade others. In that process of recognition, class identity 
is channeled. Cal's working-class neighbors used localism to avoid the 
hegemony of another taste culture with an official stamp on it, but 
economic leverage and the pressure of "respectable" residents turned 
localism to the advantage of the professionals. Cal's neighbors failed 
to form an "art world." It was not part of their social organization, 
which depended on utilitarian labor and communal aid. 

Although Penn Street might seem a special case, similar patterns 
have emerged elsewhere. In Elizabeth Collins Cromley's study of ren
ovation in Brooklyn, New York, she found that "home-grown fa~ades" 
clash and are full of anomalies when judged by the art world, which 
is steeped in commercial culture. 17 Cal made his house clash and pose 
more anomalies in answer to normative pressures, before he was sub
dued. The clash simultaneously symbolized conflict and a quest for 
resolution. His creativity signalled his control of space and his con
nection to his working-class neighbors. By imposing a wholeness to 
his environment, creativity also became interpreted into a language 
of conflict. In Philadelphia, Paul Levy and Roman Cybriwsky point 
out, newcomers came to revitalized neighborhoods "to be with the 
people" but found "the people" insisted on a historical connection to 
the place to join the flow of neighborhood life. The newcomers, being 
professionals, appeared too transient. There, too, decorated houses, 
many remarkably similar to Cal's, were part of the streetscape. 18 

The vocabulary of art is often a tool in such conflicts. Coining 
and controlling "fine" and "folk" art, deciding on the presentation of 
history, defining fashion and taste and their levels, and dictating the 
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qualities of "professional," "improvement," "work," and "beauty" are 
the strategies of cultural hegemony. Harrisburg does not have to be 
an urban art world center like New York City to show the currents 
of cultural hegemony. A year after the "Urban Renaissance" headline, 
a related story appeared in the Patriot-News. "Local law firms," the 
paper announced, "are in the vanguard of preserving the older and 
historic buildings that play such an important part in the architectural 
beauty of Pennsylvania's capitol city." Later, a state senator, angered 
by a forced compliance to city architectural requirements in the his
toric district, threatened to paint his building orange and purple in 
response. 19 Most of the stately buildings occupied by professional 
firms sit by the river, where they can be seen by a crowded daily 
caravan of people going to work (fig. 5-8). They create a visual gallery 
on the riverfront. They obscure the view of a vernacular further back. 

All art, all creativity, involves collective action and systemic 
thinking. But art gains its levels through the institutions which support 
it. Artists like Cal do not seek institutions, because institutions deny 
his social organization. Art worlds thus tend toward commercial cul
ture and upper class tastes. 20 When art is invoked by art worlds, and 

Figure 5-8. Harrisburg Skyline, June 1984 
(Courtesy Simon Bronner) 
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then, when it is sliced apart, power and ethical relations are implied. 
References to the ways groups view one another, what they do for a 
living, and the ways historical, social, and economic conditions are 
interpreted lie not far from the surface. Why? The ability to make 
and alter things has the potential of influencing others and identifying 
the individual's role in a larger system. The power to shape and control 
objects is also the power to reshape self and community, especially 
when the maker is allowed to control the conception, production, 
completion, and use of the artifact. And for many places, as Lewis 
Mumford warned, architecture is the "essential commanding art."21 

February 1984. Cal's story lacks an ending, but has an epilogue. His 
colors have stood still for several weeks. Yet his activity, his creativity, 
continues to act and react, clash and resolve. He is out again. He 
adjusts the arrangements in his garden, fixes the window in Pearl's 
house, sweeps the street. Cars flow up Second Street and down Front, 
their drivers oblivious to the social currents on the side streets. Yet 
the currents affect the structure of city life. On Penn, traffic bows to 
people and houses. People and houses hold center stage here. Eyes 
now, though, are turned to the river. Rain has hit hard the last few 
days. The river reaches for the street. Once again the waters threaten 
to alter the reality people have wrought. 
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The Folk Assemblage of Autumn: 
Tradition and Creativity in Halloween Folk Art 

jack Santino 

In 1982, on the Eastern Shore of Maryland, I noticed a small pumpkin 
on the doorstep of a house. It was the third weekend in September, 
and at first glance I thought it was a bit early to display a pumpkin, 
but upon reflection it seemed appropriate (fig. 6-1). In that area, by 
late September, summer is on the edge of turning to autumn. The 
days are still warm, but the sun sets earlier and its rays are more 
oblique, so the light of late afternoon tinges everything amber. I 
looked around and saw marigolds and goldenrod blooming true to 
the color of their names. Milkweed was opening. The trees were still 
green, but the landscape had gone wheat-brown. All the colors were 
of earth and autumn and harvest. Plucked from its vine and placed 
on that doorstep, the pumpkin provoked in me this sensory awareness. 

In October of the following year, 1983, the first such harbinger 
of fall that I saw was a jack-o'-lantern in the city. Its grinning face 
heralded the coming Halloween holiday. Like the uncarved pumpkin 
of the year before, it seemed to emerge anonymously, almost spon
taneously, out of the very season of the year, and in this case it glee
fully anticipated a special day. Halloween-that central holiday of the 
fall-was approaching. I began to wonder: was it the presence of the 
Pwnpkin and the jack-o'-lantern/that made it feel like it was the au
tumn? Did the season create the symbols or did the symbols create 
the season? In certain ways, the answer to all of these questions is yes. 
To display pumpkins and make jack-o'-lanterns are customary acts 
which help us to feel properly attuned to the season of the year, and 
to the changing of those seasons. Calendrical holidays commemorate 



Figure 6-1. Halloween AJStmblagt, Eascern Shore, 
Maryland, 1983 
(CourleS) Lury Lo11g) 
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hiswrical, religious and political events, but they also celebrate the 
seasons in which chose commemorations occur. People decorate their 
homes, inside and out, for the holidays. The placement of these dec
orations, in some cases the making of them, helps to create a feeling 
appropriate to the holiday season, to puc one in the "mood"" or the 
"spirit" of the holiday. Perhaps that pumpkin on the Eastern Shore 
wa.s a bit too early. Nevertheless, seeing it in the unnarural context 
of a doorstep brought to mind associations with the harvest and a 
sensitivity to the rurning of the year from summer tO fall. Maybe that 
first jack-o"-lantern was put out a bit too soon; nonetheless, it trig
gered feelings-nostalgic, happy ones-of Halloween and all the magic 
and shrouded mystery of that great nigh c. 

The point at which a calendrical festival season begins and ends 
is variable and subjective, but the appearance of objects and the car
rying out of folk custOms at(cndant to a holiday show the gradual 
social movemem inco, and out of, a particular holiday or festival sea
son. 1 Putting up decorations such as the jack-o"-lancern and taking 
them down mark the movement into and out of a socially defined 
period of calendrical rime. The decorations frame that time and define 
it symbolically. In this way, people display their sense of when a 
holiday season begins and ends. 

Folklorists have long been interested in calendrical customs and, 
sometimes, with the material culture associated with them today. 2 

Without sanction from an "art world," however, Halloween decora
tions have eluded most folk arc surveys, although they contain behav
iors related to folklorists· concepts of folk art. Making and displaying 
Halloween decorations is a contemporary custom chat continues folk 
traditions in our society chat are ancient. These decorative objects are 
artistic embodiments of historical and contemporary ideas and emo
tions. They contain attirudes and beliefs, ways we think about and 
ways we feel about the season and its holiday. 

This essay is an exploratory srudy of traditions that are broadly 
based in our society and part of the American calendrical cycle. I am 
here concerned with those decorations on the outside of the house, 
specifically the "Halloween dummy"" and surrounding objects, and the 
ways in which these relate to the seasonal, occupational, and social 
cycles of the contemporary year. To fully comprehend the dimensions 
of meaning, and co approach an understanding of these objects on 
their own terms, I view them in the social and spiritual context in 
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which they occur and to which the)• belong. I will try w work 
an understanding of the unaniculated aesthetic according w 
these are built, and anempt to discover the dynamics by which 
have meaning. 

We are dealing, often, with organically based figures, mimr>I<Il~ 
headed and straw-legged, stuffed with rags, seated next to cornstal 
Such figures are usually referred to as harvest figures, and u,-I·rm.rm 

they do have at least a symbolic connecrion w the harvest. 3 ._._,,,"' .. 

vation indicates, however, that these dummies are often part of 
larger display that includes paper cutouts of jack-o'-lanterns, 
and witches, and other seasonal fruits and vegetables such as •u•~=~~ 
gourds, and apples. Further, displays offruits, vegetables, and ~ht>av•!!l 
of wheat oftemimes decorate a front porch 'lvithout such a 
Sometimes a lamppost in the front yard is transformed into a 
crow-like figure. Sometimes a gianr ghost sways in from of a 
and sometimes a macabre figure is hung from a tree in the front 
In each case, some or all of these clcmcncs, natural and artificial, 
been chosen from many possibilities and combined co form a 
work. Thus, the term "harvest figure" is imprecise. Many displays 
not include a humanoid figure at all, and those that do very of 
feature personages specific to Halloween-such as ghosts, 
and ghouls-which are not sel f-evidenrly related co the harvest. ""]"~'u 
the phenomena range from artistically arr.10gcd groups of unwo•rk•~i 
vegetables to fully realized humanoid figures which are often 
indirect!) involved with harvest symbolism but instead are specifical 
related m the supernatural aspects of Halloween (fig. 6-2). Tt1erelclrd 
the term "harvest figure" docs not account for related displays 
arc not figures, and is used to refer to displays that an:: not 
direcrly related to harvest symbolism. 

If humanoid figures are present, they are often similar in 
pearance to scarecrows, and they have been called scarecrows nnm"n ' 

tO the city. 4 Although agricultural, the scarecrows have more tO 
with planting and growth than with the harvest. Perhaps the 
ubiquitOus motif used in these displays, however, is the jack-o 
tern, and it is essemial to this study. The jack-o'-lancern is the pnmaq 

symbol of Halloween. The pumpkin is carved into a jack-o'-•amt:rn 
Doing so embodies a basic principle: the transformation of a 
organic thing into a cultural object specific to the holiday. Ml>re,ovl!li 
the jack-o'-lantern is a persooaliry, with a face, representing a tri ·ck~;t~ 
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figure of traditional narrative who might lead men co harm. s 
in Great Britain the jack-o'-lancern was made from turnips or 
toes, but in America it is always carved from pumpkins. A genua~ 
folk objen, it is found in great variation and elaboration (figs. 
6-5 ), and very often the more fully realized, three-dimensional 
are extensions of the jack-o'-lancecn face, which is often seen 
disembodied head.6 The full standing figures often are jack-o''-lance,cj 
given bodily form. Even Halloween costume disguises are based 
the jack-o'-lancern. A direct continuity exists berween the 
lantern and the so-called harvest figure on the one hand, both 
which are decorations of the home, and on the other, the 
costumes, which are decorations of the self. People draw from 
same well of symbols ro create either, so masqueraders are 
Halloween figures come ro life. 

Figure 6-3. Carve<! Pumpkin, Falls Church, Vir!!lnia, 1982 
((OIIrlesy Lucy Long) 
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Figure 6-5. Carved Pumpkin, Bowling Green, Ohio, 1984 
(Courtesy jack Santino) 

When dummies are present they are not usually alone. More 
often they are accompanied by worked and unworked vegetables such 
as corn, squash, pumpkins, and jack-o'-lanterns, along with homemade 
cutouts and decorations, and perhaps other figures in the yard. It is 
not the dummy on the porch or the pumpkin on the front stairs or 
the corn on the door or the paper cutouts in the windows that con
stitute the work of art but rather all of these together, seen from the 
street, framed by the facade of the house (fig. 6-6). The front of the 
house becomes the "canvas," as it were, of a three-dimensional work 
of art. 

As a term that would be more useful, and more precise than 
"harvest figure," then, I would suggest the French word assemblage, a 
term· which refers to a category of art, a genre of sculpture done with 
found objects, a kind of three-dimensional collage. 7 The groups of 
objects we are examining are something like a folk version of that, 
a folk assemblage. Specifically, we are looking at holiday folk assem
blage, and more specifically, it is Halloween folk assemblage. Other 
calendrical holidays are also marked by the display of assemblages. 
Because the study of folklore and folklife has in the past been plagued 
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Figure 6-6. Decorated House-Front, Bowling Green, 
Ohio, 1984 
(Courtesy jack Santino) 

with the elitist idea that the folk arts are merely debased versions of 
the high arts, some may feel that to call a folk phenomenon after a 
genre of high art is counterproductive because it wrongly indicates 
that the folk art is a poorly realized imitation of the high art form. 
N evenheless, I think that the term assemblage is appropriate because 
it gets at the essential nature of the material we are examining: the 
combining of a variety of symbolic elements within a single frame, 
and the creation of a single aesthetic entity by grouping together 
disparate things. It is important to view the assemblage holistically, as 
it is created and presented to the public, rather than isolate elements 
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of it, such as a figure, and ignore other elemenlS su:h as the veige1:ablef 
arranged around it. 

These folk assemblages are results of the proce.s that Claude 
Strauss has termed bricolage, described by Henry Glassie as .. the 
complicated synthesis of old and new ideas ... 8 Ont man, for u· '"'""·<~ 
a farmer, transformed an old orange rubber hal into a ti!Uic•w<:ec 
figure by painting a face on the ball, and impalingit on a stick whic 
served as a pole. On top of the ball he placed a bh.e hand on a spri 
the kind chat waves w you from the backseat of acar. He sa.id he 
so because he had these things lying around. It vas getting •v•",.."" 
autumn ('"beginning w feel fallish'"), so he painted he face on the 
and since he had this wy blue-hand, ··well;' he sad, "why not?" 

It is this act of combining elements which art varied but .,.,,.._,, 
(one is generally restricted to the symbols of harvtst and H~ollo•w~~en 
bounded bur infinite (no two assemblages are the SliDe) that 1 think · 
the outstanding characteristic of these works of on. Bricolage is 
ability of the folk artist to connect bits and pie<es of culture 
here and there to create an integral art form. We see this process 
brico/age in these figures when, for instance, a discrrded Clorox 
bottle is used as a head for a figure, but on a detper level we see 
in the use of culturally oppositional symbols of life and death in si 
displays. Always, the organic representations of lfe, such as tlnwl'·r'! 

or corn sheathes, are combined with or modified nto figures of 
(such as skeletons or ghosts), or of evil (witchts). As the U£!91""1 

becomes cultural (a pumpkin becomes a jack-o'-lattern) so the na•rur"' 

becomes the supernatural. 
The range of available symbolic elements is limited but 

theless wide, while the actual choice of elements is n each case ~''"'"'"' 
Each assemblage is a discrete aesthetic emiry, a to alit}' in which 
of irs parts contributes to a meaningful unit. Metiphor and metany 
are both in operation. For instance, a skeleton nmaphorically 
for death. Placed next co it is a pumpkin which does not srand 
death bur is emblematic of the harvest. By puttirg the two toge 
the meaning of the one informs and is affected by the meaning of 
ocher. The skeleton is seen to have something it common with 
pumpkin, to share meaning metanymically, by vi rue of its conuguoUI 
placement. Since an asstmblage usually has several demenrs, a~~ .... ,. .. .., 
system of metaphor and metanym occurs among ill irs elements 
throughout the work of an, simultaneously creamg and 
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ever deeper layers of meanings. It is this process of bricolage and the 
:elationaliry (the greater sum resulting from the combining of pans) 
which defines and gives meaning to the works.9 

When analyzing the folk am•mblage, one can begin with formal 
characteristics such as rhe internal ratios of individual elements that 
make up the work, and the position of the assemblage in relation co 
the house. Commonly, several jack-o'-lanterns are placed in such a 
rovay as to creare a whole greater than any single one of rhem. In 
addition, the fas-ade of the house is itself an aesthetic element in these 
~ssemblage.r. It is the house that is being decorated in such a way as to 
make a public statement. 
I Because of the organic narure of so many of these, decay and 
~eterioracion become aesthetic elements. As the jack-o'-lantecn rots 
rod sags, its persona changes. With the passing of rime they decay 
~isibly, publicly. In this way, the objects are rooted in rhe cycles of 
rhc year: the seasons, the festival cycle of the calendar' and by im
plication, the work cycle. As the season comes and goes, so does its 
FOncretizarion in art. Earlier, rhe jack-o'-lantern and pumpkins and 
h~umanoid figures announced the approach of a c.lay. Now they testify 
o its passing. As we move through the festival period, so do they. 
omparisons to rhe Easter egg are instructive. Like the Easter egg, 

they are ephemeral, but even so they are purely decorative and ex
pressive rather than instrumental. Like the Easter egg, they are artistic, 
pur they exist in a transitory context-of social holiday, of calendrical 
ritual. To the extent that ritual, celebration, festival, and holiday over-

p, these assemblage, share a great many characteristics with ritual 
objects. They are a 'ind of ritual object deeply rooted in temporal 
~on text, anc.l must be seen as such. If we made these at any other time 
f.£ the year, they would look our of place. They would be out of 
time. 10 

Even though much of what we see, much of what constitutes the 
JSemblages, consists m parr of srore-bought decorations and cutouts 
ade by children at grammar school, these are usually combined with 

the organic and homemade materials as well. Again, the enrire facade 
f the house is the s:atemeot, is the work, not any one aspect of it. 

Objects are placed h such a way as to force rhe passer-by to view 
i:hem as whole: real ack-o'-lanterns, a larger and a smaller, are seen 

in front of the door, while a paper cutout of a jack-o'-lantern 
raped on it. A dcor and cwo windows are filled with children's 
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cutouts, but there is Indian corn hung between. The entire front of 
the building is meant to be viewed as an entity. A front door filled 
with mass-produced store-bought decorations has small, handmade 
ghosts hanging in front of it. Often, the elaboration of the front of 
the house extends into the yard and onto trees. Almost always we 
find this process of bricolage and this relationality of elements. In the 
cases where we see the use of mass-produced items, they are usually 
used as part of a larger, tasteful, holistic assemblage. They are cut up 
and recombined according to a particular aesthetic and personal vi
sion.11 The basis of the work is social and communal; the work itself 
is particular and individualistic. The Halloween assemblage usually 
transcends the mass-produced materials and often eschews them 
altogether. 

The Johnson family of northwest Ohio is an excellent example 
of a family group who make elaborate decorations for their house and 
yard at Halloween time and for other calendrical holidays as well. The 
Johnsons's decorations are so extensive that they might be seen as a 
kind of "folk art environment," but an essential difference between 
these holiday constructions and other, outdoor creations is the fact 
that they are not built for permanence but rather to celebrate a pas
sage through a point in time. 12 Their content or symbolic language 
is drawn almost exclusively from tradition. They are seasonal and 
transitory, as is evident in the following words of Mrs. Louise Johnson. 
Mrs. Johnson, 59 years of age at the time of this writing, is the most 
productive artist in the family: 

I have decorated like this for at least 20 years. Before that, I 
worked in a factory, but I quit when my mother died. I like doing the 
crafts, I like holidays-Halloween, Easter, Christmas are my favorites. 
It keeps you young, doing it. I started doing a little at a time. Now 
I do too much! I do St. Patrick's and everything. I learned by myself, 
not from McCalls [magazine] or anything, just by tinkering around. 
I'd see things at bazaars. If I see something I like, I go ahead and 
make it. Sometimes I make things in-between time and wait for the 
holiday to put it out . 

. . . I just enjoy holidays. They keep you young. I used to make 
egg trees and I thought, "I ought to make a witches' tree." Some of 
the stuff is bought, but I made the ghosts and witches myself. I made 
that outdoor witch. That scarecrow ... my brother Stanley and rnY 
husband made the teepee and the scarecrow and the ghost. They like 
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to do it every year. My husband Wayne feels I like to do it and he's 
glad for me. It gets me in the mood for the holidays .... 

. . . Down the street they buy four different size of pumpkins, 
one for each in the family then each one puts his own features on 
them and he cuts it out. Then he takes poles and puts Christmas lights 
in there-twinkling lights-and then at night he's got the corn stalks 
next to it. And he does this every year-and it's pretty. Keeps you 
young. It's a big letdown when everything is down and it looks so 
bare-and there's a lot of cleaning, too! 

Mrs. Johnson recognizes that the ephemeral but cyclical nature 
of the holidays creates fresh anticipation on a regular basis. New 
decorations are always necessary and this eternally recurring sacred 
time keeps her young. 13 

After Halloween, she says, ''I'll be taking this stuff out and I'll 
have my pumpkins and turkeys and stuff. I'll take the ghosts off and 
the witches off. You can leave some stuff up: the pumpkins, I'll put 
pilgrims up. I've got some pilgrims I made out of clay pots then I'll 
have a basket with some fruit, little pumpkins. There won't be too 
much of that. For Christmas there'll be a lot. We have Christmas 
decorations up till January 6th-my mother's birthday and Three 
Kings' Day. You celebrate up till Three Kings' Day and then it's over. 
That's the Polish tradition. 

"I start in the first part of November. I clean the woodwork and 
the drapes and all. I start decorating the first part of December-I 
used to make a Valentine tree and put hearts on it, but I don't do that 
anymore. I don't like to do a tree everytime because it gets to be the 
same idea. The only time I do trees are for Easter and Halloween." 

Although these assemblages are found in urban and suburban as 
well as rural areas and are built by middle-class housewives as well as 
by isolated farming or fishing families, that is, as much as they are a 
part of middle-class popular culture, they are built according to ideas 
that are demonstrably connected in time to a pre-Christian festival, 
the Celtic Day of the Dead, November 1. 14 Thus, they have a his
torical dimension, a time depth, that is certifiably ancient. The sym
bolism is traditional, and whatever the degree to which it has become 
commercialized, the making of these has always been primarily passed 
00 by the folk processes of observation and imitation. Thus we are 
dealing with material which is folk in nature but which belongs to us 
all. The point here is that in the sense that we all have a "folk" part 
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of our existence, the spiritual-calendrical-holiday context is a folk con
text, even though many such holidays, including Halloween, are cel
ebrated nationally. 15 Perhaps we can say that while a mass-produced 
(as opposed to handmade) item used as a holiday decoration is not a 
folk artifact, the act of decorating for that holiday, using that tradi
tional symbolic language, is a folk act, or a folk custom. Further, when 
that act involves the making of assemblages and jack-o'-lanterns, the 
customary act has produced traditional folk art. This folk art, long 
continuous in our culture, is thick with symbolic meaning. The assem
blage has symbolic meaning. Like myth, its presence communicates at 
levels deeper than the surface.16 What do these assemblages commu
nicate? What do they mean? 

Anthropologist Victor Turner has noted that in the study of ritual 
symbols, the meanings of a symbol in question may be derived through 
a combination of: ( 1) native testimony as to how the symbol is under
stood by members of the culture in which it is operative, 
(2) observation of relative placement within the ritual, that is, where 
it is found sequentially and in conjunction with what other symbols, 
and finally, (3) analysis of the ethnographer who brings his or her own 
informed, analytical point of view to bear. 17 Following this, when we 
attempt to determine meaning in the case of the Halloween assem
blage, one identifies such factors as the means of construction, how 
they are constructed, who constructs them, their distribution spatially 
across regions and within regions, as well as temporally (when are 
they made? When do they go up? When do they come down?) and, 
of course, who constructs them and why they are constructed. The 
means and modes of construction we can ask. Physical characteristics 
such as the position of the assemblage relative to the house we can 
measure. Meaning we must determine by analysis. 

Articulated aesthetic criteria are, as indicated above, not always 
available. Glassie's suggestion that "the folk artist has no articulation 
for his aesthetic other than production," leads us to read the object 
metaphorically, following Armstrong who maintains that "metaphor 
finally is the being of the work of art; through metaphor it exists."

18 

The Halloween displays juxtapose images of nature and culture, order 
and chaos, natural and supernatural, life and death. For example, a 

· jack-o' -lantern, a creature of the other world, often associated with 
death, is placed in a garden of flowers, a symbol of life. These are 
culturally prescribed symbols. The assemblage forces us to work through 
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their meanings as they are conjoined together. The very fact of their 
existence challenges us. Why, we must ask, are there macabre, ghou
lish figures proudly displayed on suburban porches, denying the very 
concept of the secure and safe homestead, giving lie to the orderliness 
suggested by the neatly trimmed lawn? Why is it there? Why does it 
look like that? Why do I accept it? Why is it acceptable to build such 
a thing and hang it, as if lynched, from a tree? 

Turner has pointed out the jarring reorderings of cultural phe
nomena which occur during the "liminal" stage of a rite of passage, 
the time of transition when an initiate often performs a task or goes 
through a ceremony in front of the community. During this time, 
when the initiate is outside of regular social structures, the liminal 
experience may force the initiate to reconceptualize his cultural cat
egories. He must "set it right." 19 In the case of the Halloween assem
blage, we find a similar phenomenon. The individual symbols in the 
assemblage such as the fruits of harvested life, fruits harvested in order 
to sustain life, are juxtaposed to images of living dead, of dead life 
(ghosts, skeletons, vampires) and the otherworld. The natural world 
is combined with the supernatural world, and together these create 
meaning. 20 

The decorations are important in areas where the autumn season 
is pronounced, such as in New England, the Great Lakes region, or 
the Eastern seaboard and in that regard they situate homesteads and 
people in the season (fig. 6-7). As Mrs. Johnson told us, Halloween 
decorations give way to Thanksgiving decorations, while the harvest 
symbolism common to both, such as the unworked pumpkin, remains. 
Thanksgiving decorations give way to Christmas/year's-end lights. Often 
in rural areas, the corn or wheat sheaves representing the dead of 
winter are left up, joined by the evergreen symbols of life in death 
such as the wreath. Each transition marks the inexorable progression 
from summer's end to harvest, from harvest to winter and dark days. 
At the same time, the life-death symbolism of the Halloween assem
blage transcends the specifically agricultural or yearly cycle and situates 
individuals in the life cycle, by using the metaphor of the growth and 
harvest progression. 

Ephemeral, transitional, lovingly aesthetic, the folk assemblage has 
expressive meaning and expressive use. They are their own meaning
~~ units of discourse. Their elements contribute to their meaning. 

he construction of an assemblage and the presentation of it as part of 
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Figure 6-7. Halloween Assemblage, Eastern Shore, 
Maryland, 1983 
(Courtesy Lucy Long) 

the home is a statement to the community. It is a statement about 
belonging: we are involved in the special season, we are all involved 
in the rounds of the year and of life. These are badges, emblems worn 
by houses, by families. Assemblages are often created by families to
gether, each pumpkin belonging to a different child. 21 Family mem
bers pose for snapshots with parodies of themselves. Images of death 
and chaos are incorporated into life and family regularity. Families 
create the assemblages, and wear them on their homes for friends and 
neighbors to witness. The symbols of death in life, of evil in the 
cosmos, are placed on the front porch, the front stairs, in windows, 
in the yard. In sum, they are placed in the transitional areas between 
the insular family unit and the larger, surrounding society. The com
binations seen in the Halloween displays, like the combinations noted 
by Turner, force us to think through our cultural conceptions. Incor-
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porating the ideas of Claude Levi-Strauss, we see this process as forc
ing mediation between life and death. From the artistic mediation 
comes acceptance. By placing this dichotomy in a rationalized frame
work, we tame, if not control, its terror. 

The calendrical cycle of the year, with its holidays and associated 
customs and material culture, is an important realm of traditional 
human activity. As folklorists, we need only to look to the next hol
iday in order to study and appreciate living, functioning, traditional 
behavior in its context of use and value in society. I have tried to 
show here that decorating the house at holiday time is a traditional 
act. To be understood correctly the decorations of a home at Hallow
een should be viewed holistically, as a totality, as an assemblage. It is 
an art form in and of itself, and an assemblage has its own meaning 
and its own aesthetic. Because this material is widespread and ephem
eral, and associated with a "children's" holiday, there may be a ten
dency to see the folk assemblage as frivolous, or worse, trivial. 22 Fun 
to make they may be, delightful and entertaining to look at, certainly, 
but that by no means contradicts their import of consequence, nor 
denies their weight of message. 

Ultimately, aesthetic expression is human. We bring the aesthetic 
to most if not all of our activities, both work and play, while our most 
central and most profound questions are expressed in purely aesthetic 
terms. In the case of the Halloween holiday arts, pure aesthetic delight 
is brought to our confrontations with dilemmas of the human expe
rience. In that light, these assemblages are almost existential in nature. 
Faced with the uncontrollable, such as death, the imponderable, such 
as the meaning of life, and the unfathomable, such as the answers to 
those very questions, it is no wonder that we respond with a wink and 
a playful work of art. It has been said in reference to ritual and folk 
artifacts that objects have "real power" in the societies in which they 
were created, that they are an "affecting presence" in those societies. 23 

I would like to suggest that these objects, the folk assemblages of 
autumn, have real power for us. 
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Scoring Contexts: 
The Brooklyn Giglio as Folk Art 

I. Sheldon Posm 

The chuf problem presented by the Jhm .. phmommon of es
thetic fr;rce, i11 u batel"er fomt and in res 11ft of u•hatet er skill 
it may come, IS hou• to place it ll'ithin the other modes of 
social artil"it)•, how to inc01porate it into the text11re of a 
partiot!ar J!tttlem of life. And Jllch placing, the git'ing to 
art objects a mlt11ral siJ!.nificance, is a/u·ays 11 local matter. 

Clifford Gecrcz, Local KnOtdtd[l,e 

[he celebrauon of the Feasr of Sr. Paulinus every summer in the 

r
illiamsburg section of Brooklyn, New York, IS an example of the 
nd of transformation Roman Catholic churches have developed inro 
folk arc1 lt takes the legendary, the mythic, and rhe abstract, and 

_nders them tangible, concrete, and very much in the present. For 
c feast, members of the local Italian-American community create 
temporary folk art environment with lights, streamers, exquisitely 
rought statues, printed images, and above all, a massive moving 

er called a [l,ip,lio ('"]EEL-yo'"). During the three-week feast the gig
is used to reenact the central legend of the community's patron 

lint. Although the conrexr of the feast is ostensibly religious, there 
e ocher srre-.uns of meaning flowing simultaneously through it. Those 
rching the gtgho being danced through the streets of Williamsburg 

e seeing the essence of rhe community being played our before 
em. 
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The Event 

The hiswry of the Feast of St. Paulinus in Brooklyn is a 
shorr one. Most residents say it began in the late 1880s, soon 
the neighborhood's first settlers arrived from Nola, a village in 
ern Italy near Naples. The legend that the feast re-creates dates 
the fifth century A.D. According co the Dialogttes of St. Gregory, 
linus, Bishop of Nola, freed his fellow villagers, who had been 
off by pagans to be slaves in Africa. Through a divine miracle, 
acquired the gift of prophecy to intercede with their capcors. He 
the villagers rerutned home in a ship along with a Turkish sultan 
had aided them. They were greeted joyously by their fellow 
people who carried "mountains of lilies" in their arms in welcomt 
When Paulinus was later elevated to saimhood, his feast day was 
tablished as June 22, traditionally held co be the day of his · .. -.u""'l 
rerurn. 

The climax of the feast in Brooklyn-pare pageant, parr 
sion-reenacts this event.lts center is the giglio, a gaily painted, 
fully tapering spire six stories high, weighing about three tons. 
means "lily" in Italian. On each of the feast's three Sundays, this 
lily, surmounted by a statue of St. Paulin us, is borne on the ~mJw<~"• 
of 128 men and "danced" through the streets in front of the 
Music for the dancing is provided by a singer and a srreet band 
ride on a platform on the giglio scrucrure. Three capos direct 
proceedings. They are older men in the community who, with 
canes of office, give the commands and lead the younger men and 
?,iglto in their dance (f~g. 7-1 ). 

The dancing is not continuous in the sense that a parade is 
tinuous. Rather, it consists of short segments, each called a "lift." 
lift lasts abour two minutes and may cover twenty or thirty yards 
ground. For each lift the capo determines what will be acc:orr1plisl 
say, moving the structure from where it stands on the corner to 
in from of the DiAngelo house. He discusses the music to be 
with the bandleader on the giglio. He then moves out in from of 
strucmre, signals the band, and a tunc begins. The first tune is 
"0 giglio e paradiso,'' wrinen by a neighborhood musician in the I 
The first verse ends with a high blasting fanfare of horos. On the 
note, the capo jabs che air wich his cane and che lifcers under che 
jutting ouc all around che base of che giglio tense and jerk erecc. 



The Gzgho, wuh Its Srarue of St. Pauli nus 
on Top, as Danced in the Streeu nf Williamsburg, Brooklyn 
W1rh his cane of office, a rapo lwutr /ortground! 
commands the I 28 men carryinJithe tower on their shoulders. 
rCourlts) I. Shtldo, Posml 
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bystanders cheer and the giglio is up. The capo signals the first tune 
to stop, and shouts, "Musica!" A second tune, the one he has discussed 
with the bandleader, begins. Again, he punches the air with his cane, 
and in time to the music, the giant structure moves forward. 

Each capo has his own style of leading. Some strut and prance 
like drum majors, others simply walk backward, warily watching to 
make sure the giglio is kept straight and the route is followed. To help 
control the structure, lieutenants at each corner of the giglio shout the 
capo's commands to their straining men. When the lift destination is 
reached, the , capo signals a halt and everyone stops, still bearing the 
weight of the giglio on their shoulders. The capo shouts four com
mands in Nolan dialect. On the last, the men suddenly bend their 
knees, and the giglio comes crashing down on its supports. The crowd 
cheers, the capo is congratulated by friends and relatives, and the next 
capo takes his place for the succeeding lift. 

The dancing continues all afternoon. There are fancy lifts some
times-a complete rotation known as a "three-sixty," or a quick drop
and-lift called a "number two." There is also another monumental 
structure danced, a medieval galleon or boat carrying one more statue 
of St. Paulin us, a band and singer, and a costumed Turk with four 
young attendants. It, too, requires 128 men to lift it. The boat and 
giglio are danced separately over the three days, but the climax of the 
feast comes when the two structures are brought together at the cross
roads of the church. Symbolically, St. Paulinus returns home to Nola, 
greeted by his people bearing their mountain of lilies (fig. 7 -2). 

The Environment 

Many outdoor street processions and festival rituals occur in New 
York City, where the streets themselves have not been specially al
tered for the occasion. Part of the impact of the annual Puerto Rican 
passion procession through Sunset Park, Brooklyn, for instance, comes 
from seeing uniformed Roman Empire legionnaires and biblical char-
acters juxtaposed with ordinary shoppers, traffic cops, bus drivers, 
and so on, carrying on business as usual on Good Friday. But an 
important part of the Feast of St. Paulinus is the construction of • 
physical environment in which the main events take place. 

In some ways, the environment is almost generic, taking the fortJl 
of a typical New York area Italian street festival which can be found 
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Figure 7-2 . Giglio and Boat Are Brought Together in the 
Climactic Lift that Re-enacts the Return of St. 
Paulinus to His People 
(Courtesy I. Sheldon Posen) 

throughout the summer in many parts of the city. They all look pretty 
much alike. Streamers and patterned street lights frame the streets 
from above, while fast food booths crowding either sidewalk form a 
street-wide corridor for strolling festival goers. They stop and buy 
Italian food specialties such as sausages with onions and peppers, or 
deep fried dumplings called zeppole. They can also play games of skill 
or chance at booths offering midway-type entertainments. An atmo
sphere is created in which young people can meet and court, friends 
~Pend time together, and anyone can bring their own decorated ob
Jects-from bicycles to personal costumes-which in turn contribute 
to the festive feeling. 

The street festival set-up forms a basic backdrop against which 
o;her artifacts and decorations specifically connected with the Feast 
0 

St. Paulinus can appear. There are posters and handwritten signs 
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in shop windows and on telephone poles announcing the feast. There 
are decorations whose import is more symbolic and implicit, such as 
the small statues of St. Paulinus adorning bakeries and living room 
windows. Still other items convey messages referring to contexts which 
to an outsider might appear tangential or irrelevant to the religious 
aspects of the feast, such as American patriotism and Italian ethnic 
heritage. These contexts are important to the community and the 
feast is seen as an appropriate occasion for expressing them. Thus 
American and Italian flags abound, and what can't support an Italian 
flag proper-like the many fire and police call boxes throughout the 
neighborhood-may be seen sporting a new coat of paint in the Italian 
national colors of red, white, and green. 

Against the "ground" formed by the physical adornment of the 
streets, other aesthetic forms act as "figure." This is especially true of 
costume. The clothing of nearly every person with some active rela
tionship to the feast signals his participation and denotes his role. The 
costumes turn the feast into a pageant. Some, such as the cardinal's 
red robes or the bishop's mitre and staff, are the ceremonial costumes 
normally associated with particular offices that exist outside the feast. 
But others appear only at that time and place, like that of the feast's 
Grand Marshal's scarlet robe and gold-trimmed sash, or the garb of 
the Turk and his entourage, looking like something out of "The Thief 
of Baghdad." The lifters, too, have their own costume, which amounts 
to something of a uniform. It consists of a soft cap and scarf or neck
erchief, and the major feast costume component, a T-shirt. These T
shirts are silk screened in the church basement every year with the 
feast logo-St. Paulinus appearing in the skies above the steeples and 
houses of Nola. Hat, scarf, and T-shirt also compose the uniform of 
the rope gang, made up of young boys who keep the crowds back 
from the dancing area. 

There are also non-uniform uniforms. Capos, apprentices, and 
lieutenants have no "specified" items they must wear. The convention 
is that they come dressed either in their best informal clothing-a 
leisure suit, perhaps, or new trousers, striped jersey, and a colo~ 
bandanna-with perhaps a humorous item thrown in, especially 10 

the hat deparment-an admiral's cap, for instance, or a cap with ~er· 
cury's wings attached to it. In among all those lifters in their T-sh~, 
this other style of dress makes the wearers instantly recognizabled. t 
is, in effect, another uniform. Uniforms more often seen outside e 
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feast easily fit into the proceedings, whether they are those of the 
policemen on patrol who may take a turn with the lifters under the 
giglio, or the marines who are . called in to form an honor guard for 
the "line of march" processions. Even local politicians, who come to 
be seen participating in neighborhood festivities, look to be in uni
form as they stroll together through the street fair in their dark ties 
and spotless white shirts, the sleeves scrupulously rolled up to the 
elbows. 

The presence of a uniform or costume "slot" in the structure of 
the feast gives participants latitude for elaboration and innovation 
beyond what have become normal feast dress requirements-the T
shirts and so forth. For instance, Capo Number One may stage any
thing he likes for his emergence from his house to join thT line of 
march to the church on giglio days. In 1981, Capo NumberOne had 
his nephews appear first at the doorway dressed as Italian guards and 
medieval courtiers; his nieces appeared as angels. He and his wife 
then made their entrance in casual dress to be hailed with fireworks 
and flowers. It snowed confetti. The capo also had T-shirts specially 
printed up with his name and the year on them for members of his 
family to wear. Others besides Capo Number One have some latitude 
to improvise with their uniforms. On the lifters, for example, one 
sees cowboy hats and umbrella hats decorated with flowers replacing 
the short-peaked, soft lifter's cap. Other improvisations or additions 
to the uniform-crucifix earrings, long white knee socks with alter
nating red and green bands-can extend or reinforce the religious or 
ethnic messages that the rest of the uniform stores for participants. 

The role of the T-shirt in identifying participants in the feast or 
showing the wearer's affiliation with it is considerable. Peripheral par
ticipants-onlookers, and even vendors in the food booths who next 
Week will be in another neighborhood at a different feast-try to get 
hold of a current feast T-shirt. So important are T-shirts that, in an 
Italian neighborhood in the Bronx where a giglio is danced later in 
the summer, hawkers cash in by selling T-shirts to onlookers which 
feature two of the main themes of the feast: the giglio, and Italian 
ethnic pride. Many are preprinted, but one vendor sells custom spray
Painted models, the giglio stencilled on and the customer's name put 
on freehand, linking customer and feast several times over. One lad 
":atching a 1983 feast in New Jersey wore two political buttons on 
enher side of the giglio centered on his T-shirt-"Vote For .... " A 
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political theme had been superimposed upon the feast and the giglio 
made to bear a political message in addition to all of its others. 

The feast environment is so carefully and consciously arranged 
that the entire area resonates with its message: 

No Opportunity Is Lost to Give an Item Meaning or Make It Fit 

In Brooklyn, the car carrying giglio officials to the church for the 
dancing in 1983 bore a license plate-commercially made for the 
personalized car market-saying, "Italian Stallion," very appropriate 
given the ethnic and macho dimensions of the feast. Similarly, the 
lights which bordered the street were designed, said one of the church 
priests, "so that if they were brought together and superimposed on 
one another, they would form the symbol for infinity." And the colors 
of the lifting crew's uniforms and of the giglio always refer to some 
important current event. In 1976, they were red, white, and blue in 
honor of the American Bicentennial; in 1981, they were the colors 
of the Italian flag, to commemorate the victims of that year's earth
quakes around Nola in southern Italy; in 1983, they were red and 
white in honor of a visiting Italian cardinal. 

Single Items Are Made to Bear Multiple Meanings or 
Types of In/ormation 

For example, the cap which shows the lifter's station in the feast be
comes part of a religious statement when it is removed and held over 
the heart for prayer before the day's lifting. It can show a family 
connection when placed playfully upon a not-yet-active member of 
the community (a baby son of a lifter), and perhaps be a step in 
educating him to future service. When placed on the head of one of 
the many young girls watching the dancing, the hat can show an af
filiation between lifters and onlookers and underline a theme of the 
feast, that of virility and male physical power. When viewed on an 
entire group of boys or men standing together, such as members of 
the rope gang or the giglio lifters, the caps can also simultaneously 
make tangible the community's aesthetic sense of what constitutes 1 

set, illustrate the nature of being in the group rather than out, and 
make visible the bonding that takes place during the feast among 
participants (fig. 7-3 ). 
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Figure 7-3. Multiple Messages from a Single Object-the 
Rope Gang's Hat 
(Courtesy I. Sheldon Posen) 

Redundancy of Form 

Much repetition of images and artifacts occur in the feast. An element 
such as a statue of St. Paulinus can be seen in different versions over 
and over again through the site and even through the whole neigh
borhood. Often, these repetitions reinforce one another by sheer 
contiguity. Picture the feast galleon with the statue of St. Paulinus 
in the stern, parked outside a house whose window boasts a tiny 
statuette of the saint, while on the telephone pole in front of it is 
tacked a poster with an image of the saint in the upper right hand 
c~rner, and all of these are passed by the giglio during the dancing 
w h. It Its statue of St. Paulinus at the top. 
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Redundancy of Scalr 

If dancing the giglio is at all about monumentality, it is also 
miniaturization. There is something the community likes about 
smaller versions of what is going on. A children's giglio and 
boat, scaled down versions of the adult models, are borne by 
lifters and commanded by pine-sized capos. Lirrle girls can also be 
carrying dolls dressed in lifter's hats, scarves, even T-shircs. The 
of this duplication in small scale is that whether one looks high 
low, at children or adults, the same messages are available at 
level (fig. 7 -4). 

Redundancy of Performance and Arll/acl 

Most of the main values of the community are expressed during 
feast as both performance and as item, object, or anifact. One 
ethniciry, for instance, in the Iralian hand-and-fingers game of 
played by lifters during lulls in the danciog. On~ sees it in ob 
such as buttons which read "Italian Lover" or T-shirts that say " 
Numero Uno" worn by participantS and onlookers alike. 
with the importance of the ties of family: in 1982, the godfather 
the giglio (an honorary position in the hierarchy) and Capo 
One were father and son. For the climactic liftS which brought 
gether the boat and giglio that year, father and son acted as 
respective capos. In case the message was lost to anyone in the 
the singer on the giglio kept pomting out the appropriateness, 
neatness, of the situation: 'This is a father-and-son lift, ladies 
gentlemen," he would announce over the P.A. system, "a t<><hP••-~·"' 
son lift." By the same roken, T-shirts worn by Capo Number 
family arc specially printed with his name in block letters, tnlln<vl 

by "Capo Number One," and the year. Seeing these from rime 
time during the feast, the observer realizes that who is related 
whom by blood is a significant irem of information in this commun 

The Giglio 

Important as all these various artifacts are to the feast-T-shirrs, 
terned street lights, posters, license plates, flags-the single 
object-in meaning, in its power to store and bestow siJ~:nilfiGmcel 



Figure 7-4 In front of the Amcncan Fla~t on the Capo's 
House, T'"> YounjC Boys on Small Versions 
of the Feast T-Shorts with Member~ of 
Their family 
(CourltJ)' I. Shtldon Poml/ 
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is the grglto itself. Its origws are obscure. No one in the Brooklyn 
feast can rationalize the presence of a rower form in the festivities 
beyond rhe legendary "mountain of lilies·· explanation, nor explain its 
provenance beyond the fact that the giglro has "always" been pan of 
the feast in Nola, the old ancestral village in Italy. 

The celebration of the Feast in Nola differs from the one in 
Brooklyn, and the differences are instructive for understanding the 
latter. In Nola, not one but eight gigli ("JEEL-yi") are danced every 
year. Each is sponsored by a group representing one of the old guilds
marker gardeners, port-butchers, innkeepers, bakers, butchers, cob
blers, tailors, and smiths. 2 The tenor of the evenr is one of competi
tion. Each group vies with me others in the design and consrrucnon 
of the1r giglio. The squads of lifters who dance the towers are hired 
by the respective groups. The group capoJ try to outspend each other 
in paying for ream uniforms, g1glto architects, and so on. The dancmg 
of the gigli goes on for rwo days, then the towers are thrown down 
and enrirely destroyed. 

Ramoldo Martello is an importanc link in the celebrations on 
both sides of the ocean, but his experience points up other differences 
between them. As a young boy, Marcello watched his father build 
/l,tgli in Nola. In 1929, about seven years after he arrived in Brooklyn, 
Martello was himself approached to build the Brooklyn giglio. He was 
about twenty-four years old, a carpenter by trade. He found that 
expencnce differed from his father's In Nola, he says, giglio cons1:ruc-11 
non had been highly specialized: "Whoever does the frame put up 
whole chang, that's one trade; whoever does the face, that's another 
trade; whoever does the painting, that's another trade." In Brooklyn, 
the smgle annual giglio was built more or less alone by a succession 
of skilled neighborhood carpenters. The structure was standard in 
both places: colorful papier mache panels ("face" or "facing") hung on 
a capering, four-sided, steeple-shaped skeleton or framework. 
young Martello found himself doing everything from creating 
molds for the papier mache figures, tO constructing the panels, patnt•l 
ing them, then (with the help of one or two assistants) building 
wooden framework "from the ground up, the pieces all cri'ss-crc>ss,edl 
and interlocked." One man remembers Martello, forry feet in the aU' 
atop the open, half-finished frame, calling down to his assistant, 
"'Throw up a piece eighteen inches' or 'sixteen inches'-whatever 
length he needed at that point to build rhe next level." In those 
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the rower was eighty feet high. The facing panels were affixed with 
ropes. 

In Nola, the ll.iKii were redesigned ever)' year ro give them a new 
look. Since the groups competed with one another, innovation was 
highly prized. Photographs in Brooklyn homes and shops of Nola 
boast of gigli over the years. They show great variety: srreamlined, 
"space age" gig/i, classic "baroque" gigli. even a "corkscrew" giglio. 

In Brooklyn, design w.ts a more or less informal matter of choos
ing and coordinating components. Says Martello, "I used ro just get 
ideas ... 1 used ro get designs from Italy, from here, from there, as 
long as it looked hke something-saints, moldings, brackets." One 
man remembers, 'The way Mr. Martello used ro make molds, he 
would walk around, and if he saw a piece of junk that looked preny, 
be would pick 1t up and make a mold out of it . pie plates, dolls, pieces 
off buildings . .. He would go by a construction or demolition site, 
'Excuse me, could I borrow chat piece.' 'Sure.' They were going to 

throw it our. He'd take that piece home, sink it into the plaster, make 
a mold our of it.'' 

The Brooklyn design tradition was more conservative than Nola's 
in every sense. Srandard components appeared virtually every year: 
gothic scrollwork, columns, angels, flowers, cherubs, vines and leaves, 
various saints and the Madonna and Child. With no crews of special
ists working on the gigiio full time, or capOJ competing m pay our 
more money, the Brooklyn builders saved the facings each year to be 
used the next. The papier mache was good for perhaps five rears. 
When 1t dismregrared or was beyond repair, the same molds were 
used to make more. The components might be recombined somewhat 
differently and more or less densely from previous years, bur by and 
large over rhe decades, the overall look of rhe Brooklyn giglio re
mained the same. 

Underneath the facings, a revolution was going on in rhe manner 
of constructing the framework. First (and it is not dear exactly when 
it happened), Marcello did away with the central pole which had been 
used as an interior axis for affixing the outside framework. It is still 
a feature of the Nola gigli. 3 Manello found the lumber in America 
stronger than the wood available in Italy, and decided he could make 
do with a hollow framework of boards nailed together, gradually di
minishing in SIZe towards the rop. This made the Brooklyn giglio 
lighter chan its I calian counrerpans, and gave it a "whip" as it was 
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danced or ser down !:bar rhe older people still talk about. Martello's 
second great innovation came abour sometime after World War II, 
when skilled help became scarce, lumber costs rose, and his stamina 
for spending rwo or three months atop a rickerr wooden structure 
'.NliS waning. He conceived the idea of numbering the framework 
members and bolting them rogerher, rather than nailing them: "Then 
1 used co assemble ir up, pur it rogerher, bolts and nuts and everything, 
and then after rhe feast I used ro rake it down piece by piece. The 
frame used co last four or five years. If a piece broke before char, I 
used ro make another piece right on cop of it-jusr replace the broken 
pieces." This new method made the giglio virtually :a modular structure 
which could be put up in a tiny fraction of the rime it had taken 
before. It also prepared rhe '.Nll~' for the total conversion in the early 
1970s of the wooden framework to one of aluminum girders which 
essentially replaced Martello's numbered boards. 

Martello "retired" from building the giglio shordy afterward, and 
his role '.NliS assumed by four young mcn-rwo sets of brothers-who 
lived in the neighborhood and had '.Nlltched Marcello since they had 
been youngsters. For the next three years ther erected what Martello 
had left them. However, by the end of 1975, they felt they needed 
co make new facings if they were going to honoi rhe American Bi
centennial in style. Using Martello's old molds, tbey recast che com
ponentS, "a saint today, a couple of angels tomorrow. We started 
stockpiling pieces in January, keeping them in rhe basement of the 
church umil we came up with a design. My brmher came up with 
several. As we made the pieces, he would play around wi!:h rhem on 
paper. We'd look at his designs, judge which ones we liked best, make 
the appropriate angels and saints, then pur them on !:he frame ro see 
how ir looked. If it looked good, 'Good-we'll make ir.' We racked 
the pieces down and paimed them. This process off making the pieces, 
putting them on the facing, coming up with a col<or scheme, painting 
the facing, piece by piece by piece, cook us reo mo.nths, working every 
night. We didn't finish until the day we put up trhe giglio. We were 
still racking little flowers here and there as rhe structure '.NliS going 
up. Because ir was some!:hing we never did before." 

The giglio made by the brothers in 1976 was srill in use in 1984. 
It '.NliS a true brico/age. incorporating bits of form<er gigli, new papier 
machc moldings and figurines, plus first-time pl.astic lilies, wreaths, 
and cherubs-Christmas decorations-bought at dimescores and local 
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hardware suppliers. • The aluminum frame had stood up well over the 
years, but the facings were in terrible shape. Seen from far away, the 
giglio maintained irs classic looks, bur up close, the panels looked 
rough and ad hoc, with repairs obviously made rwo and three times 
over. The broken hand of St. Paulinus scanding arop the rower had 
been replaced by a work glove hastily encased in plaster and painted 
in flesh tones. Throughout the early 1980s, there had been pressure 
for a new giglio, e1ther co be bought from one of the teams in Nola 
after they were finished some year, or to be built locally. In 1985, 
rwo neighborhood residents, one a former Capo, the other a young 
man rising through rhe feast hierarchy (he had already played the Turk 
for two years), created an all-new face for the giglio. lr is again in the 
classic style, With saints, angels, niches, and flowers, and word has it 
that once a week while it was being formed in the basement of the 
church, Ramoldo Marcello would drop by. It is said that this new 
giglio is the most beautiful the neighborhood has seen in years. 

Storing Contexts 

As folk art, rht! gi~Lio is a complex irem. Clearly it has aesthetic di
mensions like any piece of folk an. There arc real, if mostly unstated, 
standards for what 'looks good" on a giglio, and what makes one more 
or less beauriful than another. And as a young maker said wonderingly 
about rhe component compiling process Marcello was so good at, "Ir's 
so simple, it's unbelievable. It's crazy how simple rhe things are. And 
just as simple as it 1s, it's that complex. It's an art." Martello is looked 
upon as the old nu:.estro by these young makers, and his crearions are 
regarded with great admiration and emulated as far as possible. Mar
cello, on the ocher hand, '1\'llS characreristically down-to-earth about 
his work. Asked how his giglio compared with the fine staruary being 
produced for chur:h interiors in the early decades of the century in 
Manhanan ateliers he replied, "Oh, no, that's special people. That's 
different work altogether. This is rough work; that's everything in 
details and every ding." 

The ?Jglio is folk art char is meant ro be performed. Like a West 
Indian carnival co!'tume that is "real" only during the carnival when 
it is being "played,' there is a sense in which the giglio is "real" only 
when it is being "wnced." Except at a most inconsequential level, the 
giglio can't ever bt "collectible" since it doesn't exist apart from the 
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feast. Like those carnival costumes, it is essentially disposed of at the 
end of the event. 

This is not, of course, to understate the reality of the giglio as 
a physical object. It is its very monumentality that is the point of the 
feast. There are evidently tower-carrying rituals all over Italy, but 
none on the scale of Nola's-or Brooklyn's. 5 In Brooklyn, the gigantic 
form dominates the feast environment. It towers over the proceed
ings, even at rest, and from certain vantages looks like a lighthearted, 
if imposing, parody of Manhattan's somber grey skyscrapers just vis
ible across the East River. 

But the giglio fills the feast environment in other ways than sim
ply being its gargantuan self. Its image may be seen everywhere: in 
the children's version, in the plastic replicas carried by the Turk's 
attendants and sold at sidewalk concession stands, and as an image 
adorning feast T-shirts, posters, and buttons. So saturated is the feast 
environment with the image of the giglio that it spills over and out of 
that environment into other worlds. Blocks away from the site, people 
with no apparent connection with the feast-firemen in their station, 
storekeepers-may be seen wearing giglio T-shirts or buttons. Poster, 
people, scrapbooks in cupboards at home, all are immediately iden
tified with the feast by giglio images they sport. The giglio may be 
detected in a situation not physically, but because participants under
stand it to be there. The giglio can be "played"-by children in the 
streets who carry chairs or milk crates as giglio stand-ins, or by grown 
up lifters who parody themselves by lifting each other on their shoul
ders and "dancing" when the day's ritual is through. And long after 
the feast is over, the giglio's presence may be evoked in a local bar by 
playing the jukebox. Selection Number 104 is the song that begins 
every giglio lift, uo giglio e paradiso," and Number 204, its flip side, 
is another lifting tune, "The Giglio Cha-Cha." 

The giglio tower begins as a religious symbol but goes on to 
reflect the events taking place around it. Ultimately, it also stores 
contexts which may or may not have anything to do with religion, but 
which are just as vital to the community. For instance, the giglio's very 
form, rising by degrees from a broad base to a narrow top, sur
mounted by a single powerful figure, mirrors the structure of the 
feast, either in a religious sense (St. Paulinus above, the people be
low), or in terms of organization of its hierarchy (Capo N umber One 
above, apprentices, lieutenants, and lifters underneath). Its shape 
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evokes another feast motif-male virility and power. There is evi
dence that the feast has its origins in fertility rites connected with the 
worship of Dionysius in ancient Nola. 6 But one need not go any 
further back than the latest Brooklyn feast to see the giglio tower, 
carried by its straining young men while their commanders bellow, 
"Get it up! Get it up! " and a bevy of admiring young women watch 
and shout encouragement from the sidelines, to appreciate the phallic 
symbolism of the giglio form. 

The giglio is symbolically connected to another major artifact of 
the feast, the capo 1s cane, to form a tableau that embodies the ideals 
of youth and adulthood in the community. A cane is carried by each 
capo and is part of its owner's style and personality. Some are light 
and almost pencil thin, others thick and heavy. Some are striped like 
candy canes or barber poles, others carved or inlaid, still others plain 
black with brass tip and ferrule. The capo1s cane has functions other 
than sartorial. During the dancing of the giglio1 the capo commands 
with his cane, pointing, gesticulating, jabbing the air, punching it in 
front of his body like a drum major or waving it elegantly like a 
conductor's baton. In the old days, the capos sometimes used their 
canes to beat the legs of the men under the structures if they were 
not lifting high enough or following the proper route. It is not hard 
to see that what the giglio is to the lifters, the cane is to the capo. The 
cane is a giglio in microcosm. It takes as much power to wield it as it 
does to lift the giglio1 but a different kind of power. Watching an older 
capo dance lightly and easily, cane in hand, in front of the sweating, 
grunting young lifters struggling under the giglio1 one is seeing brute 
physical strength paired off and contrasted with refined social power. 
It is a graphic representation of young vitality channeled for the good 
of church and community by mature authority exerted with effortless 
self-control and consummate grace. 

Folk Art, Neighborhood, and Community 

It would be impossible to separate the meaning of the Feast of St. 
Paulinus from its artifacts. In being imbued with the most cherished 
values of the community, the artifacts, especially the giglio1 are given 
the capacity to store the feast and extend its dimensions in both space 
and time. The people who keep the feast can, through the feast 's 
artifacts or representations, make it present at the most important 
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juncrures of their lives. A wedding photograph in an old phoco album 
shows the groom, a regular participant in the feast, looking on as his 
male friends dance his bride as if she were rhe giglio, lifting her on 
rheir shoulders in response co a capo's command (fig. 7-5). And in a 
Queens ccmerery, rhe gravesrone of a Brooklyn family long associated 
wirh the feasr displays a center sculpture of "Sr. Paolino di Nola," 
framed by cwo images of the gigLio engraved in the granire (fig. 7-6). 
invoking the feasr is possible in these situations because of the inti
marc connection between feast and artifacts; make presenr the ani
facts, even b)' merely "playing" or picturing them, and you make 
present the feasr. And co do so is appropriate because by invoking 
the feast, you are invoking the commumry with it. 

f•gure 7-). Wedding Dane~. 19~0> 
Friends of the groom honor h1m and his bride 
b)· "dancins· her as ,r she were a gig/Jo, w•tb 
two lifters and • rupq tlt/tJ. A l'OU"8 boy 
echoes th<: <apo's stance; the groom is; at right. 
IColaftJ) I. Sbrltl011 Pomll 



Figurc'-6. Ccmcu:ry Headstone of a Brooklyn Family 
with Close Ties ro che Feasc 
A CJrVIIJ8 of Sc. Paulo nus is framed by rwo 
J!,J~Ii incised in rhc sranote. 
ICo11rltsy I. She/do11 Posflll 
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The identification of the community with the feast and its prin
cipal artifact, may in part have to do with how present a companion 
the giglio has been during the community's one hundred years in 
Brooklyn. The tower's form and fortune have shown an uncanny pro
pensity to follow their own. Soon after the group's arrival in the New 
World, the giglio made its reappearance among them, ripe with ad
ditional meaning. Reduced from eight to one, the solo giglio now told 
a story not only of religion and history, but about being a relatively 
poor and small immigrant community that was more in need of soli
darity than fragmentation and competition. From the 1920s to World 
War II, years perceived as the neighborhood's "Golden Age," the 
achievement of erecting a giglio every year that looked like and shared 
parts with the previous years', rather than straining for innovation in 
design or destroying old ones, reflected a community that was 
consolidating itself, adopting a somewhat conservative ethnic outlook 
and enjoying a geographically integral neighborhood. The years im
mediately following the war saw the neighborhood cut in half by an 
expressway that destroyed its old church, and in the decade and a half 
that followed, a whole generation of young adults left the neighbor
hood to find homes in the suburbs. The feast and giglio were in tune 
with these changes: in 1954, the local social clubs who had previously 
organized the feast lost control to the newly built church. New music 
was being written for the band, T-shirt uniforms appeared on the 
lifters, and the giglio boasted a modular framework. By the 1970s and 
into the early 1980s, the neighborhood was just holding on, much 
diminished in size and trying to lure back its young. The giglio too 
was just holding on, smaller than before, a patchwork of salvaged 
materials improvised by an American-born generation of makers with 
access to technology but barely remembered traditional skills. It ap
peared that in 1984, neighborhood and giglio were well past their 
pnme. 

It should have been possible to predict in 198 3 or 1984 that 
there would be a new giglio soon, as actually appeared in 1985. In 
those two years it became obvious that the neighborhood was picking 
up. Artists priced out of Manhattan lodgings began buying and ren
ovating houses in this neighborhood that is only a subway stop or twO 
from Manhattan's Union Square. Young families, many of them Ital
ian-American, also began moving in or moving back. In the mid-1980s, 
the neighborhood has suddenly become a mecca for New York Ital-
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ians, largely because of the feast. Along with the Feast of San Gennaro 
(celebrated in Manhattan's Little Italy every fall), the Feast of St. Pau
linus has become the Italian event in New York: for both members 
and non-members, it has come to represent what it means to be 
Italian-American. It is also an event where persons of Italian descent, 
whether they have any connection with the neighborhood from the 
old days or not, come "to have their Italian batteries charged."7 What 
is taking place here is the transformation of a community's symbol 
into an ethnic icon. Whatever else this may show, it is further evidence 
that the Brooklyn giglio, on any scale it works, is community based, 
and community creating, folk art. 

Notes for Chapter 7 

1. This article has benefitted from suggestions and insights offered by Maxine 
Miska and Joseph Sciorra. Mr. Sciorra also conducted the interviews exten
sively quoted herein. 

2. An ample account of the Feast of St. Paulin us in Nola, along with very fine 
photographs, is given in Roberto De Simone, Chi e devoto: Peste poplar£ in 
Campania (Edizioni Scientifiche ltaliane, 1974). 

3. A detailed comparison, with drawings, of the construction of the Brooklyn 
and Nola gig!£ is presented in I. Sheldon Posen and Daniel Franklin Ward, 
"Watts Towers and the Giglio Tradition," Folklzfe Annual I (Washington, D.C.: 
American Folklife Center, Library of Congress, 1985), pp. 143-57. 

4. Bricolage is discussed by Simon Bronner and Jack Santino in chapters 5 and 
6 of this volume. 

5. See Albinia Wherry, "The Dancing Tower Processions of Italy," Folklore 16 
(1905): p. 248. De Simone suggests similar connections in Chi e devoto. 

6. There were several towers at least as high and elaborate as Nola's as late as 
the beginning of this century, but I have found no sources to indicate that 
they have survived intact. 

7. I owe these observations on the feast's recent status to Joseph Sciorra, who 
has been able to keep in direct contact with the neighborhood and its cele
bration. Mr. Sciorra should not, however, be held responsible for any con
clusions I have come to based on his account. 
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The Role of Mexicano Artists and the 
Anglo Elite in the Emergence of a 

Contemporary Folk Art 

Charles L. Briggs 

Up to the 1960s it was fashionable to envision folk artists as standing 
far apart from the perplexing currents of the modern world. 1 The use 
of such adjectives as "primitive," "grass-roots," "outsider," "backyard," 
"country," and "isolated," in connection with the artists provided a 
protective semantic shield between producers and consumers of folk 
art. 2 Somehow the work itself just found its way into major museums 
and galleries without exposing the artists to contamination by the 
market. 

The naivete of this vision was seriously questioned during the 
late 1960s and the 1970s. Studies of artistic traditions from through
out the world revealed that dealers and collectors exercise an impor
tant role in shaping style and content. 3 Research showed that when 
sales go primarily to patrons who are not part of the artist's own 
community, the two parties are likely to be separated by wide cultural, 
religious, and aesthetic differences. Since the buyers have an eco
nomic advantage over the producers, they often induce artists to bring 
their work more in line with their own tastes. In all too many cases, 
the result is the creation of an artistic industry which is at odds with 
the cultural, religious, and aesthetic sensibilities of artists and their 
communities. 

Awareness of this process has revealed the need for additional 
research. We know far too little about the role of collectors, dealers, 
museum personnel, cultural organizations, and scholars in affecting 
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the course of artistic evolution. We arc particularly ignorant about the 
motives which inform their participation in this process. 

The question also remains as to whar we, as members of this 
group, can really do co prevent the transformation of tradition through 
ourside intervention. Some observers see dealers and coUecrors as 
villains who force folk artists co conform to market demands. The 
implication seems to be that everything would be fine if only the 
artists were left in peace, free from outside contamination. The na
ivete in this perspective lies in the fact that the artists' communities 
and the political-economic pressures which affect them have changed 
radically during the past half century. Most folk artists must sell at 
least some of their work to outsiders if they want co make their living 
at it, and this means that they cannOt entirely escape external culrural 
and aesthetic influences. In short, if the patrons disappeared, so would 
many of the artists. 

Others have adopteJ a pessimistic stance. The plight of che arcist 
is determined nor only by the interests of dealers and collectors, but 
by cultural and political-economic shape of sociery as a whole. The 
role of the student is thus seen as watching, pencil and camera in 
hand, as the inevitable occurs, hoping at least to preserve an adequate 
record of what has happened. Although I fear chat this pessimistic 
view is nor enrirely unwarranted, it does overlook one very important 
factor. Persons who talk and write about folk an under the aegis of 
either schola.rship or connoisseurship play an important role in this 
process, affecting the way that arcists and patrons alike perceive artistic 
traditions. Such fatalism thus reflects a failure ro carry our one of the 
most viral components of the scholar/connoisseur role-critically ex
amining one's srake in the game. 

This essay looks at an instance of patton involvement in the 
evolution of a folk arc. The artists are j\,fexicanos. descendants of Span
ish and Mexican citizens who seeded New Mexico and adjacent areas 
during the seventeenth through rhe nineteenth cenruries. The objects 
are ima,ges of Carbolic holy personages, carved from aspen, cotton
wood, and juniper and they are sometimes painted. The patrons ini
tially consisted of Anglo-American artists and writers who settled in 
Santa Fe and Taos, although these have been followed by a diversity 
of customers during the last half cencury. I am primarily concerned 
with who these outsiders were and what shaped their participation in 
the arc. I will draw on this case in suggesting some ways in which 
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scholars and connoisseurs can help mirigare rhe negative impact of 
rhe marker on folk an. 

The Rjse of the Image-Carving Industry in Cordova, 
New Mexico 

The Spaniards broughr images of rhe sainrs with them as they jour
neyed up from Mexico to conquer and colonize the northern prov
inces. The producrion of images in New Mexico dates from the late 
sevenreenrh century. Painted images on tanned buffalo, elk, and deer 
hides were executed by ecclesiastical and lay artists who possessed at 
least rudimentary formal training. In the eighreenth century, both oiJ 
paincings and sculptures were execured in Mexican Rococo sryle; 
many images were used in the conversion of the Pueblo Indians. A 
very different style arose Iacer in rhe eighteenth cenrury, when pri
marily native-born artists utilized both native and imported materials 
in an effort to fill the region's need for sacred images. The earlier 
orientation toward more academic protOtypes and styles was replaced 
by local aesthetic and iconographic preferences, resulting in the cre
:ttion of a c.listinct local style.• 

Jose Rafael Aragon was one of the most prolific and one of the 
mosr highly skilled sunferos or image makers. He fashioned bultos 
(painted wooden sratues in the round), rerablos (paintings on flat 
boards), and altar screens for churches, chapels, and homes. His work 
is graced by crisp lines and a bold palene. Aragon moved co Cordova 
(fig. 8-1), a small community on the slopes of the Sangre de Crisco 
Mountains, when he had already reached adulrhood.5 The local San 
Anconio de Padua del Pueblo Quemado Chapel, which was built 
around 1832,6 contains an altar screen and a number of bultos by 
Aragon. An apprencice of Aragon's is credited with having provided 
rhe rwo side altar screens and a number of bultos. Unfortunately, the 
railroad's cargo of lithographs, chromolithographs, and mass-produced 
statues displaced the sat1fero's trade, and his arc virtually disappeared 
late in rhe ninereenrh century. 

History shows, however, that the an was only dormam, not mor
ibund. Jose Dolores Lopez (fig. 8-2) was born in Cordova in 1868; 
his father ~-as Nasario Guadalupe Lopez. 7 Nasario may well have 
been Jose Rafael Aragon's apprentice.8 It is clear in any case that 
Nasario produced a beauciful represemacion of La Muerte, a female 





FJ8Urc 8-2. ,me Dolores Lope?, wuh ExAmples ot His 
1;Uott-d and C:h•p-Carved l'urn1rure <lt/1 and rq,hr ) 
-he ong>nal mer.tl-mounreJ pho10gr~ph is in rhe 
ollecuom ut rhc Nauunal Museum of American 
i>srory, Sm>thson>an lnsriruuon, Washingron, D.C. 
Courfts) PboloRrwphic Arrhnt 6/ rht ,\ fuJmm of 
·"""' Mt.>:itO, San/a Pt! 
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personification of death, riding in a cart.9 Nasario and his sons carried 
on other Mncicano folk art traditions, including weaving and carpen
try. Jose Dolores' primaq• vocation was farming and ranching. 
grew corn, be-.tns, wheat, chile peppers, legumes, and other crops 
the Quemado valley and in montane meadows, and his herd of 
provided milk, cheese, and meat. 

Jose Dolores also worked within the community as a carpenter, 
producing window and door frames, niches, roof beams and corbels, 
crosses for grave markers, coffins, and chests. His furnirure reperroi 
included freestanding dish cupboards (fig. 8-3) and clothes cio,set!i,l 
chairs, benches, hanging shelves, clock cabinets, and the like. As 
be seen from the chairs in figure 8-2, many of the items r.-amrc::m 

brightly painted floral, animal, and decorative motifs. His •wu .. cu•·"• 
was weU constructed, bur it was nor unusual. As sacristan 
chapel, he cared for the images, but did not make them. In sh 
although the art of the image maker had virtually disappeared by 
early years of this cemury, individuals such as Jose Dolores Lopc:q 
were surrounded by the artistic and cultural traditions that had 
duced it. 

The convergence of a number of forces catalyzed a res.ur1~en 
of the art of the Mexica11o sa1llero. The first stimulus arose in the 
of a personal crisis. Lopez's oldest son, Nicudemos, was caUed up 
191 7 to fight in World War I. Lopez firmly believed Nicudemos 
not survive the journey "to the other side of the ocean." M4~lanclhollyl 
and sleeplessness threatened his health. ln order to pass the time 
turn his thoughts away from his son, Lopez began to whittle. He 
greatly relieved upon receiving a letter from Nicudemos and a · 
of his company, and used his new hobby to fashion a wooden 
for both letter and photograph. 

By the time that Nicudemos returned home in 1919, Lopez 
firmly entrenched in the use of his carving techniques. He used 
new skills io providing furniture and Other items for his own 11ou><;, 

hold as well as those of friends and relatives. Figure 8-4 shows 
highchair that he carved for a family member. A comparison of 
chairs pictured in figure 8-2 and a close-up of the niche (fig. 
illustrates the contrast between Lopez's early (painted) and post-191 
(chip-carved) furniture. 

Lopez similarly used this surge of artistic activity in addressi 
the religious needs of the community. He repaired and repainted 



Figure 8-}. Jose Dolores Lopez, TraJitro or Frt-c-Standmg 
Di>h CupboarJ 
Hel,l!ht approx•matel) I. 8 m. 
' J> ru "tt col/« 11 ortl 



Figure 8-4 Jmc Dolore' Lopez. Carved Red Cedar aod 
Pone Hoghchaor 
~9 em high x 26 em. deep 
!Cotultt) Spumsh Colonial Am Sodtl), bu .. 
llliiJtllltl of Ntu· Mtxico, Santa Fti 



Figure S-5 ]o><' Dolores Lopez, Car-ed, Free-Sraniling 
Noche 
Tmill hci,hr 63 em.; box <1.4 x 39 x 29.S em. 
rCoNrltJ)' \1NJttm1 o/ Inttrnational Folk Art, 
tlfN.wnn tf Ntu• Mtxiro, Santa Fti 
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number of 1mages in the chapel, including the principal .mage of the 
patron, St. A nrhony of Padua (see fig. 8-6). A transitional piece IS 

proviued by che brightly painted 81ble stand chat he dmated tO the 
chapel 10 1919 (fig. 8-7). In a clear departure from t1e generally 
anonymous works of the traditional sa11teros. Lopez carvtd or painted 
his initials in a conspicuous place on nearly every work. 

This initial artistic revolution is, however, only part of the stOry. 
Hi~ style had changed substantially, but his repertoire rerruined largely 
the same. In conrrasr tO his Iacer work, he did not carve images, and 
hi~ works were given away or banered within the community; Lopez's 
reputation was still entirely local. The further develorment of his 
work "'-as shaped by events which began far beyond tht confines of 
the Quemado Valley. 

Northern New Mexico was beginning co feel the i.npan of the 
1nduscrial revolution and the commerciahzacion of prcduction and 
exchange. ln order to survive in th1s harsh, semiarid mvironmenr, 
rural Mexicanos depended upon access to land that stretoed between 
a number of ecological zones. Cordovans had enjoyed the use of small 
irrigated farm plots on the valley floor since tht! time t~e sertlement 
was founded in about 1730.'0 The uplands which stretch between the 
community and the 13, 102 foot Truchas Pt!aks to the ast had simi
larly been available for grazing, hun{lng and fishing, cming timber 
and fuelwood, dry farming, and rhe like. Although the United States 
committe<.! Itself w recognizing the property rights of Merican citizens 
in the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo 10 1848, most Ai?xirano com
mumues lost control over their land base. This was par:icuJarly crue 
of the common lands which surrounded the settlements 

Such was the case in Cordova. The Courr of Private land Claims 
denied 1ts claim to the Pueblo Quemado Grant in 1896. 1 The Forest 
Service later drastically reduced the number of goats a1d sheep char 
Cordovans could graze on these lands. Since the meag?r farm plots 
had never been sufficient ro suscain the population, the bcal pastOral
cum-agricultural economy fell aparr. Cordovans turnec to a variety 
of types of migratory wage labor in coping with the situttion, includ
ing sheep herding, track laying, following the harvests mining, and 
the likeu Jose Dolores Lopez's sons spent a good deal of time away 
from home. The elder Lopez wanted tO be on hand £O mend to rhe 
farm plots and tO participate in rhe full round of famiial and com
mumcy rituals and other activities. Faced with the same 1eeds for cash 



l'i}lW"e 8-6. lm~c: of St. Anthony of Padua, Patron Saint 
of Cordov~. 4' Rep"' red and Repaomed by 
Jo~c Dolores lopel 
Heoglu ~S ,m. 
(Prtt Jlt rolltctwn) 
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Figure 8-7. Jose Dolores lopez, Bible Stand 
Total height 28.8 em.; b<1>e 363 x 11.3 x 31.3 em. 
Blue, black, and red paint< rather than chip
carving adorn the stand; note the date 1919 
and Lopez's iootoal< un the bottom. 
IPrir a/t aJ/tcllbnt 

income, Lopez turned tO wood carving to fill the gap lefr by subsist
ence production. The industry rhus provided him with a means of 
coping with an economic crisis. 

Since Lopez's neighbors were equally shore on cash, he had to 
look outside the community for pacrons. Nevertheless, a growing in
flux of Anglo-Americans to the area provided a market for his carv
ings. Merchants had trickled into the larger towns in New ""''"'•VJ 
after the opening of the Santa Fe Trail from Missouri in 1821, and 
lawyers, bureaucrats, more merchants, and other Anglo-Americans 
arrived after the United States rook possession of the area in 1846.11 

Arcisrs and professional writers began visiting the area in the 
nineteenth cenrury. By 1920, .. colonies" of artists and writers 
become established at Taos and Santa Fe and had gained 
recognition. 14 
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The area proved attractive £O these individuals for a variety of 
reasons. A number of colony members, such as Alice Corbin (Hen
derson), sought a climate which would speed their recovery from 
pulmonary and other illnesses. 15 All were intrigued by the beauty of 
the landscape, especially since it was relatively undisturbed by the 
appurtenances of industrial capitalism. The cost of living was lower 
than in urban centers. Marketing art was a problem; this was partly 
overcome by the establishment of the Taos Society of Artists, Los 
Cinco Pimores in Santa Fe, and other associations for rhe promotion 
and exhibition of paintings throughout rhe United Scates. Many writ
ers and artisrs came at the urging of colony members; Joseph Sharp 
and Mabel Dodge (Luhan) in Taos and Maq• Austin, Alice Corbin 
(Henderson), and Witter Bynner in Santa Fe were particularly effec
tive promoters. 

Beyond the natural environment, the single most powerful mag
net was the exotic qualities that the newcomers perceived in the local 
Native American and Mexicano cultures. This helped them in over
coming the ennui with familiar subjects and satisfy, as Blumenschein 
puc it, their "great enthusiasm for rhe discovery of fresh material.'' 16 

The face that artistic callings were respected among Native Americans 
and MexicanOJ also helped Anglo-American artists enjoy greater ac
ceptance than they had experienced elsewhere. The intelligentsia be
lieved that both cultures would soon perish if not protected from rhe 
homogenizing influence of mainstream society. As Maurice Sterne 
wrote to his then wife, Mabel Dodge, "Dearest Girl. Do you want an 
object in life? Save the Indians-their art, culture-reveal it co the 
world."' 17 

The intelligentsia's championing of the minority-group cause en
railed more than informing other Anglo-Americans of the two groups' 
plight through arc and literature. They organized in opposition to 

legislation which they saw as threatening the welfare of Native Amer
icans and Mexicanos. Artists and writers also figured prominently in 
the formation of associations for the advancement of such causes and 
for organizing cultural events, such as the annual Santa Fe Fiesta. With 
respect to Mexicano folk arc, early fiestas included a "Spanish Market" 
or "Spanish Fair." A more concerted effort came in 1925 when writer 
Mary Austin, painter-sculpror-writer Frank Applegate, and ochers or
ganized the Spanish Colonial Arcs Society. 18 Although rhe group fos
tered research and the dissemination of information on Mexicano folk 
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art, most of their aetivities were devoted to providing tetter 
ing outlets. The) accordingly organ1zed exhibitions anc markets, 
lecung work for display and awarding pnzes. Year-rotnd sales 
promOted by the establishment of a Spanish Arts Shop in Santa 
which operated from 1929 co 1933; Leonora E Curtir. sponsored 
Native Market from 1934 until 1939. 

Jose Dolores Lopez was "discovered" by leading members of 
Spanish Colonial Arts Society shortly after 1921. l9 Austm, Applega 
and their friends frequented Cordova during Holy Week. A lay 
gious organization which annually reenacted Christ's Passion, 
Brotherhood of Our Father Jesus Nazarene, used self-inflicted 
poral punishment in their rites. Th1s proved as exotic an event 
Anglo-Americans, particularly those of upper-middle-dass srnnum~;~ 
as did the Snake Dance of the Hop1 Ind1ans. 20 Lorin Brown, born i 
Taos of a Mexicana morher and an Anglo-American father, was li 
in Cordova.21 Being bilingual and well-acquainted with both M#v'r"'''"' 
and Anglo-American cultures, Brown proved the perfect 
between Cordovans and the artists and writers who were his gues 
during Holy Week. Brown introduced Applegate to Lopez, and 
plegate acquainted Lopez with Mary Austin. They soon persuad 
Lopez to exhibit his carvings in Santa Fe, and he won first prize 
a wall rack in the carved furniture category of the second annual pri 
competition of Spanish Colonial Am in 1 ()27. H 

Austin and Applegate's "encouragement'' soon had its St)·lisuq 
effects. The two patrons conv1nced Lopez that the bright noust~oaJm!l 
and the bold designs that were popular furniture decorations 
1\lexmmos would not prove anractive to prospective 1\ntltl<>-i'l.m•en•can 
patrons. The combination of painted and chip-carved surface 
mentation that Lopez used on much of the furniture he produced 
Cordovans gave way co a sole reliance on chip-carving on most of th 
pieces he made for sale co outsiders. His repercoire changed as well 
with a number of traditional Mexicano items disappearing and · 
which were used in Anglo-American homes, such as lazy Susans 
8-8) and record racks, appearing. 

Lopez's patrons later ·'encouraged" him to carve smaller Pl~~cesJ 
suitable for sale co tourists. He accordingly produced birds anti 
mals of all sizes as well as multifigure scenes, sucb as the ani 
musicians shown in figure 8-9. He similarly carved imitations of 
and German mechanical roys (fig. 8- LO). He also produced <rr,ppn 

doors on commission for Santa Feans such as Mary Austin (fig. 8- L 1 



l'isurt !1-8 jose Dolores Lopez, Lazy s~,Jn 
Hc1ghr 118 em.; largest rrav ~0. ~ rm 
in Jiamerer. 
Produce.i for sale ar 1he ~parush \idrker of 
rhc Spanish Colonial Arrs Soc•ery, Cl\ ;1929. 
•CONrttiJ Spatsisb CQ/omal i\rss SOtul ), l11c. 
,\ltmum of ,'\'.u M•xiro. S.mr" Ft/ 



Fogure 8·9. Ju": Dolores Lopez, Aoimal Musician; 
Heo.qht 42.5 em. 
1Co11rttsy SpaniJh Colonial Arts Society, Int. , 
MIIWII/1 of Nm· Mtxtco. Sari/a Ft) 
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Figure 8- 10. Jose Dolores Lopez, Pecking Toy, Birds 
in the Wheat 
Leaf 20 em. long; bird> 15 and 10.5 em. long. 
The birds' heads can be made to bob up and 
down when the sccinss under the leaf are 
pulled out. 
tCourtn) Spa11ish Colorual Am $()(itt), l11r .. 
MJ/SPUHI of Stu· Mtxuq, Sa11ta Ftl 

But the most significant change in his repertoire came when 
Frank Applegate induced Lopez £O carve unpainted representations 
of Catholic holy personages. His first works were based on Genesis, 
including Adam and Eve in the Garden of Eden and the Expulsion 
(fig. 8-12). The prototypes for these figures were reportedly con· 
tained in "an old book of French drawings which Lopez displays with 
pride to h. is visiwrs. "23 Lopez also drew on ninecccnch-ccncury poly
chromed amages by Aragon which resided in the local chapel. The 
bulto by Aragon, referred co in the community as Our Lady of the 
Seven Sor-rows, influenced Lopez's Our Lady of Light. 



fo~urt 8-11 Jmc Dolun:• !.opel, CarveJ Screen Door 
lmm the lope> Home. 1929 
H~o~hr 190.5 em, woJth 96.- em. 
tCOIIYtt;.l ,\fJJJtlltll o/lntema/tonal Folk rlrt, 
,\(1/,tllfll r!} l\tlt' J\1txtcn, Sell/fa FeJ 
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f1gurc 8-ll Jo~e Dolores Lopez, The Expuh10n from Paradis~: 
AJam 32 em. in he1gh1 . 
.'-.Ole 1ha1 rhe angers S\\orJ •• now m1\\inA 
rCo11rlt.•1 .\lti>nl1>t •I lmtrt~.Jitot~J! 1-•lft :\rt, 

,l!kJtkm •I ,\tu Mt.\Ho, 5,;111/ot Ftl 

The: stylistic contrast between the two images yields insight intO 
Lopez's departure from eighteenth- and nineteenth-century tech
niques. While Aragon usec.l his palette in filling the broac.l spaces anc.l 
articulating the halo, Lopez combined delicate chip-carving with de
signs adapted from filigree jewelry. Lopez elaboraccs the decail work 
oo what was already a complex figure, reworking the iconographic 
features inco an intricate crisscross of different types of elements. 
Lopez's exquisite h11/to of St. Peter (f.g. 8-13) v.'aS similarly modeled 
on a work by Aragon. 



Figure 8 13. Jos~ Dolores Lopez, St. Peter 
(San Pedro) witb Key and Bible 
Height 1.35 m. 
(On loan fr~m Eta Salazar 1\hlbrmt 10 tht 
Mustum of lll/ernalional Folk i\rl, 
Muuum of Ntw Mexico. Santa Ft) 
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Jose Dolores Lopez died on May 17, 193 7. His grave was marked 
by a cross that he had carved for himself early in his career, probably 
in 1917. lr featured an intricately paimed and carved set of crosses, 
stars, hearts, squares, and the like, along with an angel, rwo hands, 
and hearts, probably the Sacred Hearr of Jesus. Lopez's lively wit and 
strong personality are stilt remembered vividly by older residents, and 
a prayer for the welfare of his soul is made each year during the 
darkness of t"he Maitines and Tinieblas ceremonies of Holy Week. 
His visual artistic legacy is very much alive coday in Cordova as well. 
Daughter Liria and sons Nicudemos, Rafel, George, and Ricardo all 
became wood carvers, and the industry now resrs in the hands of the 
grandchildren, great-grandchildren, and other members of the com
muniry. Alrhough carving bas nor accorded great wealth to any of the 
arrisrs, ir has helped rhem bold onto rheir homes and land, and it has 
gained rhem recognition by aficionados of American folk art in the 
United Stares and abroad. 

Factors Which Shaped the Artist-Patron Relationship 

Jose Dolores Lopez appears ro have been affected by three central 
concerns. First, he was a skilled carpenter and furniture maker who 
was fascinated by rhe possibilities offered by local woods as a medium 
of expression. Relatives and neighbors recall the delight which be 
rook in carving. The comfort which it provided him after son Nicu
demos was drafted into World War 1 suggests that ir served him as an 
emotional release. 

Second, Applegate and Austin added an important economic di
mension to the arc. Lopez was able ro supplement the produce of his 
fields and the wages brought home by his sons with income from sales 
of wood carvings. The need for cash income seems largely responsible 
for Lopez's willingness to bring his work in line with the needs of the 
market. Lopez responded easily to the suggestions offered by his 
"marketing consulrants"-Frank Applegate, Mary Austin, the Mc
Crosscns, and others. Lopez frequentlr solicited advice from Apple
gate and others with respect to the potential marketability of new 
innovations. A note to Applegate read as follows : 
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!110130 
Mr. Apple~are 

I ".u hen: toJar lookong for rou 
I lefr this [sic] flowers for rou tn SCI! whar you can do with them 
It there is demand for them let me know "' I cnnrinue making more-for 

rhel Santa Fe Annual] Fiesra if possoblc 
Your friend 

Jose Dolores Lopez'• 

He was cognizanc of che importance of new marketing opportunities, 
such as che annual Sanra Fe Fiesra, the Spanish Arts Shop, and the 
markers and exhibitions offered by rhe Spanish Colonial Arcs Society, 
and he sensed the importance of meetin.c; patrons personally. 

Third, ic does nor appear co be the case that Lopez thought of 
che patrons tn economic terms alone. He considered such patrons as 
Frank Applegate, U.S. Senacor Bronson Cuning, and Preston Mc
Crossen co be personal friends. Upon receiving a letter from the 
manager of che Spanish Arts Shop whtch reported rhe death in 1931 
of Frank Applegate, Lopez wrote that he felt "the greatest sadness in 
my heart" and that "on learning chis l went tO the church and rang 
the bell for the great sorrow [of his widow]. 1 will nor forget my 
brother Frank for the affection chat he held for myself and my fam
ily."25 The patrons provided Lopez with an economic and social link 
co individuals who possessed much more familiarity with and acc~:ss 
to che tnsrirucions of the superordanace society. Lopez enjoyed this 
contact. Something of a local politician, Lopez also used rnese conracrs 
as a source of influence widlin Cordova irself. 

The patrons' motives for involvement in rhe an were complex. 
On the one hand, che artists and writers were among the more sen
sitive of their time, and they were much more knowledgeable about 
Native American and Mexicano arc and culrure than their contem
poraries. They genuinely sought co counter racial or ethnic prejudice 
and tO improve the economic situation of the groups. 

Their relationship co these groups wa~ nor, however, without irs 
contradictions. They appropriated members of the cwo groups, along 
with their rices and arts, as subject matter, bur Native American and 
especially i\!exicano aeschecic values had licclc influence on cheir own 
styles. Van Deren Coke summarizes the work of the arriscs in the two 
colon~es berwcen 1882 and 1942 in che followmg terms: 
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It rs rru~ rhar rhe 'l:tns group was seekong whar Blumen,chcin d<-.cribed as 
"fre'h mater,.!," hy whrLh they meant ncw vi,ual mmulr The) "'ere com
mcmall\ oncn:cd \lory tellers and needed the excrtemenr of •crual experience 
on order co crNre new pacrures for rhe Mid-Western and F.astern an marke<S. 
They srncerdy felr rhar the purpose of an was ro reproduce an objecr literally 
whde ('()OvcyinJ~ an cmmion thar would be ea.,ily understood ... These paint
er. were ,educed by the external forms of InJinn life and had linle concern 
for the lesson 10 be learned from their subjects' own arr. This resulred in a 
kinJ of empty gcscuring which is most ironic, $HlCC moo.t nf chcse artists were 
genurnely fond of the Indians as a group and often studied their arrifacrs 2 • 

The depth of their interactions with Mexmmos was limited by a 
language barrier few members of the intelligentsia spoke Spanish. 
They simJ!arly sought co "preserve'' the two groups' culrure and an, 
w protect them from the homogenizmg effect of industrial capitalism. 
Yet they provided strong magnets for drawing tourists and newcomers 
to the an."ll, thus fostering the very development and modernization 
that they lamenred.27 Their collection of Native American and nine
teenth-century Afexzrano art similarly inflated its monetary value ro 
such a degree thar the ethnics' homes and churches were denuded 
through sales and thefts. 

Perhaps mosr significantly, in seeking co "revive" and "encourage" 
Narive American and Mexicano art, they set themselves up as the 
judges of the beauty and originalit y of works. By deciding who could 
participate tn markets and exhibitions, they even determined what 
was co be defined as "traditional" Mexicano and Nanve American art. 
Such outside control of anistic expression has engendered resentment 
on the part of the arrisrs. In the Mexicano case, th•s came ro a head 
in the late 1970s through the formation of La Cofradia de Acres y 
Anesanos Hispanicos. The group sponsored exhibitions which were 
explicitly free from the conventions which guide the selection of an 
and artists for inclusion in rhe Spanish Market and similar evenrs. 

The Effeccs of Patronage on Mexicano Arc 

Austin, Applegate, and other patrons exercised influence over the 
development of Lopez's carving. As noted above, Applegate and Aus
tin offered numerous suggestions to the elder Lopez regarding the 
aesthetic preferences of Anglo-American cuscomers. Although Lo
pez's use of house painrs in bright colors was popular among Mexi-
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ranos, the rwo convinced him that they would prove "wo gaudy" for 
Anglo-Americans. They similarly induced him tO carve items of fur
niture used in the homes of the intelligentsia, such as lazy Susans and 
record racks. The most profound change of all, however, came when 
Lopez began producing images of the saints for sale co outsiders and, 
in most cases, non-Catholics. This was resented as sacrilege by many 
of Lopez's neighbors, and this controversy persists through the 
present. 2R 

The overall effecr of the patrons' influence in the development 
of Lopez's carving 'l'.'llS rhus w reorient the an away from the cultural 
and aesthetic needs of the community and ro bring it more in line 
with rhose of a certain segment of rhe superordinate society. The 
patrons believed that Mexicano ans were quickly dying (if not dead). 
They accordingly felt that oucside intervention was necessaq• ro re
educate the A1exicanos with respect tO the nature and importance of 
their own traditions. Note that it was the patrons who decided what 
was ro be considered "traditional," "authentic," "Spanish colonial" 
Mexirano art. They used personal contact wirh the anises (as in the 
case of Lopez) as well as craft schools, exhibitions, fairs, prize com
petitions, and shops in bringing Mexicano art in line with their defi
nicion of tradition and wirh their sense of what would sell. 

Unfortunately, rhe patrons failed ro grasp rhe nature of the im
age-carving art. When they looked at Mexicano religious art, the pa
trons saw a set of ob jeers. They accordingly filled private and 
institutional colleCtions with these objects. Similarly, when they did 
not sec Mexira11os producing the same types of objeCts, they set about 
the task of inducing the people co make them. Their actions thus 
reflect an attitude which might be called object-fetishism. They did 
nor realize that carving consists of traditions which relate wood or 
color, design and workmanship on rhe one hand and an artist and his 
or her community on the other. 29 The nature of the an is ro be found 
in rhe dynamic ways in which these patterns intersect with each his
torical epoch. The deep continuity between these different points of 
intersection lies in the art's responsiveness ro rhe cultural, religious 
and aesthetic needs of Mtxirano Catholics. 

The patrons' promorion of work rhar remains within a narrow 
definition of "Spanish colonial" style contradicted this basic premise 
in rwo ways. First, the 1920s and 1930s found Mexirauo society in a 
vastly different set of historical circumsrances. With the loss of much 
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of the groups' land base and their immersion into industrial capitalism, 
the forces which underlay the an were hardly the same as those of 
the previous century. Second, the patrons' efforts did nor "encourage" 
the artists ro meer rhe needs of their communities, past or present. 
They rather taught the artists profit-oriented marketing srraregies and 
ways of accommodating the newcomers' aesthetic patterns. The pa
trons rhus ultimately furthered the very process of commercialization 
and cultural homogenizarion that they decried. 

Conclusion: What's to Be Done? 

This case study is nor unique. The same process has affected innu
merable traditions m the United States and abroad. In chapter 10 of 
this volume, Suzi Jones provides a poignant statement of its effects 
on Native American arr in Alaska. Our interest in "folk" or "hand
made" arts and crafts moves us ro buy and sell objects as a means of 
fostering tradition. I am not arguing that this process is entirely bad 
or that a few individuals could reshape it in toto. l do believe, however, 
that collectors, dealers, and scholars play a role in deciding whether 
the actions of patrons bring artistic processes and the needs of the 
artists' communities into harmony or discord. 

As 1 sec it, there are two primary v.'llys in which we can take a 
positive role in this process. First, collectors, dealers, and scholars 
affect the v.'liY in which both artists and consumers relate to folk art. 
We must accordingly direct our efforts tov.'llrd fostenng patron aware
ness of the fact that artistic traditions involve complex sets of patterns. 
The objects themselves embody particular intersections of these cul
tural and historical patterns, bur they are noc the sole focus of tradi
tion. We must respect cultural and artistic diversity, since these patterns 
will intersect in diverse ways ar different points in time. 

Second, the arcists themselves stand ar the intersection of the 
patterns which underlie their art, not patrons or scholars. Our interest 
in fostering tradition is rhus best served by supporcing the artists' 
freedom to decide where these patterns come together rather than by 
defining the nature of tradition or excellence for rhe artist. ldeaUy, 
works of art promote dialogue between individuals, communities, so
cieties, and even differenr historical epochs. When one party can die
rate the terms of rhe discussion, dialogue becomes monologue. The 
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central responsibility of collectors, dealers, and scholars is to lobby 
for a renegotiation of these terms. If a genuine dialogue can be es
tablished, traditional artists will have a better chance to present the 
richness and complexity of their message. 
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"Fame Don't Make the Sun Any Cooler": 
Folk Artists and the Marketplace 

Romnar) 0. ]OJCe 

"Fame don't make rhe sun any cooler," professed an Ohio folk artist. 
The line demonstratetl his scorn for the attention lavished on him for 
several years now. Such seeming indifference is countered by his de
light in that attention: the stream of visitors, the newspaper and mag
azine articles, rhe banquet invirations, rhe relevision appearances, and 
rhe demand for his wares. However one might compare and quantify 
it, his "fame" tS, perhaps, greater than that which most folk artists 
have enjoyed. Yet national interest in American folk art is burgeoning; 
coosequently, fame is a growing factor in many artists' lives. What, 
then, arc the long-term resultS for them as mdtvtduals and as artists? 
What is happemng ro their process and their produce? And what will 
that mean in the larger picture of folk art? 

This essay explores these questions. One of its purposes is to 
show that many folk artists are indeed becoming arruned, as it were, 
co the symphonies of the marketplace. As a result, our of a need for 
economic support or psychological gratification (or both) they are 
changing process and product, all in direct response to the pressures 
of the buying public. I use rhe term "buying public" for those who 
buy the "idea" of tradition. The buying public includes consumers, 
curators, collectOrs, and folkloristS. A second purpose is ro sound a 
call to those who are interested in folk arc co reconsider their demands 
for change, however inadvenenr, in folk artists· work. This can be 
accomplished by educating the buying public ro respect both the art

ists' tradition and their culture. 
The currenr condition of folk an contains a cerrain irony. Con-
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sumers of folk an, the people apparently most concerned with pre
serving tradition, are contributing to its erosion. The artist, eager to 
please and to sell, complies with consumer requests. With a .. vicious 
circle .. momenrum, the more the product is changed and removed 
from a tradition, the less authentic and therefore the less salable it 
becomes. Ultimately tradition is lost, the buyer is disenchanted, and 
the market is gone. Further, the artist is ignored, shorn of tradition, 
income, and digniry. A call to halt the present demands upon artists 
is not, therefore, one which has been issued from an ivory rower 
perspective or one that ignores the financial plight of the folk arrisr. 
Instead it takes the long view, respecting both the culrural aesthetics 
and the financial future of these artists. 

However remote, however naive they are (or may seem to be), 
such arrists are becoming educated ro the fact of public inrerest in 
folk an, with a variety of results. This has been evidenced by most 
of the artists with whom I have worked in Ohio, several of whom I 
will use as examples here. Bur first, an important poinr: one of my 
reasons for choosing to work with these artists is chat their products 
have been relatively little affected by the market pressures referred 
co earlier. Nevertheless, the buying public has made its influence felt 
even with them, though in diverse ways and in differing degrees. 

What are some possible results of this kind of awareness? Since 
we have an hisrorical example in the Amish, we can do more than 
speculate. Natives of Switzerland and Germany, the Amish settled in 
Pennsylvania first, moving on ro Ohio, Indiana, lllinois, Wisconsin, 
Missouri, Iowa, and beyond during the nineteenth century. To protect 
and maintain their religious beliefs, the Amish scrupulously shunned 
conracr with the ''outside" world. Consequently, they have become a 
cultural island in a sea of change, one of the few such encapsulated 
entities in our ever-shrinking world. Their pacifist and nonconformi~t 
religious doctrines, their shunning of electriciry and other modern 
conveniences, their horse-drawn buggies and farm equipment, simple, 
austere clothes, and modest houses furnished in somber colors are all 
manifestations of Amish withdrawal from the societies around them. 
And now these expressions draw the widening curiosiry and specu
lation on the parr of that larger world, a result of the wistful search 
for yesterday. A recenr article in the American Automobile Associ
ations's Traveler, for example, routed a visit ro Ohio's "unique Amish 
counrry" as being "like a trip back in rime, giving you a chance to 
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realize how much things have changed, yet how similar some rhings 
are."1 

Many of the Amish, especially the older generations, are dis
mayed by the intrusive lens of the public eye. Journalists, researchers, 
and filmmakers are either barely rolerared or openly discouraged, 
since their produces (such as the 1984 Hollywood film Witness) are 
nor considered fair depictions by most Amish. Yet others in rhe com
munity have welcomed the many opportunities ro broaden income 
potential, and have become extremely astute in their knowledge of 
rhe marketplace. Antique dealers, combing the areas with higher and 
higher offers for old ··cast-offs,'' were the first group ro penetrate the 
wall. Now tourists are welcomed, even embraced-fi&Ufatively. 

In and around Holmes Counry, Ohio (purported co be the largest 
Amish serclemenc in rhe world), enterprising merchants enrice visitors 
from ocher scares and even countries. Cheese "houses" abound in the 
area. They ship Baby Swiss cheese all over the world, and offer on
sire cheese-making demonstrations. County shops are srocked with 
hand-made articles. Miller's Dry Goods score in Charm specializes in 
handmade quilts, calicos, novelties, and paintings. Miller's Home Bake 
Shop in Millersburg remprs the visitor with homemade candies, but
ter, apple butter, and egg noodles and rhe Rasrerrer Woolen Mill 
offers comforters, rugs, and pillows. To rhe east of Walnut Creek is 
Der Candlemaker; in Sugarcreek, Yoder's Country Mears advertises 
''Bar-B-Q Specials."2 The Amish Farm in Berlin gives tours of irs 
main house and buggy shop, and features buggy rides, live animals, 
and a gifr shop. Many restaurants, such as The Amish Door in Wtlmot 
and the Good and Plenty near Brice, advertise "old fashioned" or 
"family style" Amish cooking on billboards and in newspapers, and 
an expensive bed-and-breakfast has opened in Millersburg. 

Traditions, especially those which could yield marketable items, 
have changed in direct relation ro their marker potencial. R. H. Dean, 
a long-time horse buyer, noted one of the surprising results in Amish 
breeding of stock. Whereas formerly Amish horses were bred for 
drafting strength, now they are bred for the show circuit buyer. As 
a result, conformation has changed dramatically: from short, blocky, 
and powerful, co graceful, sleek, "racey" animals. According to Dean, 
'They like a lor of light under 'em now" (meaning long legs instead 
of short).J 

Bur no better example of change in tradition exists than that of 
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the change in Amish quilts. These have long been renowned for their 
v1sual 1mpan, omsunding composiuon, and cxccllem workmanship, 
whose appeal "originates in their successful adaptation of form to 
function:·• They were worked in natural materials and dyed with veg
etable colors, both chosen from a limited range of acceptability in 
these cloistered communities. Their designs were starkly simple geo
metries, repeating again and again the diamond, square, triangle, bar, 
or combinations of these (fig. 9-1). Their outstanding composition has 
brought the quilts wide acclaim, so that now they have become cher
ished and extremely expensive collectors' items (at least those daring 
before 1940, preferably even earlier). Amish territory has been reg
ularly combed for those earlier products. Today, adverrisemenrs placed 
in Amish newspapers proclaim that cenain dealers will pay the "!ugh
est prices available" for old family quilts, and 't\:arn innocem owners
and obviously educating them as well-nor to be misled by persons 
with lower offers. 

Fo.~n~re 9-1. Amish Quilt with $plot B•r Design, 
Sugar<reek, Tuscarawas Count)', ObJO, ca. 1920 
Measures n· X 87" 
!Courter)• Daru-i11 Btarfl') ColftrltOII, Ca11loP1 Artlrultllllrl 
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But this intense interest in the old quilts has not stimulated a 
respectful regard for the traditions of present-day Amish quilters. 
Eager custOmers have so cajoled them over the past rwenry-five years, 
requesting a small change here and another there, that they have 
slowly but surely undermined and finally replaced this rich tradition. 
Gone are those glorious soft wools, the breathtaking geometric pat
terns, the handsome dark colors for which the Amish quilts of the 
nineteenth and early twentieth cenruries became so justly famous. 
Gradually the customer's preference for popular patterns and figured 
materials and bright colors have become prominent. 

Nonetheless, demand for new Amish quilts continues to in
crease, and today they are sought by customers from all over the 
world. In order to handle the volume of sales from such popularity, 
some local retailers have organized their neighbors into a cottage 
industry. Different groups of women are assigned to specific tasks of 
either designing or cutting or piecing or quilting or finishing a quilt.5 

Materials are ordered from all over the United States, rather than 
produced as before on Amish farms. Conon and polyester blends 
have replaced wool and even cotton as choices. Further, those ma
terials are offered in vivid reds and blues and greens, often featuring 
figured colors-polka dors, flowers, all-over designs-as well as solids. 
The Amish themselves use neither figured nor brightly colored ma
terials. For a while the newer patterns were best sellers. But now 
older ones, i.e., those popular since the nineteenth cenrury with the 
"Eng.IJsh" (as the Amish refer tO those in the dominant culrural com
muniq• surrounding them), such as "Double Wedding rung," "Log 
Cabin," and "Lone Star," arc the top sellers. But contemporary Amish 
quilts are a far cry from their majestic abstracts of the nineteenth 
century-considered by many the forerunners of today's contempo
rary fine art abstract paincings (fJg. 9-2). In addition to all these basic 
changes, yet another bow to modernity has come in the shape and 
size of the product. The customer's demand for small and thus inex
pensive items has taken over, tilting production coward wall hangings, 
pillows, and che ubiquitOus potholder.6 

This evolution, even revolution, in a venerable artistic tradition 
has been the d~rtrt result of customer demands. It was not based on 
any one buyer's desire to erase a long, rich 1radition of a people's 
ethnic and rehgjous aesthetic. There was no malice of forethought, 
no deliberate subvening of a people's history. To most buyers, a quilt 
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Figure 9-2. Amish Quilr wirh Departures from Tradition 
30" x 30" wall hangtng with "log cabin'' pattern 
made mto a sty lized log cabin. 
ICourttJ) Rostma r> ) D)rt! 

is a quilt. Their stereotype of brightly colored, stylized, polyester 
figures as the stuff of all good quilts was not meanr ro rob the Amish 
women of their artistic heritage. Nor was it designed ro relegate them 
to paper doll figures interchangeable with all the other quitters of 
world. But stereotypes do that. The cosc of such change is high, yet 
it is exacted by a buying public quire unaware of the long-term effects 
of their seemingly small rcquescs for change. 

Let me offer a specific example. Lynn Malone is a 
young woman who lives wirh her husband and two small sons on 
acres ncar Oak Hill, Ohio. Their land borders her parents' and ""'n' '-' 
parents' land. And, like rhem, she has grown up in char steeply rolli 
hill country, where farming has become predominantly a · 
occupation. The work ethic is a strong aspect of their tradition, 
one wonders how she is able to pursue her great love of quilri 
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berween the cooking and canning, the cleaning and menrung, the 
sewing for family and cuswmers, the tenrung of children and assorted 
domestic animals. Nonetheless, it is obviously therapeutic. She says, 
"If I want co unwmd, I pick up my quilt. It's pleasure, it's leisure. It's 
something 1 do for me, really, because I love creating beautiful things, 
and that's what I'm doing. It's not a kit; nobody else can go our and 
do it just Like I can. Even if they would use rhe same patterns and 
colors, it would be different. It's just Like I'm pucrin' a part of me into 
it." 

Lynn Malone has a strong sense of the tradition involved, and is 
quite proud of the fact that she has her great-great grandmother's 
quilting frame {fig. 9-3). "Sometimes when I'm qualting, I'm thinking, 
'This could be gre:u-grear grandma Bradley sittin' here doin' this.' I 
mean she did the same thing, she used the needle and thread the 
same as I'm doing. Most of my things I piece by hand, which my great 

Figure 9-3 Lynn Malone Quilu a "Weddmg Rtng" Quilt 
Pteced br Her Grandmodu:r 
ICDIIrltJj Roumaf)• ]oJrt/ 
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grandmothers would've done. I've gor rhimbles chat were my 
grandma Farrar's; they're miles and miles roo big, 'n 1 can'r use 
bur I've got 'em. I've gor rhe frames that my family has used dow 
four generations back rhar I know of. You have to feel a link 
it's nor like it's something absrracr. Jr's just like you can couch 
wood of those frames and feel where they've been-it's just 
just like they've been there .... lr's a link, most definitely a link. 
there, and it's tangible." 

Malone's grandmother and mother taught her the fine srirchi 
for which she is becoming well known. "!love ir, and I think it 
in my work, because 1 am careful. My girl friend who's been my 
friend for twenty-one years calls me a 'fussy sewer,' bur I make 
her cloches for her! So ic pays co do your best in anything, and I 
like chat's what I do. I do my best." 

But recently there has been a definite progression of change 
her quilting. Buyers are staring rheir likes and dislikes. Bourique 
ers from California are requesting specific produces. She is nl".rnrninllt 

aware of which items sell best ar shows and craft fairs. Thus she h 
begun ro alter the soft cotton materials, the traditional patterns, 
the muted colors her greac-grandmorhers, her grandmother, and 
mother used (fig. 9-4). Instead she is rurning co cotton blends 
though she has given up on knits, staring "They're impossible co 
wirh!"), co less traditional patterns and shapes, and co brighter rnllnr,t...J 

the same kinds of evolution wh1ch began for the Amish women i 
the 1910s. The quilting that has bridged at lease five generations 
her family is quickly becoming a popular expression rarher than 
traditional one. 

To be sure, money plays a large part in an}' discussion of folk 
and anises. Artists need income ro live. Bur money has a number 
faces. lc is tangible proof of artistic worth; but it is also symbolic 
personal recognition in this society, so the picture is further com 
cared. Money, however, is 1101 important co someone like u~vialhl 
Stump, but it does play a key role in the future of his form of ua:sM"' 
round rod baskets. 

Dwight Stump is a significanr artist because of his skill and 
cause he is among the lase makers of white oak round rod ba.:skE:q 
from his com.muoiry (fig. 9-5). Eighry-five years old in 1985, S 
is a bearer of tradition and tradition is pervasive in every aspect 
his life. He gathers herbs, collects Indian artifacts, dowses for 
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Figure 9-4. Commissioned Qwh by Lynn Malone Usins a 
"\Vinclow Frame" Effc:ct and HJnJ. 
Embroidered Figures from an Old l'.llr of 
Chinese P<~jamas 
ICourttJ) RoJtmar) }O)ftl 

and crafts sisal rugs and wooden canes. He has made white oak baskets 
since he sat m a general store on cold winter evenings tn Buena Vista 
and carefully observed the proprietor weaving white oak baskets. That 
was sixty-eight }'Cars ago. He is still hard at work. 

Dwight Stump is a quiet man. He is happy to converse when 
questioned, and can be acrually voluble on his favorite subjects, es
peciall}' basketmaking. He was born and raised in rural southeastern 
Ohio, Hocking Counry. And, although he still retains a livel}' interest 
in the outside world (kept up mainly through watching the evening 
news on television), he seems more than conrenr in his isolated 
surroundings. 

His part of southeastern Ohio is so rugged that even in the last 
century farming was barely a subsistence occupanon, and any jobs 
which could bring in cash were eagerly sought. That may explain the 



Figure 9 -5. Dwight Srump Weaves a Whire-O<lk Round-Rod Basket 
(Courttsy Rosnnury )oyct/ 
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surprisingly large group of basket weavers in that small, isolated area 
during the nineteenth and early rwenrieth cenruries. Stump himself 
learned from one of them, Mart, a neighbor who ran the general stOre 
at Buena Vista. Mart came from a whole family of basketmakers
mother, father, and eight (of their ten) children. The Hines family 
and their relatives, the Ciscos (Mrs. Hines's brother and his family), 
had a wholesale-type operation; at one time Stump himself drove a 
whole wagonload of their baskets ro the railroad at Amanda, eight 
miles d1scanr. It is difficult co imagine seeing a whole carload of bas
kets, especially since each one represents so many hours of work. For 
these are round rod baskets, requiring even more rime-consuming 
and laborious work chan rhe common flat splinr type. There are at 
lease fony separate steps involved co make jusc one. 

To make a basket, Srump first goes co the nearby woods and finds 
a suitable rree, one at least twelve feet rail, tall enough to provide a 
fully round, knot-free, straight, eight-foot log. After splining it imo 
eight or cen wedges, he carries each heavy piece back to his shop. 
There he "works up" as much of the wood as he can use immediately, 
and scores the rest temporarily. Then, pulling the bark away with a 
cool of his own design, he works each wedge into quarter-inch strips. 
Next, in a difficult and arduous procedure, he pulls each of rhose 
scrips through successively smaller round metal dies, until the size is 
jusr right for che size basket he plans ro weave-smaller widths for 
a smaller basket. Using chis process he shapes rhe distinctive round 
rods char are his particular specialty. Onl)• rhen does he begin weaving. 
This, roo, is an arr, and requires another series of seeps. Still, rhe final 
produce is dependent on rhe skill utilized in rhe inirial preparation of 
rhe splirs. 7 

Stump reveals his feeling for the form of his produces in his 
passing commems as he slowly, methodically goes about his work. 
First and foremost, a basket is a contaiuer, an objecr made for use, and 
usually for a specific function, nor for decorative pleasure (fig. 9-6). 
The names and sizes usually reflect chis function (a sewing basket, a 
corn basket, a clothes basket). As he commenced vociferously when 
he pulled che "web of stay" rogecher ac che cop-making an exotic 
shape-"! kin make 'em with the cop pulled in, but that's no basket!" 

Mixed in with his personal caste, however, is a practical awareness 
of his audience, his consumers: "They might think: 1 don' t wane no 
pare of him!" (if he would, for example, make something strange and 
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Fisure 9-6. Baskets Made for Farm Use by Dwight Stump 
Clorkuisr, a two-third; bu;hel basket, a bushel, 
a peck, and a half bushel 
I CDIIrltS) Roumar) ]DJrt) 

exotic). And he does not lack for custOmers. Stump seldom leaves his 
acre and a half in Toad Hollow, so intent is he on ftlling endless orders 
for his white oak baskets. Because of a combination of appeals to the 
nostalgic buyer and the bargain hunter, basket seekers beat a path tO 
his remote doorstep. And as his fame has spread, he has posed for 
literally hundreds of pictures, given informal lectures to visiting art
ists, demonstrated his skill at various art festivals, in Ohio schools 
and ar the Library of Congress. 

Stump has enjoyed the recognition. Because of this-and 
cause he is an accommodating person-he is very conscious of 
10mers' preferences, and he anempts 10 oblige their requests. 
often those customers ask for change in shape. He has altered 
vertical slant of the sides on some, he has experimented with rlitter·entd 

woods, and he has added new sizes (like the "apple basket" that 
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only six-inch, straight s1des). But he will bend only so far. He has 
never added color by painting or dyeing the reeds, never incorporated 
openwork designs, never made oval baskets rather than rhe traditional 
round, nor flat splint rather than round rod. He is nor good ar raking 
orders: he obviously does not like the pressure of being tied down to 
someone else's rime schedule or shape or size preference. 

Dwight Stump is scornful of shoddy work. Most of rhe old mak
ers were careful, skillful weavers. Bur he recalled one man in partic
ular as rhe exception that proved the rule: ''He just couldn't get 'em 
together right. He couldn't get 'em round! Pretcy soon when some
thing was crooked or nor just right, people started saying 'why rhar's 
made like Walter Kloppman's baskers!"8 He has a great love for that 
tradition of excellence. further, he considers himself a direct link co 
those early reachers. Bur his great disappointment is that none of his 
children has followed in his footsteps. Two teenage grandsons have 
shown uncommon dexterity in working with natural materials. Yet 
they have discovered there is litde financial reward for the long hours 
required to make the handsome round rod baskets. Although his 
customers are delighted with the beauty and the strength of these 
artifacts, they seldom pay Stump a price that would equate with even 
a minimum hourly wage. Most of them are instead surprised-and in 
fact delighted-that he is stiJI naive about prices. His grandsons, 
therefore, are directing their own skills co making numbers of kitsch 
items, such as macrame pot hangers and waH decorations. The}' are 
more profitable. Dwight Stump's tradition wiJI soon be gone. 

The work of many Ohio arrisrs has nor been negatively affected 
by outsiders. That can be referred ro as the "good news." The "bad 
news" is that in most other regions of the United States agents of 
change have become far more endemic, and thus product alteration 
has become far more extensive. For example, many Appalachian and 
southern artists have been pressured, or simply instrucrcd, ro modify 
their products, especially since rhese are potentially ones which fir 
welJ inro the public's desire for nostalgia. Jn Alabama a group of black 
women quilters sends their products north ro a cooperative that spec
ifies rhe color, material, size, and designs rhat the quilters musr use. 
The range of patterns has been narrowed ro only five, and even their 
traditional names have ~n changed-"Joseph's Coat" is now the 
"Coar of Many Colors," atd 'Trip Around the World" is "Grand
mother's Dream. "9 Suzi Jones has recorded extensive rribaJ art changes 
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in Alaska; and the kinds of cransformations made in American Indian 
traditional art objens are legion. In the 1980s, assistance groups have 
worked with immigrant Hmong women to modify their incredibly 
rich embroidery tradition, again in size, shape, quality, and color. 10 

Who are these "agents of change"? They fall into five general 
categories: Individual purchasers, small shop owners and their sales 
representatives, crafts fair and bazaar managers, large department store 
and mail-order catalog buyers, and philanthropic institutions. Each is 
actively engaged in tailoring the products made by traditional artists 
to a real-or even an imagined-customer preference. Of course, 
customer demand has always been a part of marketing. T n our own 
relatively brief American histOry, individual purchasers have ~'"""v<• 
made their wants known to artists, who were, in rurn, anxious 
please. Customer demand has thus influenced the design, m~rt>rHI 
and techniques for making practically every traditional object in 
country, from muzzle-loading rifles tO drop-leaf maple tables. 
members, tOo, have made requests for change, either voluntarily 
at the invitation of the artist. Change in some degree is a "uni 
feature in human culrure ... a reflection, in sta1t1 nascendi, of 
emerging present-day reality of the community." 11 

In the Appalachian mountains that acceleration began mclde·stl•vl 
enough at the turn of the century. Not surprisingly, influences 
ourside the region gave impetus to a revival of handcrafts. 
the 1930s, a multitude of agencies-first private and later federal 
state-developed with the idea of improving and marketing mrmn,ra•n 

crafts in order both to preserve them and to ameliorate poverty in 
region. While most of this activity was terminated by World War II 
it has been gradually resumed by a host of governmental agencies 
local and state cooperatives, private foundations and even politicall 
oriented groups. 

In addition to the proliferation of these agents of change, 
parunent stOres have recently hopped on the heritage baJrtd·wa:I!Oirtl 
using their designers' skills to make what could be far reaching <..u<m~•c•J 
such as making pitchers and coffee mills into lamps; using the blu 
and mauves "so popular last year" in candles, encouraging potters 
substirute pastels for the traditional dark pottery glazes that 
"fresh-looking enough," asking makers to weave "scrips of pink 
the wonderful blues" into their baskets. 12 One enterprising you 
Kentucky woman, now a resident of New York City, has used 
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design and marketing skills w create infant and toddler wear "made 
by loving hands from luxurious English fabrics" from the world-fa
mous Liberry of London. Sold ro and marketed by prestigious srores 
across the country, rhe garments have been hand-quilted by women 
she has hired in her home county. They include bibs, poke bonnets, 
"shorttalls,'' apron dresses, stuffed animals and little quilts-all avail
able at high prices. 13 

The increased mobility of our society, along with the nostalgic 
appeal of traditional art objects, has placed agents of change either 
literally or figuratively at the artist's door. Most of the artists with 
whom I work take great pride in the interest in and purchase of their 
products by "customers from all over." They carefully name the far
away states and even foreign countries. Some actually keep crack by 
marking maps with pins. Thus, in a very human response, their desire 
for the continuance of both recognition and sales makes artists ever 
more eager tO accommodate requests. Western Maryland rag rug 
weavers, while cercainly interested in their audience at festivals, are 
especially concerned with which items in the sales tent have been 
sold. And in Athens County, Ohio, baskecmaker Elmer Knott admit
red: "I hate t'make baskets. I'd do almost anything tO get our of weavin' 
'em. Bur J gorra. There's money in it oow." 14 

Requests for change from individuals and from groups are often 
well-intentioned. And many, perhaps most, of the buying public are 
sincere in their pursuit of traditional items which are, in faet, authentic 
expressions of a culture. While they are nor consciously disparaging 
the importance of those items, because of their ignorance of or dis
regard for the imporrance of traditional standards rhe end result has 
been a pervasive tampering with one of the basic manifestarions of a 
people's culture: their art and craft. 

Nearly twenty years ago, Henry Glassie pioneered the idea that 
"We folklorists must apply ourselves ro locating, studying in derail, 
and then-why not?-helping the remaining folk craftsmen." Michael 
Owen Jones suggested similarly that the folklorist "aid individual 
craftsmen directly by finding markers for their products and by dem
onstrating that they can successfully increase their prices"; and, fur
ther, that we use our data to educate museum personnel and the 
general public about American folk art production. 15 Yet few folk
loristS responded ro their suggestions, primarily because of long-held 
beliefs in the need for academic detachment. But recently a new ar-
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tirude has surfaced. lo 1983, members of the Folk Ans Section of the 
American Folklore Society addressed the growing problem of exter
nally-directed change, arguing that detachment was no longer a viable 
position for those interested in folk artists. 16 

Awareness of the impact of the marketplace on folk art can be 
developed through numerous channels: publications, forums, exhibits, 
and through dialogue with major purchasing companies. lr is crucial 
to develop in the buyer an appreciation of the integrity in a traditional 
artist's product, a willingness to pay a living wage for that artistry, and 
a sincere appreciation of the colors and the shapes and the sizes and 
the materials that mark the expressions of a cultural system. At the 
same time, public education also involves encouraging artists them
selves to maintain the cultural values inherent in their products, and 
to resist pressures from sales representatives of whatever organization 
roward alteration and change. 

Granted, it does not seem a cardinal sin co ask artists to make 
small changes in their basket or jug or cane or embroidery-just a 
handle adjustment here or a pattern shift there, or perhaps a bit 
color coordinating everywhere. Nonetheless, the sum of those seem
ingly insignificanr changes is, ultimately, a breakdown in the whole 
chain of generational continuity and a loss of family or community 
tradition, leading ro the abandonment of ethnic or racial or regional 
culture. H. L. Mencken once said, ··A man's language is bis very soul.'' 
I would add that peoples' handmade objects are their very heart. 

Fame doesn't make the sun any cooler, true. But the warmth 
that attention is a heady experience. It has its price. And if that is, in 
fact, the loss of the artist's original tradition, cultural aesthetic and 
subsequent income, rhe price is too high. 
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Art by Fiat, 
and Other Dilemmas of Cross-Cultural Collecting 

Suzi jones 

Art and poetry are verbs 11()1 noum. Poems are improvised, 
,1ot mtml()rized; carvings are carr,·ed not saved. The j()rms of 
art are familia,. to all: examples need not be sa~·ed. 

Edmund Carpenter, E.rkim() Realities 

When I was asked co describe the effects of collecting on the makers 
of folk art I considered ucrering a litany of anecdotes about various 
folk artists who, having been discovered by collectors at long last, are 
receiving their rightful due and are honored by the recognition, and 
I might have related instances of folk anises who, because of collec
tors, now have more comfonable lives with the income from the sales 
of their work. I could also cite a similar number of less pleasant 
examples of folk artists having been taken advantage of economicaily 
or personally by colleccors. But I'm not sure a cataloguing of individ
ual experiences of either son would leave us much wiser than before. 
At the individual level, the effect of the collector on the maker will 
vary as widely as the personalities, the ethics, and the understandings 
of the particular individuals involved in the transactions of buying and 
selling. 

At other levels, however, some consequences of collecting merit 
our consideration. I think particularly of some of the consequences 
owing, not tO the personalities of collectors or folk artisrs, bur to 
those situations resulring when collector and artist are from cultures 
with significantly different world views. Although this essay will deal 
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by and large with Native American art and Western collectors, some 
of what follows may have implications for other sorts of folk art when
ever objects from one cultural group become the concern of a dif
ferent culture. 

During the past five years, in my work with traditional Alaskan 
Native artists (Eskimos, Aleuts, Athabascans and members of three 
Northwest Coast tribes), I have been confronted with my growing 
awareness of how differently our cultures view art. It is almost a daily 
issue in my work with the State Arts Council, an agency which gives 
grants for art projects. As I find myself trying to clarify, to interpret 
"our" (Western) sense of art in terms of the activities of Native cul
tures, I begin to feel increasingly arbitrary (maybe ethnocentric is a 
better word) in telling Native people which categories of their activ
ities would be considered art and thus eligible for funding. Is ivory 
carving art? Yes. Beadwork? Yes. Mask making? Yes. Silverwork? Yes. 
Parka making? Mmm-yes. Kayak making? Canoe making? Dog sled 
making? Harpoon making? No . .. well, maybe ... it depends ... I 
don't know .... 

In a multicultural society, how do public institutions and agencies 
collect, program, exhibit or fund art, in particular folk art or tribal 
and ethnic art? The way we have always done it with the fine arts? It 
is becoming clear that that will not always do-certainly not for the 
Native or ethnic groups involved, nor for those in the majority West
ern culture who want to understand the art of these groups, their 
aesthetics, and the meanings their handmade objects hold for them. 

One place to begin looking at this is to try to understand the 
Western cultural attitude toward objects, toward things. We are great 
collectors and keepers of things. Even as I am writing this, sitting at 
my dining room table, my favorite quilt, a pieced eight-pointed star 
quilt with a bold red border, hangs on the wall to my left, while on 
the wall in front of me is a Yup'ik Eskimo dance stick with carved 
and painted wood figures of walrus, spotted seal, bearded seal, moose, 
caribou, and a man in a kayak. The shelf to my right holds a double 
whirligig of a washerwoman and wood chopper by a favorite Oregon 
whittier, while on the wall at my back hang two Polish-American 
paper cuts and a Hispanic santo from New Mexico. 

The Western attitude toward things is not universal. Among N~
tive American tribes, white people are well known for their m~ten
alistic tendencies, habits that at times are puzzling to Native Amencaf1S. 
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Speaking to a Native arts conference in Alaska in 1981, folklorist 
Barre Toelken told about a Native American friend who describes 
white people 

as a whole nation of museum keepers because what they do is build a house, 
then they spend all their time painting it and cutting the lawn and keeping 
the windows clean, and then building little shelves all over inside their houses 
and filling the shelves up so that they have to spend all their time dusting. 
And when you go to some white person's house, what you do is get a tour of 
all the things . ... It 's just like a museum tour. What do white people do with 
all those things? 1 

There is a joke that is widely circulated among Native Americans 
in the Northwest. The joke provides us with a humorous insight into 
the differences in the way Native American people and white people 
look at objects, at things. 

There's an old Indian man sitting outside a BIA (Bureau of Indian Affairs) 
office somewhere in the Midwest (you can make this anywhere you want to, 
of course) wearing a big western hat, wearing braids and a vest and some old 
work pants, and he's simply sitting there enjoying the day, a nice sunny day. 
At noontime a BIA administrator comes out to eat his lunch, sits down next 
to the old Indian man. Just as he opens his lunch bag to pull out his sandwich, 
the Indian man sneezes and then immediately blows his nose on the ground, 
"snort, snort," shakes his finger off, and then simply goes back to watching 
the afternoon. The white man is of course upset by this. He throws the 
sandwich back in the bag and says, "you Indians are just crude. You know, 
we've been here for a hundred years, and we haven't even taught you the 
basic amenities of life. You haven't even learned how to blow your nose right. 
That's just sickening. This is symbolic of everything that's wrong with you." 
The white man just gets carried away. This is his chance to make the big 
statement, and he rails on for about half an hour. Of course, the old Indian 
gentleman doesn't respond at all. Simply sits there. And after a while the 
silence falls, and the white man is just about to reach for his sandwich again 
when he sneezes, and he pulls out his handkerchief and blows his nose, puts 
the handkerchief back in his pocket. The old Indian looks over and says, "My 
God , you white people save everything, don't you?" 2 

Differences between white and Native American attitudes to
ward art objects are taken up by Gary Witherspoon in his profound 
Study, Language and Art in the Navajo Universe. Witherspoon points 
out that in the case of Navajo people, "Navajos take little interest in 
the display or preservation of their works of art: with the exception 
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of silver and turquoise jewelry. They readily sell them to non-Indians 
who are looking for beauty in things. "3 This corresponds ro my ex
perience with traditional Eskimo people in Alaska. In the homes of 
some of the finest craftsmen there is often no visual clue, no display 
of handcrafted objecrs chat would suggest to a Western person chat 
he was in a place where beautiful objects were made. I have often 
wondered about that: why these craftsmen seldom seem to have any 
of their own or their fellow craftsmen's work displayed for their own 
enjoyment. 

Of course, ar one time, traditionally, Eskimos pur their works of 
arr ro practical use in their daily activities-baskets were used and 
ivory carvings adorned toggles, fasteners, and hunring implements. 
Masks were worn during dances and ceremonies, and in rhe case of 
Yup'ik people, were ofren disposed of after a single use. Now most 
handcrafted items are made for sale, not for use by the makers. This 
situation, again, is like char described by Witherspoon in writing about 
rhe Navajo. He notes that for Navajos who make baskets and other 
craft i rems, 

I r is more practical tO sell them for money and buy stainless steel pots and 
other more durable but less artistic things. This practice offends the purist's 
view of ae>thetics, but iris, in fact, not a depreciation of aesthetic value at all. 
It is simply based on rhe idea that beauty is a dynam1c experience in concep
tion and expression, nor a sratic qwalJty of thongs robe perceived and preserved.• 

A concept of art as dynamic experience rather than static objects, 
as essentially process rather than product, is found in other non-West
ern culrures. James Clifford discusses this in his essay on the recent 
New York exhibitions of tribal arr, and at one point in the essay he 
cites a passage from the foreword co the catalog for rhe recenc exhibit 
of lgbo arts shown ar the Center for African Arc in which Chinua 
Achebe, an internationally known African novelist, explains the lgbo 
aesrheric: 

The purposeful neglecr of rhe painstakinJ;ly and devoutly accomplished mbari 
houses with all the an objectS in them as soon as the primary mandate of 
their creation has been served, provides a sognificanr insisht into the Jgbo 
aesthetic value as proUJS ramer rhan PrMII(/ Process is motion while produn 
os rest . When the product is preserved or venerated, the impulse ro repeat 
the process is compromised. Therefore the lgbo choose to eliminate the prod
uCt and retain the process so that every occasion and every generation will 
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receive iu own ompulse and experience of crearion lnterestingl)' this aesrhetic 
disposouon reccoves powerful endorsemenr from the rropical cHmate "'•bich 
provides an abundance of marerials for making art, such as wood, as well as 
formidable .lJ!!COcics of dissolution, such as humidity and the rermire.' 

I have heard similar sentiments expressed by a Tlingit woman in 
reference to preservationist attempts to remove totem poles and mor
cuaq1 pieces from old village sites in southeast Alaska and "save" them 
in museums. It was this woman's opinion that the poles should be 
allowed their traditional-and narural-fate, which is to remain where 
they were erected and co rot in the forests, in the rain. Preserving 
them forever in museums was viewed as inappropriate in a way that 
brings tO mind images of embalming or cryogenics. 

The appropnacion of tribal or ethnic art objects b)• Westerners 
for purposes far removed from the original functions served by the 
objects, and ethnic arc (often called "tourist arc'') made specifically for 
consumption by Westerners, raises economic, cultural, and ethical 
questions. In 1982, the Alaska State Council on the Arts organized 
an exhibit of Eskimo dolls, primarily a tourist art. I o the course of 
preparing texts and a catalog for the show, we interviewed each of 
the dollmakers. One Inupiat man from Shishmaref, Alaska, explained 
the impetus behind the creation of reindeer horn dolls in the 1920s: 
"We didn't use them as toys ... the bu;m u•anted 10 buJ· a part of the 
Natites here, and that's the reason why they buy the dolls."6 Many 
Eskimo dollmakers take great care to dress the dolls in traditional, 
usually precontact styles of clothing (fig. 10-1 ). Arcencion to correcr 
detail is acute. The dollmakers recognize that the dolls they make to 
sell are representations of their own ethnicity, and their intentiona.ll 
choice of historical, precontact styles of Eskimo clothing for the dolls 
corresponds to their sense of their own ethnicity and what constitutes 
being Eskimo (figs. 10-2-10-4). 

Questioning the exhaustive collecting of tribal objects by mu
seums, Karl Hutterer has written that "the act of collecting ethno
graphic specimens must be seen as an act of taking possession physically 
and symbolically of the essence of individuals as well as whole soci
eties. "7 For the artists and their communities the effects of this cross
culrural consumprion are mixed. They range from the positive effeccs; 
of enrichment and cultural revitalization to negarive effectS of outside 
aesthetic controls. Nelson Graburn summarizes these effects: On the 
positive side, the coUecting of erhnic arts can lead to a revival of, or 



Figure 10-1. Caroline Penayah, Orig•noJiy frorn the Village 
of Savoonga on St. Llwrence Island, with 
Materials She Uses 1n Mak~ng Eskjmo Dolls
Seal Intestine, Seal Skin, and Bclug;o Whale Sinew 
IPbo/6: RDIJ StaplttorJ; ffllrltJ} Alaska Statt 
C611ntil M tbt Arts I 
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Figure 10-2. Traditionally Drc,.cd Esk1mo Lady Doll in 
Above-Arccic-Circle Scyle Clothing, Made by 
lnupiaq Craf<sworker Dolly Spencer 
I Photo: Chrn Annd: rourttJ) Ala; /eJ Slau 
Counul on 1h~ Ar/JI 

an assertion of, ethnic id~ntity for the artist and his community. Col
lecting ethnic arr can demonstrate tO a minority culture that "some
thing of theirs is distinctive enough to be admired, demanded and 
sold to rhe world at large." It can generate "new pride in threatened 
identities and undermined traditions." And ir "may lead to a rein
vestment of time and effort in dying handicrafcs."'8 

ln addition, revenues from rhe sale of ethnic arc may provide 
cash income needed in a community where a cash economy is pene
trating a traditional subsistence economy, thereby allowing people 
access co more comfortable lives and the amenities available from the 
marketplace. ln rural Alaska chis might mean cash tO pay the phone 
bills, ro subscribe to cable television, co purchase heating oil, gas for 
snowmachines, stereos and Ataris, or to pay rent on government hous
ing. Because of the marker for Eskimo art, individuals can rum their 
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Figure 10-3. Reindeer Horn Doll; Made: by Vincent and 
Molly Tocktoo, Shtshmaref, Alaska. 1982 
(Photo: Chri' llm.d; rourltJ) Alaika Sial• 
Counril on lht ArtJI 

traditional subsistence skills of sewing and carving into providing sal
able craft objects-dolls, masks, baskets and small ivory sculprures. 
This transition came up in the course of Susan Fair's interview with 
I nupiat doll maker Dolly Spencer. 

When asked if she had played with dolls as a child, Dolly remarked that they 
had no play dolls then, that they sornecimes played with puppies, pretending 
the)• wc:re babies. She said of her mother's generation: "My mother's group 
was never into making play things . They were always sewing for survival, 
getting ahead in malting new mukluks for each family. She never had time to 
mess with making us a doll." Perhaps it is ironic that nov.oadays, in Alaska, 
when making money- participating in a cash economr-becomes increasingly 
necessarr, making dolls has, for many -.-.>men, become a means of sewing for 
survival.' 
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ftgure 10-4. "Wintertime Seal Hunter" Made by Yup'ik 
Eskimo OoUmaker M~r) :-..l5h. 1982 
I Photo: Chru ArmJ, rour/tJ 1 AlaJka Stalt 
C•tmal 011 tht Arts I 

Graburn has described the development of the production of 
echoic art for sale as a parallel ro "cash-crops versus subsistence foods, 
or co wage labor versus traditional obligations," and he points out chat 
with this transition, the kinds of objects made specifically for sale may 
be free from the cultural restrictions which encumber sacred objects, 
even if they are close replicas of sacred objects. 10 New restrictions, 
however, may be imposed on the anises and the arc forms as the 
consumers' tastes begin co play a role. Ethnic art made for sale, in the 
case of Alaskan Eskimos, ranges from rather hastily produced souvenir 
items to magnificent objects of fine art, with consumer demands for 
the former often having negative impacts on production of the latter. 

The effect of the market on Alaskan Eskimo art and artists during 
the 1960s is well documented by Dorothy Jean Ray in Eskimo Art: 
Tradition and lnnoration in North Aklska. Ray writes that she heard 
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repeatedly from ivory carvers that what they carved was largely de
termined by what would sell; in chis instance, objects that fit white 
stereotypes of Eskimo an-handmade walrus ivory objects of motifs 
associated with the sea and ice of traditional Eskimo pursuits. The 
reality of this phenomenon was brought home ro Ray in 1968, when 
she witnessed repeated attempts by the late Peter]. Seeganna to sell 
an excellent, highly stylized carved wood walrus alongside many lesser 
items carved from ivory meet with coral failure. Ray writes: "Never 
before had I been so aware how much the carver had been limited, 
not by himself or his own creativeness, but by the limitations of the 
marketplace and his customers. It is remarkable that the Alaskan 
craftsmen have maintained as high a quality and created as many mem
orable ob jeers as they have." 11 

In another context, contemporary Tlingir artist James Schoppert 
related the experiences of Bill Reid, a noted Haida artist. Reid was 
trained as a silversmith in the classical sense and learned jewelry de
sign from the masters. Some of his creations were inspired by the art 
of his Haida heritage. These pieces proved to be popular, and his 
reputation as a Native artist grew. His jewelry char was non-Native 
in design, although stunning, could nor compete with the popularity 
of the Native jewelry. Schopperc said Reid was miffed at this, and in 
a phrase which succinctly characterizes the effect of the collecror on 
the maker, said that "unless his jewelry had eyes and teeth no one 
wanted it."12 

Edwin L Wade has discussed at length the artistic and economic 
dilemmas faced by Native American artists involved in an ethnic art 
market. Wade has examined the historical development of the Indian 
art marker in rhe Southwest, and shown how the marker has resulted 
in drastic, lasting changes in individuals and in their communities. 
While the economic consequences of the marker have often been 
positive, enabling the Indian to remain in his home community where 
he can continue to participate in traditional ceremonies, the market 
thus serving as a "bulwark that staved off poverty and cultural disso
lution," the artistic consequences have nor been equally as positive. 

The most serious threat to the Indian an market is persistent Anglo domi
nation of Indian aesthetics and creativity. The market is built on a stereotyped, 
purist vosoon of traditional Indian art and <:ulrure, a vision which bas little 
tolerance for unplanned, potentially disruptive onnovauon. Whose right is it 
tO say what is good an or bad art, what is tradniooal or avant garde, what is 
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Indian or non-Indian? For the past fifty years the course of Indian art has 
been determmed by Anglo-conceived and du ecu:d Indian art associations, 
historical and preservation societies, museum art revival programs, and federal 
artS and crafts proJects. Through the selecti,•e allocation of federal craft money, 
with Anglo patrons, scholars, and dealers sitting on the various association's 
art judging panels, and with non-Indians contro lling over ninety percent of 
all wholesale and retail ouclets for this art, it was n simple maner to re·ward 
what they liked and damn to obscuriry what chey did nor. .. . In the Indian 
arc marker ... the general consuming puhl ic has never had a chance to see 
che full range of concemporary and innovacive art." 

The marketing of ethnic art can and does affect both the art and the 
artist, and on a broader scale, it may also affect whole communities 
economically and socially. As we have seen, these effects are both 
good and bad. The appropriation of ethnicity which is involved in the 
collection of ethnic art made for sale is, by and large, a result of the 
conscious effort on the part of the artists to share such parts of rheir 
ethnic identity. The activity of collectors of ethnic art, however, does 
nor stop with the acquisition of those items made intentionally for 
sale. It is when this happens that the issues get even stickier and the 
stakes higher, both monetarily and culturally. 

In some contexts, the purchase of ethnic art which has been 
made for traditional use within the community can be disruptive ro 
the social fabric of the communiry. r n Alaska this has been especially 
evidenr in several Tlingit Indian villages, where the issue is further 
complicated by a tribal system of ownership that differs significantly 
from the Anglo-American system. 

In recent years demands of arr collectors for Northwest Coast 
Indian art and the resultant high prices such works can command have 
senr dealers into southeastern Alaska villages, seeking our the mag
nificent carved screens, house posrs, hats and other ceremonial items, 
locating the individuals in possession of these items and convincing 
them to sell them, often for tens of thousands of dollars. r don't know 
that anyone has ever been coerced into selling his ceremonial objects; 
but stories abound of dealers flashing wads of cash in from of indi
viduals whose entire annual incomes may be less than what is being 
offered on the spot for the sale of a single hat. Aside from the issue 
of the loss of imponanr works of an from their homeland, another 
difficulty comes into these siruations in that many of these ceremonial 
objecrs are clan objects (fig. 10-5). The individual who is in possession 
of them does not own them. According to traditional Tlingit law he 



Figure I 0-5. Tlingit Dancer~ frum Tbe Village of Angoon, Alaska, 
Perform at "Celebration '84," Sponsored by rhe Sc,;l,;ska 
Hem01ge Found~uoo, Juneau, Alaska 
Hars and robes worn b)' dancers are dan property. 
!Photo. SNZI }MtJ, toMrltJ) Alaska Stott CoN11ol 011 tht llrtJJ 
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is the caretaker, the rrustee for the objects. Property righrs of cere
monial dan property are nor vested in any single individual but are 
vested in rhe clan. •• 

This system of property rights extends beyond objects to the less 
tangible act forms of songs and stOries. According to Tlingit scholar 
Nora Dauenhauer: 

Each youp-moiety, clan, bouse, und locality-claims sets of interrelated art, 
music, and literature. A Tlin,l;it copyright system defines these an forms as 
property of a given group. Their use . . is resrrictcd, like real estate-chey 
are pr~vate property with invisible "Ko Tresp;15~ing" sogns for those who 
know. The~ are not for the public. Tlingit tradouons are not public domain 
. . To remove them from !his context is stealing-a theft of the highest form. 
In the Western sociery's law it would be like grand theft. It would be like 
desecrauon of a most highly respected msrotutton-loke stealing from a ca
thedral If arr or oralliterarore is taken a person ma) suffer the consequences 
of some type of punishment15 

ln the last five years there have been several cases brought to 

court in Alaska ro resolve disputes that arose when an individual 
Tlingit has sold or attempted to sell clan objects. One case brought 
tO the State Superior Court was remanded to the village tribal council 
for ajudication Oohnson v. Chilkat Indian Village, ]76-12, U.S. Dis
trict Court, Alaska, 1978). 16 Another case, one where a Canadian and 
a New York dealer had purchased several items for a quarter of a 
million dollars, was resolved by an out-of-court sertlemem in which 
the dealers had to rerurn house posts and a screen (fig. 10-6), while 
other artifacts became the property of the dealers with rhe stipulation 
that the dealers provide the clan with an exact replica of the screen 
(King, et al., v. Young, er al., 76-516, Stare Superior Court, Alaska, 
1978). ln a third case, the Alaska State Museum has gone co court to 
clarify the ownership of a Thunderbird Screen which has been on 
loan to the museum since 1977 and is now being offered for sale by 
the individual who is the caretaker of the screen (State of Alaska v. 
Jim, Sr., et al., lJU-81-1785, State Superior Court, Alaska, 1982). 
This case is as yet undecided. 

ln these cases, the sale of tribal an does not affect the actual 
makers of the objects since they are long dead, but it does affect the 
community involved. It creates friction among friends and families, 
depletes the inventory of ceremonial objects still needed for pot
larches and ocher ceremonies, and removes at a great diS[ance from 
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the commumty, often to museums or homes of the wealthy in Europe 
or the East Coast, the masterpieces of the Tlingit people's own an, 
their own cultural heritage. 

lt oversimplifies matters to lay sole responsibility or blame at the 
feet of the collectors. Many are motivated by a very serious (but 
thoroughly Western) concern for the preservation of world-class works 
of art, some of which are undoubted!)' being maintained in fairly 
precarious stOrage arrangments. Yet it is difficult nor ro be saddened 
by the results of these purchases and frustrated at the lack of satis
factory answers. Pride in the international attention and respect ac
corded Northwest Coast Indian an is mingled with knowledge of the 
consequences that the high prices being offered for such pieces can 
wield and the uncomfortable positions the individual trustees of clan 
objecrs must find themselves when confronted by a dealer offering 
sixty or eighty thousand dollars for a dan hat, sometimes sweetened 
with an additional offer to substitute a replica that might pass 
undetected. 

The placemenr of a clan hat at a recent New York auction brings 
some additional complications inro the picture. Two years ago a mu
seum curator in Alaska noticed a Sotheby Parke Bernet auction notice 
for a Frog Hat which appeared co be the Kiksadi Frog Hat from Sitka 
(fig. 10-7). In the community of Sitka rumors had been circulating for 
several ye-.trs that the Kiksadi Clan hat had been sold to an art dealer. 
No one bad any proof of this, and in the meantime the man who had 
been the clan caretaker of the bat had died. The hat was co have been 
turned over to the clan by his wife at a special ceremony, but this 
ceremony had been delayed, and no one yet had proof that the hat 
was gone. When it was determined that the hat being offered for sale 
in New York was in fact the Kiksadi Frog Hat, purchase was nego
tiated at a sum exceeding $60,000 by the Alaska State Museum with 
the direct involvement of several Native organizations. The Tlingit
Haida Cencral Council contributed toward the purchase, and the Sea
laska Heritage Foundation provided legal assistance during the ne
gotiations. The Frog Hat is now kept in the museum with a provision 
that it can be taken out by the clan for use in potlatches. The Kiksadi 
clan has a 99-year option co purchase the hat from the museum. This 
story has a happy ending (although from a strict museum curatorial 
point of view, the continued use of the hat presents high risks). There 
is concern that the message of this purchase might lead to the sale of 
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Figure I 0--. Kiksadi Clan Crest Hat 
(CoNrltJ) AIRska St111t Muu11m, }111ltall) 

other clan uems in anticipation that the State Museum will eventually 
buy them back. 

A final instance of collecting Tlingit an that I want tO mention 
is one that occurred over fury years ago: the acquisition of the Ka
guanton Shark Helmet by Louis Shotridge for the University of Penn
sylvania Museum (figs. 10-8, 10-9). Louis Shotridge was a Tlingit 
Indian who worked for the museum for a number of years in the 
1920s, collecting Northwest Coast tribal materials. This period was 
a time of great unsettlement for the Tlingit people in Alaska. Some 
were desperately trying to become acculturated to white, Christian 
ways, some were crying to hold omo the traditional Tlingit ways, and 
many others found themselves caught somewhere in berween. Sho
tridge accepted the job of collecting tribal objects for the museum 
because he knew their value and he was convinced that they should 
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f1gur~ I 0-8. Kaguanton Helmet 
/CollrttS} UniurrtiJ of PtlmS)"ilnta llf11Jt11m, 

Philadtlphi.zJ 

be kept alongside other works of great art from elsewhere in the 
world. 

Shotridge's account of obtaining the Shark Helmet was published 
in the museum journal: 

I obtained this old piece for the Museum's colleccion from the last of the 
house group, rhe members of which are known as the founders of the Ka
guanton Clan. When I carried the object out of its place no one interfered, 
but if only one of the true warriors of that clan had been alive the removal 
of ir would never have been possible. I took it in rhe presence of aged women, 
the only survivors in the house where the ol<.l obj~ct was kept, and they could 
do nothang more rhan weep when the once hlghly ~steemed obJeCt was being 
taken away tO HS laS! resting place.l' 

Shotridge concludes this arricle by saying that "a modernized pan of 
me rejoiced over my success in obtaining this imporrant ethnological 



ftgure I 0-9. Louis Shomdge in Ceremon•al Chtlkar Cos rune 
(CD1irlt1) UniltrJil) of Ptnm)hama M11It11m, 

Philad~/phia! 
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specimen for the Museum, but as one who had been trained to be a 
true Kaguanton in my heart T cannot help but have the feeling of a 
traitor who has betrayed confidence."18 

During the Depression years Louis Shotridge lost his job at the 
University Museum, so he rerurned ro Alaska, where he worked in
specting fish traps. He died under cloudy circumstances. One account 
has him faJJing off a roof and nobody coming to his aid. In another 
version, he is said co have faiJen over a river bank, injuring his back, 
but again no one came co his assistance, so strong was the sense of 
his betrayal among the Tlingit. Even today there are many who will 
nor speak of him. t9 

This story of Louis Shotridge and the Kaguanton Shark Helmet 
is perhaps more an illustration of the effects of collecting on the 
collector rather than rhe artist. h does, however, illustrate the pro
found dichotOmy resulring from the desire of the Western art world
and the anthropology world-co preserve the best tribal art, especially 
given rhe precarious storage siruations of many older pieces (in clan 
houses in Alaska objects are subject to decay and weather and would 
be quickly destroyed in event of a fire), and the desire of the tribal 
community tO care for these objects in the traditional manner, even 
to the extent of letting Mother Nature rake her course with poles and 
morcuary pieces in the rain forests of southeast Alaska. 

This suggests that there are siruations where taking an aesthetic 
attitude wward ethnic objects-declaring them to be "art," and then 
treating them as such-is not always in the best interests of the com
munity of origin. h may have the effect of neutralizing the original 
purpose of the object. Moreover, turning sacred objects into aesthetic 
ones may inhibit belief in a community. Objects which are created to 
evoke the participation and inspiration of knowledgeable witnesses 
are transmuted into objects that command appreciation from audi
ences of relative strangers. Philosopher Arthur C. Danto has com
pared the process of transforming an object intO a work of art by the 
fiat of a collector to the act of baptism-not in the sense of merely 
giving something a new name, but literally a new idenciry. Danro 
suggests that when an object is declared art, and when rhe new atti
tude roward ir may be one of curiosiry, admirarion, education and 
even reverence by the new community, this can and does pose diffi
culties for the old, the original communiries.20 

To cite an example, in 1977 I was collecting folk art from a 
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Russian Old Believer Community in Oregon for a small traveling 
exhibit. With great excitemenr I discovered that there was an icon 
painter in the community, and I inquired about the possibility of 
including an icon in the exhibit. The immediate and definite answer 
was no. 1 asked for reasons and was told that icons should be presented 
only in a religious comexr. So 1 asked about the possibility of including 
nor an actual icon but perhaps a photograph of an icon or of the artist 
painring an icon. Again the response was negative. From the Russian 
Old Believer point of view, even the slightest possibility that a rep
resentation of the icon-say a photograph appearing in an exhibit 
brochure-might end up on the ground and get stepped on, or get 
thrown, as such things do, into the trash was dangerous. This would 
amount to desecration of the icon in the minds of the Old Believers. 
Arguments about the respectful settings provided by art museums are 
really beside the point. From the Russian Old Believer point of view, 
there is only one conrext for an icon and that is a devotional context. 

This seems ro me similar to the position taken by the Houden
osaunee Iroquois on the exhibition of their medicine masks. Nor only 
arc there no masks that can be made for commercial purposes, but 
any public exhibition of medicine masks is also forbidden. The Hou
denosaunee policy statement reads in parr: 

Medtcine masks are nor intended for everyone tO see and such an exhibition 
does not recognize the sacred duties and speCial functions of the masks. The 
exhibation of masks by museums does nor serve 10 enlighten the public re
garding the culture of the Houdenosaunee as such an exhibition violates the 
on tended purpose of the mask and conmbutes tO the desecrarion of the image." 

The situation with Zuni War God figures is similar, and probably 
better known, especially since the recent notable absence of one orig
inally scheduled to be shown in the 1984 '·Primitivism" show at the 
Museum of Modern Arc. ln his article discussing the ·'Primitivism .. 
show, James Clifford cites the special label explaining the absence of 
the Zuni War God figure as evidence that the balance of power be
rween the collecwrs and the cultures of origin of traditional art ob jeers 
may be shifting. Clifford believes that there is a growing recognition 
that some objects may •· 'belong' somewhere else than in an an or an 
ethnographic museum:· I quore from Clifford·s lengthy footnote on 
the Zuni War Gods: 
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The shJfurv; balance of power is evidenr on rhe case of rhe Zuni war gods or 
A.hauNia Zuno vehemently objecr ro the dosplay of rhe<e figures (terrifying, 
and of great sacred force) as "arr_ ·· The)' are the only rradiuonal obJeCTs songled 
out for rhos objccrion. After passage of rhe Native American Freedom of 
Religion Act of 1978, Zuoii initiated three formal legal actions claiming return 
of the /\hauula (which as communal property are, in Zuoio eyes. by definition 
stolen goods). A sale ac Sotheby Parke Berner on 197R was interrupted and 
che figure eventually returned to the Zuni. The Denver Art Museum was 
force,! to repatriate irs Ahauu/as in 1981. A claim t\gainst che Smithsonian is 
unresolvcJ. Other pressures have been applied elsewhere in an ongoing cam
paign. In these new conditions, Zuni 1\hauura can no longer be routinely 
display~'<! . Indeed. rhc figure Paul Klee sJw in Berlon ran rhe risk of being 
seized as comraband had ic been shipped to New York for rhe MOMA show. 22 

Since 1984, a number of major art exhibHs and installations have 
opened in New York (the "Primitivism" show being rhe major one), 
which are now bringing arrencion to the issues involved in the collec
tion and exhibition of ethnic art by the Western \Vorld. The April 
1985 issue of Art in America lists six exhibits as pare of "Tribal New 
York 1984-85": "'Primitivism' in 20th-Century Art: Affinity of che 
Tribal and the Modern," organized by the Museum of Modern Art; 
"Asance: Kingdom of Gold" ac the American Museum of Natural 
History; "Tc Maori: Maori Arc from New Zealand Collections" at the 
Metropolitan Museum of An; "Our of the Mists: Northwest Coast 
Art" orgllni:ted by the Museum of the American Indian and shown at 
the IBM Gallery of Science; "Mrican Masterpieces from the Musee 
de !'Homme, Paris" organized by the Center for African An; '1gbo 
Arts: Community and Cosmos" shown at the Cenrer for African Art 
(orgllnized by UCLA's Museum of Cultural History); and the opening 
of the Margaret Mead Hall of Pacific Peoples ar the American Mu
seum of Narural History. These efforts may be creating ethical dilem
mas even as the)• dazzle Manhattan with the genius of non-Western 
art. 

Are there solutions to these dilemmas? Ar best, they are not 
simple, and at worst, some are perhaps insoluble. The current critical 
dialogue engendered by the New York exhibits is an imporcanr shift 
in the right direction. Furthermore, several of the New York exhibits 
-the A sante, the lgbo and the Northwest Coast-are exhibitS which 
provide historical contexts for the objects that acknowledge the vi
tality of these culrures and their aesthetic standards, and thus chal
lenge the Western arr hiscorical notion of a universal aesrhetic. A key 
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premise of the "Primitivism" show is particularly provocative, tO say 
the least, when in describing rhe admitted ethnocentric aesth et.c pos
ture of Western modern an it is noted that "one of modernism's 
greatest virtues [is] its unique approbation of the arts of oilier cul
tures. Ours is the only society that has prized a whole spectrum of 
arts of distant and alien cultures. Its consequent appropriatioru o: these 
arts has invested modernism with a particular vitality that is a. p:oduct 
of cultural cross-fertilization. "23 While the appropriation of these am 
may have invested modern art with vitality, it all coo often divested 
the societies from which these arcs came of their own vitality. 

One kind of solution tO the problems of the cross-cultural con
sumption of arr may lie in a development in the collection and inter
pretation of Native American materials: the establishment of tribal 
museums. When museum objects are important to the tribe, people 
will and do wanr them closer co home. As Andrea Laforet of Canada's 
National Museum of Man suggests, "as museums develop in Indian 
and Inuit communities, people may well develop new ways of con
ceptualizing and presenting objects from their own pasc which may 
differ considerably from what is done in museums now."24 The next 
five tO ten years should provide us with examples of this as an in
creasing number of Native American art exhibits are being curated 
by Native Americans. 

Other solucions may be found in some of che approaches recently 
taken by public agencies involved in tribal arts projects. The Native 
American Code of Ethics which was adopted by che National Endow
ment for the Humanities in 1981, .1nd which is now required of all 
grantees receiving funds for projects involving Native American ma
cerials, is an auempt tO locace the conrrol of such projects with the 
tribe. A slightly different approach taken by a granting agency came 
that sa.me year when the Alaska State Council on the Arts, acting on 
the recommendation of a Native Arts Advisory Panel, adopted criteria 
for the review of proposals for Native art projects which favor those 
projects where the interpretacion and presentation of Native arc is 
determined by Native people. Looking beyond che United Scates, the 
Ausc.ralian Arcs Council has an Aboriginal Arcs Board entirely made 
up of Aboriginal people, and this board has final say on all government 
spending for Aboriginal arts. 

Others have been seeking answers tO these problems by devel
oping proteccive legislation. The American Folklife Center ha.s been 
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active in the World Intellectual Property Organization based in Ge
neva, an organization which has been developing international laws 
that would afford the various traditional cultures of the world legal 
protection for their creative expressions in matters of authemication, 
expropriation, and compensation as well as fostering internal main
tenance of folk culture. 25 

These developments make it clear that awareness of the problem 
of the cross-cultural use of traditional ethnic or tribal arcs is on the 
increase. This alone is a significant change. As we have seen, the issues 
are challenging and complex, buc creative responses are beginning to 

emerge. These are encouraging signs. 
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The Idea of Folk Art 

Hmry Glassie 

Come inco rhe gallery and mere you will find objecrs carefully se
lecccd and castefully arrayed. Exrracr a definicion of folk arr from chose 
objecrs, chen rerurn into me American world, letting its shapes and 
colors break upon your senses, and you will find your definicion shak
ing, shifting, abandoning you tO confusion. Now lee yourself drift 
backward in time, pausing ro ponder a Byzantine icon, or swing free 
in space to meet a Turkoman carper or a Kwakiud mask, and confusion 
will increase u mil you arrive at rhe first conclusion in the srudy of 
folk art: a universal definition of folk arr will never be derived from 
collections of objecrs assembled ro meet rhe sensibilities and needs 
of the modern Western bourgeoisie. 

Our obligation is to starr afresh. Begin not with arrifacts that are 
precious because we covet them, bm with a human being in me instanr 
of creation. By narural right, the creator interferes with rhe universe. 
Driven by the wish to destroy some part of me world to improve it, 
toppling trees that should be chairs, breaking rocks that should be 
sculpture, the creator makes things from which he or she can step 
away, leaving behind an emblem of the creative act. If it is art, it 
embodies the human condition in terms of these realities: all people 
are alone, they are individuals; all people exist in association, they are 
members of societies; all societies exist in me world, they are sur
rounded by forces that swirl beyond meir control. 

Into that unknowable universe the individual intrudes, reordering 
some scrap of it in pursuit of a project. lf rhe project engages me 
senses, demanding and gaining me total involvement of the person, 
it meers aesthetic needs. The word "aesthetic" often troubles us, bm 
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we use "anesthetic" easily in our common language co mean that which 
deadens the nerves. The aesthetic is the opposite. It enlivens the 
nerves, and when the nerves are excited, when the senses are seeking 
their own pleasure, leaving no room for boredom, preventing any 
feeling of alienation, an act is aesthetic and it has met the first re
quirement of art. The result of artful action is a work that can be 
sensed by others. It becomes a communication. As a communication, 
the work is an element in a cooperative action within which the cre
ator discovers the nature of responsibility and the creation becomes 
a social face, an aid co the construCtion and betterment of the creator's 
community. Now the second requirement of an is met: it is aesthetic, 
and it is ethical. Then our there beyond puny human efforts to control 
licde bits of the universe looms amused the larger force that some 
describe by scientific mechanics and others name divine will, a force 
chat escapes creativicy buc coward which a project gesrures co meet 
art's third requirement. Gathering the individual into its creation, ar
riving as a communication among people, referring beyond co the all, 
a project claims the power we have built into the word art. Art pre
sents our triple reality: it is personal (aesthetic), social (ethical), and 
aware of human limitations (teleological). 

Few cultures circumscribe by name rhc category of deep action 
we call art, but within all cultures conventions have been developed 
through which people struggle co present statementS on the human 
condition. The effort is universal, the conventions vary uemendously 
from group to group. In the place I know best, Ballymenone in North
ern Ireland, the good night ascends through exchanges of warming 
drink and witty talk to music. Through music-the gift by the creator 
co the self, the ocher, and ro order-runs Ballymenone's finest idea 
of arc. At the far limit of my experience, in Anarolia, art seems ro 
abide in textiles, in knitting and embroidery, in kilims and carpers 
that delight the fingers and eye, help the body, and urge the mind to 
meditation upon first principles. Back home in Philadelphia, in the 
region below South Street, where the mood is dominated by people 
of Italian descent, food attracts thought. A market for fresh produce 
marks the community's center. Small shops fill with savory fragrance. 
People gather at home or in restaurantS for long dinners. Consider 
the Easter cake, a sweet ring scudded with dyed eggs. Its making 
occupied its creator's attention. It is a gift, and idea received from 
ochers, given co others. It is a celebration of Resurrection, a reminder 
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of sacrifice and the hope for immorcality. This cake that was a pleasure 
to make, a pleasure ro behold, ro give, to eat, to think about-a cake 
with God as its topic-is a South Philly work of art. 

All communities include people who use familiar forms ro raise 
rhe deepest ideas. All traditions have their own peculiar way ro say ar 
once: 1 am capable, we are right, we are nor rhe lone motive force of 
things as they are. But why do we call rhe products of some com
munities, rhe best works of only some traditions, "folk arr"? 

When a view from within a tradition is adopted, art separates 
from other activities, good art separates from bad art, bur nothing 
separates folk and other arr. Distinctions arise when we view rhe art 
of one tradition from rhe perspective of another. When rhar is done, 
it seems as though one"s own tradition produces art, while the tradi
tion of the other produces folk art. We can imagine an arr in which 
a balance has been achieved between the needs of rhe self, rhe society, 
and the all. An arr so in balance-the arc of the early Middle Ages 
in Europe, the high art of Islam-generates excellence, but it strikes 
no single course through time. For an co progress, its unity must be 
dismantled so that certain of its aspects can be freed for exploration, 
while others shrink from attention. Our art, as described by irs his
rorians (and historians require narrative lines), as evaluated by irs 
keepers (and connoisseurs need easy scales of merit), concentrates 
upon certain virtues. Folk art becomes irs shadow. If we characterize 
our own art as more personal than collective, as filling wirh anguished 
expressiveness, as gaining its life and direction from innovative indi
viduals, then folk art will appear ro be more collective than personal: 
it will carry the social message, ir will hold to rhe tradition. If our art 
centers through pictorial or psychological realism upon the material 
world, appearing to be ar leasr secular, rhen folk art will center through 
abstraction upon the spiritual universe, appearing ar last ro be sacred. 

These dichoromies-we are individualistic, they are communal; 
we are progressive, they are comervarive; we are secular, rhey are 
sacred-sort well with schemes used by historians co separate modern 
from medieval eras, by politicians to separate advanced from under
developed nations, by anthropologists co separate complex from tra
ditional, hot from cool societies, by folklorists to distinguish folk from 
elite cultures. And that follows. When the word "folk" was borrowed 
from folkloriStS for application co works of art, it carried with it a 
century of meaning developed by scholars who were intrigued by the 
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theory of evolution and who viewed those communities that did not 
fit rhe1r competitive, materialistic times as having survived from a 
more cooperative, more religious moment. The heads of nineteenth
century scholars filled with images of the medieval village, its houses 
clustered around a chLrch cower, irs unfenced fields and common 
lands spreading beyond, irs people enacung nature's rhythms. The 
image inspired them co elaborate rhe contrast of the self and the other 
in terms of new versus old, progressive versus conservative, individ
ualistic versus communal, secular versus sacred. 

Contemporary folk art scholarship is naturatl}• heir ro such 
thought. It is built on those foundations. As thought bas continued, 
ocher dichotomies have been erected. The original dichotomies were 
overs1mplificanons. later dichotomies have simplified marrers into 
falsehood. If our art is the product of an elite, then folk art muse be 
rhe expression of the common man. In fact, the great artists of our 
tradition, despite exceptions like Degas, have nor come from rhe rul
ing class, and the greatest flowering of Western folk an was a response 
ro sudden prosperity, in England in rhe seventeenth century, in Ger
many in the tighrecnrh century, in Hungary in the nineteenth. Most 
of the major works of our tradition and of the traditions we call folk 
were produced by people of the middle class, and we can preserve 
our vision of humble, impecunious, anonymous folk artists only by 
knowing nothing about their communities. Here is another of our 
contrastive pairs: if our an comes of professional education, then folk 
an must result from amateur inspiration. Ia fact, among the scars of 
our tradition are many who lacked formal training (Paul Gauguin is 
such a one, or Winslow Homer), while many we call folk artists were 
trained in ateliers within eight apprenticeship systems. Stranger, but 
more revealing because it exhibits the error of viewing one tradition 
from the perspective of another, is the notion chat our arc is sophis
ticated, so folk arc must be naive. It is true rhac from the perspective 
of the Royal Academy, rhe schoolmasters who drew Pennsylvania 
German fraktur were naive. And it is equally rrue that from the per
spective of rural Peunsylvania, the painters in London were naive. It 
is all a matter of where you srand and where you look. Every tradition 
has its naifs, its unskilled practitioners, but it also has its masters who 
arc nor to be understood by ripping them from their natural scenes 
and denigrating them by association with the children or misfits of 
ocher cultures. Art, like etiquette or language, must first be appre-
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hended in terms of its own tradition. The <.hchotorrues we have built 
over the fundamemal dichotomies developed by scholars in the last 
century do hnle to illuminate folk art, but even those rhat bear no 
truth can serve us rhetorically. If our amsrs get snobbish and com
mence tO ape their patrons· ways, wh)• nor confront them with the 
excellence of the common man? If our artists become professional
isrically smug, why nor humble them by reference to talented ama
teurs' If our an gets tangled in the web of irs own sophistication, why 
nor draw together works by children, madmen, peasants, and savages, 
and throw the whole heterogeneous mix in rhe faces of those who 
claim the name artist bur who have abandoned the obligation ro speak 
to us about stgnificant issues? 

For us, folk art is a crucial category. It derives from a critique of 
our own situation and its maintenance serves as an imporranr correc
tive. More social rhan individualistic, more sacred rhan secular, folk 
an provides us a way co seek balance through criticism of our own 
(roo individualistic, coo secular) culture. 

Contemplating great works in folk art, stark icons, incricare quilts, 
the whole manmade landscape, we are forced to think anew about 
creativity. Creativity is not alone the province of privileged individuals 
who battle for self-expression and innovation. Signature and novelty 
arc bur the mosr obvious spoor of creative motion. Creativity is a 
fundamental human righr, built into the genes (as any observanr par
ent knows), that can serve love as easily as ego, thar can strive for 
excellence and perfection and quiet with as much energy as it strives 
for revoluoon. 

Argwng over definitions of folk art, assembling collections of 
folk an-these activities are central to our quesr for understanding. 
They help us comprehend our own an and its limitations and thus 
they provoke us co knowing ourselves, our culture, our condition. 
But if we wish ro learn what an is, if we wish co understand the things 
we call folk art for themselves and not as ciphers in the small sysrem 
of our consciousness, then folk arc demands a different context, not 
a context conditioned by Kandinsky and Picasso and shaped by dealers 
and scholars, but a context constructed by the people who made the 
an. In its own context, when the weaver sits at her loom, when rhe 
supplicant touches his forehead to rhe prayer rug, folk arc is not a 
corollaq• or cmique of modern an, it is a part of the experience of 
life. At life's center, in the midst of common work, people always 
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have found and always will find ways to create things that simulta
neously enfold themselves, present their social affinities, and mutter 
abouc the enormicy of the universe. In that context these things are 
not folk. They are art. 
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